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Molly Sims secure in her Murray roots
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Look close enough to the photos of
actress Molly Sims in an upcoming
issue of InStyle, and you might just see
some things from the shelves of
Hazel's antique stores.
Sims, the Murray native who stars
as Delinda Deline on NBC's "Las
Vegas," spent some time last week
picking out some accent pieces for her
new New York apartment. She's
always wanted to own property in the
Big Apple, and now she has a chance to
show off her new digs during a photo
shoot this weekend.
Maybe the photos that appear in

Douglass
clean-up
planned
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
After almost 10 years, several residents in one of Murray's
neighborhoods are working to
revive the Douglass Civic
Improvement Organization to
help clean up the neighborhood
and serve as an advocate for the
community to the city.
Douglass resident Johnny
Blanton was the former president of the organization and is
the driving force behind its resurrection.
Blanton says the organization
used to be quite large and was
made up of nearly everyone in
the community. He's hoping to
bring back that spirit of unification in the neighborhood, and it
all starts with a communitywide clean up day on July 21.
The Douglass organization
fizzled when Blanton's job
transferred him out of town and
he was no longer able to devote
time to the neighborhood. But
recently, he's seen a need for a
revival of the group.
"There are just a lot of issues
that we need to touch base with
people on," he said. "We just
want to come together on things.
I look and see a lot of people in
the community are young people coming up. We want our
young people in accordance
with the law and involved in the
community."
Blanton said the organization
was successful in the past and he
hopes it will be once again.
"We made some real nice
improvements," he said. "We
Just did some great things. A lot
of people in the community
were just really trying to do
things and then it just went
dead."
The organization will come
back to life on July 21, however,
through the clean-up day organized by Blanton. The day will
focus on beautification of the
neighborhood that stretches
roughly from Olive Street in the
south to Chestnut Street in the '
north and Fourth Street on the
west to Industrial Road in the
east.
Although the purpose of the
day is to clean up the Douglass
neighborhood. Blanton invites
and encourages the Murray
community at large to be
involved, either through donating tools or working on the day
itself.
Blanton says he has been
pleased with the response he's

II See Page 2A

InStyle magazine will include the perfume bottle, textured glass plates, purple vase or pink serving bowl she
bought while visiting Murray last
week.
She picked out the pieces to fit into
the French-style interior she's going for
in the new apartment, which also
includes furniture she bought at a
French flea market and recovered.
"I love doing interiors," she said.
"I'm like my mom. We love antiques
and mixing old with new."
While packing up the breakable
decorations at the Southeastern Book
Co. warehouse, the 34-year-old Sims
took breaks to chat with employees —

FIRST

who happen to be "Las Vegas" fans — posed as a CoverGirl model. She's
and pose with them for souvenir snap- probably best known for her role on
shots. Not far from her feet were her "Las Vegas," which chronicles the
two Yorkshire tethers, Poupette (mean- work dramas in the fictional Montecito
ing "baby doll" in French) and Chloe.
Resort and Casino.
A 1991 Murray High School gradu"I wanted to experience other places
ate, Sims never expected to stay in and cultures," she said while wrapping
Murray, where her parents Jim and a vase in bubble wrap in the warehouse
Dottie Sims live and operate at her parents' company. "I love
Southeastern Book Co. With thoughts Murray. I had a great childhood here,
of becoming a lawyer, she spent two and 1 love it for that. But I knew I
years at Vanderbilt University before wouldn't stay."
deciding to pursue her modeling career.
Call it fate, perhaps. But Sims said
That move paid off. Since then, her Gemini personality helped her
she's appeared in three Sports advance a modeling and acting career.
Illustrated swimsuit issues, been an
official Old Navy spokesmodel and

See Page 2A
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Photos provided by Red Bull

Murray State grads, friends soar to win,
new record in Red Bull Flugtag event
(which means "flying day" in
By ERIC WALKER
German) is a flying/gliding
Editor
Doing something on a whim competition sponsored by the
generally constitutes a sudden energy drink Red Bull (it's slourge to, say, go on a weekend gan is "It gives you wings") and
road trip, make an expensive held around the world. In it,
purchase or maybe get that tat- competitors develop a "flying
too you've always thought machine" and propel it — with a
pilot — off a 30-foot platform in
about.
Building a homemade glider- order to glide/fly for distance.
Teams are judged on three
type contraption attached to a
large banjo and jumping off a criteria — distance, creativity
30-foot platform into the and showmanship. According to
Cumberland River probably Red Bull's Web site, past flugtag
wouldn't fall into that category entries have included a pregnant
... unless you happen to think cow, a Rubik's Cube, and a diathat just sounds like too much per-delivering stork.
With the brothers billed as
fun to pass up.
For three Murray State "The Greasy Brothers," the team
University graduates and their chose to honor Nashville's
friends, the chance to compete music history, as well as their
in the recent Red Bull Flugtag Kentucky roots, with their
event in Nashville. Tenn., was banjo-based theme. They then
added the hillbilly get-up of
just that.
"I had seen this online and overalls and long beards and
saw some commercials for the appropriate musk to go with
Nashville event and thought that their skit.
"We didn't want to be •too
it sounded like fun," said Brody
cliche for Kentucky," said
Vincent.
"It didn't take a lot of arm- Brody, "but we knew it was
brother Nashville and we knew what the
twisting,"
added
crowd wanted to hear."
Brandon Vincent.
So "Dueling Banjos" and
So the Muhlenberg County
MSU grads, along with brother Tennessee's state song "Rocky
Blake and fnends Brad Moore Top" was turned on — and up —
of Bowling Green. Ky., and which helped get the crowd of
Luke Simmons. another MSU 80,000 behind the team with
graduate from Evansville. Ind., perfect lOs from the judges.
And while they may have
built the "Rocky Top Rocket" —
a glider with a 30-foot Gibson gone in hoping not to break any
banjo as its base — and joined in bones, the five-man crew ended
the fun that is flugtag.
For the uninitiated. flugtag II See Page 2A

Pictured are the "Rocky Top Rocket" team tha
won the Nashville Red Bull Flugtag competition and set a new North American record a
few weeks ago. They are, clockwise from bottom left, Blake Vincent, Brad Moore, Luke
Simmons, Brody Vincent and Brandon
Vincent. Brody, Brandon and Luke are graduates of Murray State University.
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Staff Report
Six Murray residents and two juveniles have
been arrested and charged in the theft of numerous pieces of electronic equipment and other
items from Calloway County High School.
Chris Henry, 19, Ryan Ave.; Rashad Troup,
20, Kirkwood Drive; David Mathis, 18,
Kirkwood Drive; Sam Schneiderman, 19,
Oakdale Drive; Brenton Bailey, 19, Crossland
Road; and Whitney Sanders, 19, Calloway Ave.;
and two juveniles were arrested by Calloway
County Sheriff's deputies following an investigation that concluded last week.
All eight are charged with burglary.
"We put several manhours into it and got a
good break on it and were able to make the
arrest," Sheriff Bill Marcum said this morning.
"Some of those folks lived in town so several of
the search warrants we had were for in-town
and we appreciate the help of the Murray Police
that worked with us on that."
Marcum said many of the stolen items have
been recovered. The list included laptop computers, digital cameras, video cameras, a guitar
and other musical instruments, desktop computers, cash and some food. The items were reported stolen by school district officials last month.
David Dowdy, public information officer for
the Calloway County school district, said this
morning that an inventory of stolen items is not
yet complete so an estimated value is not
known.
"What happened is most of the items were
stolen shortly after the school year ended while
teachers were not in their rooms, so we don't
know exactly what was taken," Dowdy said.
"We've asked the teachers to come in and
inventory so we can determine what all is actually missing. That's where we are on that right
now."
Marcum said the value of items that have
been recovered so far is estimated in the $5.008
range.
None of the suspects charged are believed to
be CCHS graduates, according to Marcum.
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Louisville adds incentives •Flugtag even
to attract Simpsons' movie From Front
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP)- Duff Man is in Kentucky.
A specially made can of Duff Beer, Homer Simpsons favorite,
was one of several bnbes, or gifts, the city of Louisville put forth to
lure the premiere of "The Simpsons Movie to Spnngfield, Ky.
Besides the beer, specially brewed by Bluegrass Brewing Co.,
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson also offered up a special edition
Louisville Slugger emblazoned with the message, 'Springfield,
Kentucky. A Real Homer' created by Hillench and Brailsby of
Louisville and a tailor-made. Bart Simpson-style skateboard created
by Home Skate Shop of Louisville.
The city of 3.(NX) is one of 14 Spnngfields around the country
staking a claim to the Simpsons' fictional home. Each town was
asked by 20th Century Fox to produce a brief comedic video to
make its case — and online voting by fans will decide the outcome.
The winning town will host the
July 26 movie premiere.
on
Abramson
Friday called on the
1.4 million residents of
Louisville
the
region to vote for
Springfield, Ky.,
located about an
hour southeast of
Springfield
John
Mayor
made
Cecconi
Abramson an honorary citizen of
Springfield. Ky..
for his effons.
'You're welcome in
.s7 my hometown anytime,'
Cecconi said.

J

f

up breaking something. namely
the North Amencan record of 81
feet.
The Rocky Top Rocket
soared 155 feet.
As the banjo and the rest of
the team fell from the platform
and into the Cumberland River,
Brandon piloted the glider down
toward the water, and eked out a
few more feet by pulling up at
the last second to secure the
record.
'It was a gentle flight,'
recalled Brandon.
'It all happened so fast,' said
Simmons. 'It wasn't too bad.
just a little water up the nose.'
While the construction of the
'Rocky Top Rocket' consisted
of many three-day weekends in
the Vincent family shop in
Graham. Ky., with support of
the guys' girlfnends and family.
practicing was a little tricky
since 30-foot platforms with
cushy landing strips are a little
hard to come by in rural western
Kentucky.
'It was a leap of faith,'
Brandon said. 'There was no
way to practice for flugtag (with
a platform and water landing).
We were just trying to practice

•• •

Photos provided by Red But

Cumberland River, above photo,
As the 30-foot banjo "propulsion system* plummets into the
American flugtag record of 155
North
new
a
to
glides
Rocky Top Rocket pilot Brandon Vincent
the Red Bull Flugtag contest
per
as
get-ups
ed
hillbilly-them
their
in
team
the
feet. Below is
requirements.
created a "training video" on the
in a cow pasture on my uncle's jump. Their flight is shown on
team's own site (www.greasyWebsite
flugtag
Bull
the Red
farm.'
which has been
It turned into a job,' added (www.redbullflugtagusa.com) brothers.com)
than 2,000 peomore
by
visited
Murray
and
friend
another
while
Brody. 'The night before (the
ple.
Rager,
competition), we were still State graduate, Ashley
working on it.'
The group has gotten plenty
of exposure from the winning

Sims secure ...
From Front
"There are a lot of pretty girls
in this business. Let me tell you.
I'm not the prettiest. But my
personality and will to work has
helped me.- she said "You can't
leave out passion. I was ambitious at a young age. and I am
still ambitious A lot of it
depends on how bad you want
micthing."
With that attitude, Sims
ended up in Los Angeles, where
she films "Las Vegas- Ill Culver
Studios on what is considered
the biggest set for a TV show.
It's the .ame studio on which
-Gone with the Wind- was
filmed
Valk about history.
Sims is having her own brush

Mary
coordinator
with IV history as Tom Selleck events
joined the cast for the fifth sea- Connell.
Duhamel plays Sims' onson of the show, which started
filming last month and begins screen boyfriend who also
airing in September Selleck works in casino security. But
plays the new Montecito owner he's also made a name for himself on "All My Children- and
Jim Cooper.
"Everyone was a little shy on the big screen's "Win a Date
when he first came on. Now with Tad Hamilton- and
we're kind of over it." Sims -Transformers."
"I hope it goes however long
said. "It's weird, though; we're
working with Magnum(P.I.I. it's supposed to go," Sims says
Even Josh (Duhamel I got a little about the NBC series. "I didn't
think it would go five years.
star struck."
Josh and I were talking about
though
even
Meanwhile,
James Cairn, who played Ed how lucky we are because many
Deline, will make some appear- shows don't go this long.So where does she go from
ances in the coming season.
he'll no longer be a %cries regu- Isere?
While being a television
lar Also missing from the credits will be Nikki Cox, who series limits her availability,
played the casino's special Sims hopes to audition for more

movies to go along with roles
she's played in "Starsky &
"The
and
Hutch"
Benchwarmers." One day she
also hopes to have her own
brand of clothes and skin care.
She also continues to raise
money for El Faro orphanage in
Tijuana, Mexico. which she visits. And she recently returned
from Peru as an ambassador for
Operation Smile, a non-profit
organization that' provides
reconstructive facial surgery for
children.
Speaking of children, "I do
want a family," Sims said,
adding that three children —
biological and adopted — would
be ideal. "I think that would be
the icing, even if I didn't do anything else."

II Douglass clean-up ...
From Front

Only women have that particular
may
t nd
problem of incontinence th.i
or ea aging.
accompany childb
ed; gr 011drin
I
be
Exercise has to
wn to'
- and sometimes yo
ms vilout
can't be lifted into y
ncdottne
embarras
the threat of
en
Even a sneeze can be a
Now, new minimally invasi

techniques allow the physician
Murray Woman's Clinic to trea
incontinence once and for all in easy,
outpatient procedure. In less tha a day,
the worry and inconvenience can be
eliminated. In less than a day, you can
40 get yot\life back.

received so far - he says plenty
of rakes and cutters have already
been donated.
"Anyone that wants to help,
any way they can help, we
appreciate it," he said. 'We're
looking forward to them and we
can use them.'
Anyone wishing to donate or
get involved in the cleanup can
contact Blanton at 759-5001.
The effort will get underway
at 8 a.m. on Vine Street and volunteers will work until late afternoon. Blanton said. The city is
getting involved as well, setting
out dumpsters to aid with the
cleanup, while a scouting group
will come and volunteer their
time as well.
Blanton said the Douglass
organization is planning to have
a barbecue and provide food and
drinks for volunteers. He said
the event is much needed and he
hopes it becomes an annual one.
'We've got a real rough

neighborhood and were trying
to help each other with the community, cleaning and weed eating — the whole nine yards," he
said. "I looked
at the community, and we
need it. We need to let each
other know that we care about
each other and we want to work
with each other."
Which is precisely the aim of
Civic
Douglass
the
Organization,
Improvement
Blanton said. The revival of the
organization is still in the planning stages, and while Blanton
is open to reassuming leadership, he wants to do whatever is
in the best interest of the community.
'I'm starting out again, but I
want the community to say
whether they want me back
again or not.' he said. 'We just
want to get it started. 1 don't
have to be president again. I just
want to let them know that I'm
concerned and we have some
concerned people."

Sholfflog
Marshall County Sheriff's Departmont
• Jeffrey E Clark. 36, of Benton, was arrested Thursday after officers found items related to manufacturing methamphetamine in a
vehicle that was broken down on Beal Road Deputy Don Tidwell
noticed items related to manufacturing methamphetamine inside
the vehicle after responding to the scene Tidwell and other officers had to pursue the driver — later identified as Clark — on
foot At the end of the chase. Clark attempted to draw a large
knife he was carrying during an altercation with police. Officers
had to use pepper spray in order to secure the knife Clark was
charged with resisting arrest, carrying a concealed deadly
weapon, first-degree fleeing and evading police, and two counts
of third-degree assault of a police officer After officers searched
Clark's home, he also was charged with manufacturing methamphetamine. possession of drug paraphernalia and first-degree
possession of a controlled substance Meanwhile, the passenger
in the vehicle — Kelly S Goad. 21. of Murray — also was
charged with manufacturing meth and possession of drug paraphernalia The two were lodged in the Marshall County Detention
Center
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies
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Agenda items could be trimmed

KentuckylnBriet
No ID yet on young male found in
neighborhood of missing 4-year-old

sion.
"There's always the possibility, but
going to take some movement by the Senate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Jefferson County Coroner's
president and the governor,"'said Kathy office says authorities still have not identified the remains of a male%
Stein, D-Lexington.
child found near Churchill Downs yesterday.
State senator R.J. Palmer, D-Winchester,
Deputy coroner Gayle Norris says authorities are hoping to make
. e
said Fletcher should consider focusing on a positive identification within the next two days.
the-i
in
male
the energy incentive bill and not worry so
small
a
of
yesterday
body
the
Louisville police found
much about the other items if he wants to same neighborhood in which 4-year-old Cesar Ivan Aguilar-Cane:4,
,s
salvage the session.
was last seen on June 29th.
"If that's the centerpiece of the call, then
unknown"
of
a
at
"homicide
Norris says authorities are looking
it would seem to me to be the logical step to means.••
take the other items off," he said.
Volunteers packed a small Louisville church last night for a vigi1:0"
State senator Dan Seum, R-Louisville, One of the boy's uncles said all they can do is wait and hope hir''.
..c
said Fletcher should consider cutting some good news.
.1r
items from the agenda, but shouldn't let the
House dictate his policy.
"He could probably trim down the projects," Scum said. "But I'd stay tough on my
issues if I were him."
EDDY VILLE, Ky.(AP) — A teenager was shot and killed following an alleged domestic dispute in western Kentucky on
Saturday, police said.
Charles Freeman, 19, of Eddyville was shot in the chest while
inside a vehicle as he was leaving a residence. He was taken to
Caldwell Co. Hospital, where he was pronounced dead.
Police arrested Timothy Smurawa, 32, of Eddyville and charge4
families in our area the opportu- him with murder and wanton endangerment. Police said a male, pos-t
,
nity to have an experience simi- sibly Smurawa, called police and alerted them that he had fired a;
lar to the Haughs and it will con- handgun as it left his residence.
e,
tinue to enrich the Japanese language program at our two local
high schools. We are now looking for host families for these
young people."
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP) — Now it's the industry's turn to
When asked what advice he
on unprecedented and expensive new federal requirements
expound
would offer to other host famiareas in underground coal mines.
lies, Haugh said, "I encourage for sealing abandoned
groups, organized labor, even regulaindustry
companies,
Coal
everyone to think about this
seemingly have plenty to say aboif
states
ing
coal-produc
from
tors
opportunity. It is fantastic. As
the federal Mine Safety and Health'
by
out
put
rule
emergency
the
be
to
plan
all,
for advice, first of
May 18. All say they plan to speak at the
patient. These young people are Administration on
on the rule Tuesday in Morgantown.
session
eager to learn, but it takes time. public comment
There's confusion as it relates to the
confusion.
of
lot
a
"There's
They will need to have things
accompanied it," said Ron Wooten,,.
that
explanation
the
and
(rule)
like slang and local terms
of Miners' Health, Safety and Training. •.
Office
state
the
of
director
be
Second,
explained to them.
For instance, MSHA needs to clarify just how strong new seals..
interested in their culture and
Wooten, who'll be representing the I9-state Interstate'',
ask questions about Japan. They must be, said
.
Commission.
Compact
Mining
really enjoy sharing their culturthan 30,000 men and womep."...
more
protect
to
designed
is
rule
The
al information with others.
underground mines that seal abandoned sections from'.
Third, be prepared for the who work in
to West Virginia and Kentucky. It requires oper7'.
Colorado
and
Utah
impact on your family. It was
seals and monitor the atmosphere behina'.
stronger
far
wonderful to have Kanna, and ators to build
in some cases, to evacuate miners.
and,
gases
explosive
for
them
she was like another daughter to
17 West Virginia and Kentucky
killed
that
explosions
Methane
us. However, we did have to
to adopt the rule immediately.
MSHA
prompted
year
last
miners
well.
as
plan for her needs
procedure. Both the Sago..
yearlong
normal
the
follow
than
rather
Overall, this has been a wonderin abandoned, sealed
occurred
blasts
Darby
Kentucky
ful experience, and I highly rec- Mine and
sections.
mine
ommend it to other families in
our area."
"We are inviting anyone
interesting in hosting a high
school student from Japan for
the coming school year to let us
Photo provided
know," said Dr Tom Lough.
Brad and Kelly Haugh hold a photograph of Kanna Murray State University profesJapan.
from
student
Tsurumaru, their high school exchange
sor and director of Project 50BROOKS, Ky. (AP) — A by Blue Lick Airport. said he
three-year grant from the Japan able qualified high school stu- 50. "We can provide more
in a single-engine thought there was a chance the
passenger
assigned
be
to
Japan
answer
from
and
n
dents
informatio
from
detailed
Foundation with assistance
crashed in Bullitt aircraft was "probably heading"
that
States
plane
United
any questions they may have.
Murray State University and the to schools in the
lanearly today, a coro- there. Jean, who said he was a
Japanese
died
to
have
County
already
opportunity
that
great
a
is
districts.
This
school
g
participatin
member of an emergency
academic
their
in
the
with
courses
said.
contact
guage
ner
come into direct
"When it was time for Kanna
Jeanette Watts, 76, died at 4 response team that was at the
to return home, we all experi- programs. Because of Project Japanese way of life and to get
enced very mixed emotions," 50-50 and Nakamura's fulltirne to know someone personally a.m. EDT at University of scene, said the airplane had
Haugh said. "We were very sad teaching position, both MHS from that culture. But we need Louisville hospital, Bullitt "plenty of gas and the engine
for ourselves, because she was and CCHS now qualify for to make the arrangements soon County Coroner Tommy Kappel was running."
Todd Gunther, an investiga- •
leaving. But we were happy for Laurasian exchange students or we will miss out on the said. She was in the front pasopportunity. We need to have senger seat of the plane, which tor in charge with the National .
her, because she was going back from Japan.
"We have been invited by the our three or four host families
home."
went down in a cornfield about Transportation Safety Board,
Tsurumaru was one of a num- Laurasian Institute to provide selected by the middle of July."
15 miles south of Louisville said Sunday that details surReaders interested in becomber of international high school host families for three or four
around 4 p.m. Sunday. Kappel rounding the crash were still •
exchange students coordinated high school exchange students ing a host family for an
uncertain.
said.
Homestay from Japan to attend Murray exchange high school student
Cultural
by
Gunther did not immediately
Duane
Leonard
husband,
Her
Calloway
and
more
School
wanting
High
or
Japan
famfrom
International and hosted by
calls seeking comment
return
Hills,
Dorado
El
of
57,
Watts,
the
for
information can contact Lough
ilies in the Purchase Area. County High School
in the crash, this morning.
killed
was
said
Calif.,
year,"
school
@coe.mur2007-2008
tom.lough
program.
at
this
by
Inspired
The plan was a Mooney,
Kappel said.
Nakamura discovered that the Nakamura. -This is an exciting raystate.edu or 753-5682.
Two other people were hospi- four-seat low wing aircraft,
Laurasian Institute makes avail- development! It will give other
talized after the crash. Kappel Gunther said. Officials had
said. Their names and condi- received conflicting reports of
tions were not immediately exactly how many people were
on board. Gunther said.
available.
and
a.m.,
10
at
e
Courthous
time.
a
up
nearset
of
to
owner
7963
Thomas Jean,
FRANKFORT. Ky. — Eddie
Spraggs will be at Marshall Graves County's at I p.m.
Spraggs and Virginia Gray. representatives for Gov. Ernie County's Courthouse at 10 a.m.
Fletcher, will be in the region to Monday, followed by Trigg
address constituent questions County Courthouse at 9 a.m.
Tuesday.
and concerns this month.
On Monday, July 23. he'll be
To meet with Spraggs or
Gray. contact them at(270)362- in Murray at Calloway County's

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Ernie
Fletcher has told House lawmakers he'd
consider trinuning the agenda of the special
legislative session if it meant they would
return to the Capitol to
work.
House members voted
last Thursday to adjourn
the special session, saying
the costs outweighed the
benefits and that Fletcher's
motives were more political than practical. The
Senate has remained in session, but will reconsider its
Fletcher
options on Monday if the
House does not reconvene.
-• led lawmakers to the
Fletcher reAs
Capitol on July . 'king them to look at 67
items he felt need d to be addressed before
next year's General Assembly. In a letter to

House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling
Green, Fletcher said he'd consider tabling
some items.
"If there are items you feel are political
and not good policy for the commonwealth,
please let me know what they are, and I will
discuss the elimination of those from the
call," Fletcher wrote.
Fletcher. who is running for re-election
against Democrat nominee Steve Beshear,
wants lawmakers to consider putting together a financial incentive plan in hopes of luring a lucrative alternative-energy plant to
the state. Other items include Fletcher's proposal to bar state universities from offering
health benefits to live-in partners of unmarried employees.
Fletcher and House leaders will have a
conference call to determine how they're
going to go forward. Some House lawmakers said they're open to returning to the ses-

Teenager killed while leaving house "t
following domestic incident

Host families enjoy exchange opportunities

5

Special to the Ledger
When the opportunity came
last year to be a host Vmily for a
high school exchange student
from Japan, Brad Haugh and his
family jumped at the chance.
Karma Tsurumaru lived with the
Haughs in their Robertson Road
home this past year and attended
nearby Calloway County High
School. During that time, she
became like a daughter to the
family.
"We felt like this was a
chance to learn something about
the life and culture of Japan,"
said Haugh, "and we signed up
for it. The experience is something we would not trade for
anything."
Haugh, his wife. Kelly, and
his daughter, Emily, came to
view Tsurumaru as an adopted
daughter, involving her in all
aspects of their family life. They
gave a party for her seventeenth
birthday in November. During
season,
Christmas
the
Tsurumaru got the opportunity
to decorate a Christmas tree for
the first time in her life.
"Having a family like the
Haughs in our community is an
indication that our area is ready
to reach out to the world," said
Masayo Nakamura. the Japanese
knitAge. teaihcr,Ltel10way
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ge visiall enriched by e
tors, and having high school students from Japan such as Kanna
to spend time here is beneficial
for everyone. It is unusual for a
high school to have a native
Japanese speaker in its student
body, and this helped to inspire
our CCHS students in their
Japanese studies. Kanna also
volunteered to help me work
with my Japanese students at
Murray High School. We appreciate what the Haugh family has
done to make this possible, and
we want to extend this opportunity to others."
Nakamura teaches Japanese
language courses at CCHS and
MHS as part of Project 50-50,
which has set up a fulltime
teaching position funded by a

Agencies bracing
for refugee influx
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Agencies geared to help area
refugees are looking for supplies
and volunteers to help offset an
expected surge in new refugees
by Sept. 30. Thousands of new
refugees. who had been slowed
during processing. are now getting the go-ahead from the U.S.
State Department in time for the
end of the federal fiscal year.
Carol Young. director of
Kentucky Refugee Ministries.
which also helps refugees settle.
didn't predict how many would
arrive before September.
The State Department considers a refugee as someone who
has crossed an international
boarder and is unwilling or
unable to return home because
of past persecution or a wellfounded fear of persecution.

Inspectors, coal execs worry federal
mine seal rule goes too far

Second person dies
following plane crash

Governor's rep to visit Purchase area

ffe&o.ne of Murray
ATTENTION:

TorniCrier
NOTICE
Murray Code
II The
Enforcement Board will hold
a public hearing and special
meeting Tuesday at 5 p.m.
at City Hall to hear and
review cases regarding the
city's property maintenance
code.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS COMBINED
EXPERIENCE IN MEETING HEARING NEEDS!

THE 2007 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURERS

Saturday, July 14th & Sunday, July 15th
lif \if: "The Christian Home"

Sunny Slope Church of Christ
6465 Old Mayfield Rd., Paducah, KY
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Extraordinarily
short session
FRANKFORT. Ky. — The only thing remotely extraordinary about the extraordinary legislative session called by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher was how extraordinarily short it was.
It took about an hour last Thursday for House Democrats
to denounce Fletcher and his re-election motives for calling a
special session and including everything but the Governor's
Mansion bathtub on the agenda.
Then they simply voted to adjourn and go home.
That left the Senate in constitutional
limbo and Fletcher sputtering. -This is
something we cannot afford not to do,"
meaning tax incentives for coal conversion
plants in the planning stages.
The Senate will come back this week,
but without a House operating at the far
end of the Capitol. it's even more of a
waste of time and money than the special
session
There was a lot of pontificating back
forth between Republican and DemocraAgree Or and
in both chambers about the conleaders
tic
Not
which section applies to
and
stitution
By Todd Duvall
adjournment of special sessions.
Syndicated
A lawsuit, which is always a possibility
Columnist
in this city, also would be a waste of time
and money. Lawsuits over the failure of the
twice to enact state budgets as required by
Senate
House and
the constitution took longer to resolve than the writing of
that constitution
Fletcher contends the House must return within three days
if the Senate remains in session. Asked what would happen
if the House doesn't return. Fletcher said. "We'll cross that
bridge when we get to it "
Which translates that he doesn't have a clue.
And that's the whole problem, a clueless administration so
politically inept you sometimes want to give it a good shake.
And just like the hinng scandal that is undemuning
Fletcher's chances at a second term as governor, it needn't
have happened.
If Fletcher in May. 20115. had Announced his own probe of
allegations of improper hiring% and finngs. come forth with
an admission that sonic of his overzealous supporters got carried away. tired a few of the worst offenders and straightened up his act. Fletcher would not have Steve Beshear grinning low n at him from the polls
If a couple of weeks ago. Fletcher had called House
Speaker lody Richards and other House Democratic leaders to
his office or lunch at the Mansion, giscit them convincing
evidence that Peabody Coal Co. really needs those tax mcenuses to build a $3 billion coal conversion plant and needs
them this summer, they probably would have gone along.
Fletcher also likely would have gotten the $160 million in
construction projects amino ed by both chambers last year that
Fletcher vetoed
But he couldn't lease well enough alone. Ile added more
than So( 1 million in new projects to be paid for with state
honds, plus the contentious issue of domestic partner health
benefits lot public employees
A sixth grade class president knows its politically stupid
to insist that J polar bear exhibit at the Louisville zoo
demands legislatise action now and not six months from now.
By springing the 67-item agenda for the extraordinary session on already skeptical law makers barely 414 hours before
they were to meet, Fletcher s inually guaranteed the House
would do esactly what it did, leasing him with some serious
bridge crossing ahead
Of course, the simple solution is for Fletcher to hit the
campaign trail and run for re-election versus the "do-nothing
House Democrats
• It worked tot Harry Truman ninning for re-election in
VAX against the "do-nothing Congress."
But let's lice the painful tact: Ernie Fletcher is no Harry
:Truman !roman, in fact, would never have gotten himself in
The political pit kle Hoc her now finds himself in
. Looks like Fletcher will have to find some other use for
those giant state checks he was planning to spend the fall
distributing to every university in the commonwealth. including SI million to the wealthy and private Centre College at
Dans ilk-
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If you believe the Bush presidency
is a failure, what then? Do you delight
in whacking him like a piñata for the
next 18 months with your only objective a Democratic blowout victory in
the 2008 election? If that is your strategy. do you ask yourself what kind of
country a Democratic president will
inherit and whether he (or shet will
have the ability to quickly turn things
around after months of pummeling a
'
weakened president.
Or. if you are a Democrat, do you
could you ---- rise above the partisanship and gain enormous amounts of
goodwill and even greater political capital by putting the country's health
ahead of your political agenda' Suppose this 18-month period of weakness
emboldens our enemies and leads to
another terrorist attack. Surely even the
most partisan among us would not
rejoice user that.
Politics has always been a contact
sport. hut in the past -- even during
difficult tones -- there were those who
transcended partisanship, putting the
country first In her hook "Team of
Rivals," Dons Kearns Goodwin writes
of how Abraham Lincoln brought his
%es crest cntics into his administration
to work with him, not against him, for
the promotion of the general welfare.
This is a foreign notion in our day
of 24n cable news, talk radio,
fundraisers and p)larizers. These exist
and profit from stirring the pot. never
achics mg harmony or consensus. Each
has a vested financial, political and
career interest in division,not unity. A
fundraiser once told me he can't raise
money by sanding out letters stressing
positive achievements, only negative
threats And thus the cynicism deep-

lems that partisanship has not solved.
ens.
He might call it "Americans United,"
Liberal blogs are
or some other high-minded name that
full of hatred for
would elevate dialogue beyond the
President Bush (as
reach of partisan dividers. Didn't he
conservative media
say once that he is "a uniter, not a
once were for Pre9divider"? This could help him prove it.
dent Clinton). They
Humbling oneself can be difficult,
are beyond debating
especially for a president, but the
his policies, instead
rewards would be substantial and benedevolving into conficial to the country. Leadership is
demning him to politCal's
something that is conveyed by die peoical and literal hell.
Thoughts While that might
ple, not imposed by the leader. If peoThomas make bloggers feel
B,
ple trust you, they are willing to be
Syndicated
good and occupy their led. If they don't, they rebel at your
Columnist
time until the next
sense of direction, or they conclude
election, does it
you have lost your way. That is the
strengthen the nation against multiple
conclusion an overwhelming majority of
threats? Can we afford this "luxury," if Americans — including many Bush
that's what it is, or would we be betvoters and former supporters — have
ter served by political leadership that
reached concerning this president and
steps in, not to cause further harm but
his presidency.
to do greater good?
Assembling a group of respected
Since he has nothing to lose at this
Republicans and Democrats, bypassing
point with his approval ratings at
the rank partisanship of the Democratic
record lows, the president might wish
congressional leadership, and declaring
to consider the high road. Nothing is
his final months in office will he dedito be gained by further swagger and
cated solely to attempting to do what's
bluster, but much might he accomright for the country and not for
plished from a genuine reaching out to
Republican advantage in the next elecmore
the
of
some
Democrats, including
might — if successful — have the
tion
responsible ones, during the remainder
benefit of helping Republiincidental
of the Bush presidency. Ronald Reagan
That must not be seen
2008.
in
cans
kept a saying on his desk: "There is
as the motive, or any attempt at conno limit to what a man can do or
sensus will fail.
where he can go if he doesn't mind
Go on and try it, Mr. President.
who gets the credit." That attitude
isn't much left to lose. The
There
Bush.
President.
for
work
might
cannot afford the cost of failure
nation
The president should name a panel
of prominent Democrats and RepubliDirect all mail for Cal Thomas to
cans to help him during the next 18
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
months That assistance would not be
Ave.. Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y., 14207.,
for the purpose of making him look
or unseditors@rribune.corn.
better_ hut for tackling difficult prob-

Campaigns unpredictable source of cash
COLUMBIA. S.C. (API
The presidential contest is
assumed to be a cash cow
for early suiting states It so,
t probably will produce
skim milk at best
The fluid nature ol the
2008 campaign, with candi Jaw% scattered AC ross a larger field of competition, is
making for an unpredictable
balance sheet for towns
where hotels and pizza shops
till up for a political event
while police overtime budgets stretch thin providing
CCUrlt
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The expensive cost of failure

The contenders arc certainly spending millions
some% here
Vet their strategies shift
with the winds, taking big
dollars with them and leas
trig nothing certain except
that things will get busy
near the day of decision
The Iowa Republican
Party, for one. probably took
.1 multimillion-dollar hit
when two of the three tor
,op candidates, Arizona
en John McCain and Rudy
Giuliani. decided to sit out
an August straw poll that is
A prime source of cash to
help the party pay for the
caucuses Giultam's campaign
estimated it would have cost
its operations $t million to
compete
RAMl figures show that

2008 ELECTION
By Jim Davenport and Calvin Woodward
10 Democratic candidates
spent $4.5 mill ion on Iowa
businesses and stall an the
last pnmary That is a fraction of the benefits estimated
by boosters who liberally
interpret the value of indirect
spending Advertising, a huge
expense for the candidates in
every competitive state, often
is produced far away.
The economic benefits are
illusive in South Carolina
The state is taking over
operation of the primary voting from the parties. at a
cost to taxpayers of $2.2
million, not including security for the candidates.
Columbia Mayor Bob
Cohk estimated the GOP
debate last month generated
$4 million locally, half the
economic impact of a home
college football game at the
University of South Carol Ina
"We had people spending
a lot of mow!, ori hotels.
food, catering." Coble said
"Every candidate his a
NOYRestaurani owner' like
these events.
"It brings people that
have Ng wallets and even
bigger egos and they can fill
up a bar quickly." said Mike

Evans, general manager at
Liberty Tap Room & Grill.
Such windfalls tend to be
here today. gone tomorrow.
College of Charleston
economist Frank Hefner,
looking hack at the 2000
GOP debate held on campus,
said little long-term benefit
came of it and far less than
if the school's basketball
team made it into the
NCAA's Final Four.
A political gathering is
"not even like a sports event
or cultural event because
there's not much infrastructure that's built around it
that stays there," he said.
New Hampshire, like Iowa
and South C'arolina, has been
a hive of early activity.
bringing an obvious boost to
the hospitality industry and
more, especially when a
debate comes to town.
The leading candidates
rented New Hampshire office
space in early spring, several
months sooner than in the
last campaign. and hotels say
business from the campaign
is strong. Su far, candidates
have been in New Hampshire as often as in the past.
and starting earlier
Whether that will last is

anyone's guess. Absent a
debate that brings candidates.
their entourages and media
together in one spot, the
benefits of the stumping
appear modest when spread
around and are all hut
impossible to measure.
Iowa, Nevada, New
Hampshire, South Carolina
and Florida are planning
their contests in mid- to late
January 2008. Hard on their
heels are contests in 15 to
21) states, all on Feb. 5.
Candidates campaigning
for trendsetting victories in
the first states also have to
devote time and money for
that huge second wave.
Dave Roederer, Iowa
chairman for McCain. said
candidate% cannot spend as
much time in the state as
before.
"We are going to have
Super Tuesday." he said. and
"the number of votes
involved there is going to
way outshadow Iowa and
New Hampshire put togethDave Swenson, an economist at Iowa State University. said: "We have to expect
a very powerful reduction in
total spending in Iowa
because the candidates now
have to spread their money
very strategically across
many venues"
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Obituaries
Rodger (Rod) Mitchuson
Rodger IRod) Mitchuson, 58, Paris, T Tenn.., died Sunday. July
8, 2007, at 6:30 a.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
A truck driver, his hobbies were fishing and working on cars.
Born July 30, 1948, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Obie Mitchuson and Ethel Baker Cothran Mitchuson. Also preceding him in death were three sisters, Dorothy Baker, Juanita Jones
and Margie Nell Mitchuson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Belinda Sue Yeager Mitchuson,
to whom he was married March 19, 1971; two sons, Eric Mitchuson
and wife, Kelly, Murray, and David Mitchuson and wife, Karen.
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Christine Geerdes and husband, Tom,
Ledbetter, and Mrs. Pat Lane, Murray; three brothers, Lawrence
Cochran and wife, Shirley, Cook Station, Mo., Obie Gene
Mitchuson and wife, Patty, Dexter, and Gary Mitchuson and wife,
Susie, Hardin; sister-in-law, Mrs. Edna Coles, Paris, Tenn.; six
grandchildren, Krista, Austin, Shanya, Jacqueline, Kyle and
Christian Mitchuson; several nieces and nephews..
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the
Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Susan Virginia Howe Schlemmer
Mrs. Susan Virginia Howe Schlemmer, 78, Pirates Cove, Hardin,
died Saturday, July 7, 2007, at 12:45 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Palestine United Methodist Church. Born
Aug. 29, 1928, in Canton, Ohio, she was the daughter of the late
Wilbur and Sidney Myers Howe.
Survivors include her husband, Walter Schlemmer, to whom she
was married Dec. 21, 1946; one son, Dane Schlenuner and wife,
Valerie, Vista, Calif.; three daughters, Mrs. Penny Fortney and wife,
Roger, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, Mrs. Rebecca Edwards and husband,
Eric, Falmouth, Mass., and Mrs. Jan Morabito and husband, Gene,
Downingtown, Pa.; one brother, James Howe and wife, Lou, North
Canton, Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Carol Spencer, Clyde, Ohio; nine
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
No services are scheduled at this time. Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity.

Mrs. Mary Magdalene Houser
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Harley Dale Cannon
The funeral for Harley Dale Cannon-will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. James Cox and Rev.
Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial will follow in the McDaniel
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Monday).
Mr. Cannon, 49, Almo, died Friday, July 6,
2007, at 1501 Brigman Ave., Jeffersonville, End.
He was employed as a welder by Jeffboat in
Jeffersonville, and attended Dexter Pentecostal
Church. He was born Oct. 27, 1957.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lana Balentine
Cannon, to whom he was married Feb. 16, 1992;
one daughter, Brittany Jo Cannon, Almo; one son,
Cannon
Bradley Dale Cannon, Benton; stepchildren.
Joshua Holt, Sumpter, N.C., William Holt, Ahno
and Virginia and Kenneth Rogers, Benton: his mother, Mrs. Merle
Blythe, Paoli, Ind.; his father and stepmother, Harley Hobert Cannon
and Paulette, Calvert City; one sister, Mrs. Brenda Breslin and husband, Jim, New Albany, Ind.; three stepbrothers, Troy Blythe, Paoli,
Johnny Lofton and wife, Angie, Benton, and Steven Lofton,
Draffenville; granddaughter. Raigen Cannon, Benton.
Also surviving are seven nephews, Matthew Biggs and wife,
Julie, Lawrenceburg, Garrett Sanders, New Albany, Ind., Matt
Lofton, Benton, Justin Winters and Michael Mayes, Henderson, and
Ethan and Ricky Lofton, Draffenville; two nieces, Kristen Lofton,
Benton, and Shelby Lofton, Draffenville; two great-nieces.
Mercedes and Amber Biggs, Lawrenceburg; five uncles, James
(Smokey) Belt, Jeffersonville, David Cannon, Evansville, Ind., I.E.
Cannon and Harold Cannon, Crayne, and Alan Huffman and wife,
Linda, Morganfield; one aunt, Mrs. Sara Mayes and husband,
Charlie, Henderson.

Sheehan threatens to
run against House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi

Mrs. Mary Magdelene Houser,90, Benton, died Saturday, July 7,
CRAWFORD,Texas(AP)— and her supporters are to arrive
2007, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Cindy Sheehan, the slain sol- in Washington, D.C., after a 13dier's mother whose attacks on day caravan and walking tour
She was a member of New Zion Baptist Church.
Her husband, Loren Clayton Houser. and one brother preceded President Bush made her a dar- starting from the group's war
her in death. She was the daughter of the late Guy Darnall and Katie ling of the anti-war movement, protest site near Bush's
has a new target: House Speaker Crawford ranch.
Darnall.
Although Sheehan has never
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Norma Collins, and two Nancy Pelosi.
Sheehan,
held
public office, she said she
grandchildren, Shannon Collins and Charlesa Travis, all of Benton;
already has the name recognione sister, Mrs. Hilda Lofton, Hardin; four great-grandchildren.
announced in
tion and would not have to run
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Cole
late May that
against Pelosi in a primary.
Cemetery. Mickey Filbeck will officiate.
was
she
"I would give her a run for
No visitation is scheduled. Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home departing the
her money," Sheehan said.
of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
peace movePelosi spokesman Brendan
ment, said she
Daly said the congresswoman
Larry E Darnell
decided to run
has said repeatedly her focus is
The funeral tor Larry E. Darnell will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the against Pelosi
on ending the war in Iraq.
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Rev. Allen unless the con"She believes that the best
Sheehan
gresswoman
way to support our troops in Iraq
Millet will officiate. Todd and Shelia Walker will be singers.
is to bring them home safely and
Pallbearers will be Brad Cook, Eugene Barnes, moves to oust
soon," Daly said in an e-mail to
Jeremy Darnell, Ronald Hargis, Mike Burchett, Bush in the next two weeks.
the AP. "July will be a month of
"I think all
Robert Combs, Ronnie Wilson and Chris Sheridan,
action in Congress to end the
active; Kathy Mowery, Sandra Dick and Janice politicians
war, including a vote to redeploy
should
be
held
Hale and staff of Spring Creek Health Care, honour troops by next spring."
orary. Burial will follow in the Asbury Cemetery. accountable,"
Sheehan, who turns 50 on
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to Sheehan told
The Associated
Tuesday, said Bush should be
8 p.m. today (Monday).
Press
on
impeached because she believes
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Sunday.
he misled the public about the
Jude's Children's Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude "Democrats
reasons for going to war, violatPl., Memphis,TN 38105.
Darnell
and Americans
ed the Geneva Convention by
Mr. Darnall, 45, of Murray, died Friday, July 6, feel betrayed
torturing detainees and crossed
2007, at 8 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Pelosi
by
the
the line by commuting the
Born March 30, 1962, in Murray, he was a member of Glendale Democratic
prison sentence of former vice
Road Church of Christ.
leadership. We hired them to presidential aide I. Lewis
Survivors include his parents, Ralph and Judith Darnell, bring an end to the war."
"Scooter" Libby. She said other
Sheehan said she will run as grounds for impeachment are
Coldwater community; two daughters, Chelsea Nicole Darnell,
Lexington, and Caroline Leeann Darnell, Atlanta, Ga..; two sisters, an independent against the San the domestic spying program
Mrs. Rhonda Barnes and husband, Eugene, Dallas, Texas, and Mrs. Francisco Democrat in 2008 if and the "inadequate and tragic"
Deedee Cook and husband, Brad. Murray; grandmothers, Mrs. Fern Pelosi does not file articles of response to Hurricane Katrina.
The White House declined to
Darnell, Coldwater community, and Mrs. Ruby Hargis, Estro, Ha.; impeachment against Bush by
three nieces, Madison Barnes, Dallas, Ashley Domescik, Si Louis, July 23. That's when Sheehan comment Sunday.
Mo., and Cortney Cook, Murray; one nephew,Trent Barnes, Dallas,
Texas.
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
Mrs. Flora Mae Richardson
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
The funeral tor Mrs. Flora Mae Richardson will be Tuesday at 11
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery red e 5 CNT dtne 0 rouser
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
S. interior design services designed to fit your budget :4-newt nig.
Martin Severris and Pastor Richard Griffith. her grandson, will offiFrom desegri to fabrocatfon to professor/ osteAstion, yvor tovork is done
ciate. Music will be by Oneida White, Richard and Susan Griffith,
on house by OU,ftlrltfly staff
and congregational singing.
out
the
Reed Interiors difference for yourself,
Come
check
Stuart
Shull,
Corbin
Richard
Wormsbacher,
Pallbearers will be
Atkinson, Joshua Brown, Christopher Griffith and Scott Morris.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
f"404 S. 12th St. • 763-4361
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. today

9?-eett Dnterptoet.se

(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Blood Baptist
Association Builders, P.O. Box 18, Hardin, KY 42048. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Richardson. 80, Yarborough Drive, Murray, died Friday.
July 6. 2007. at 1:02 a.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
A member of Memorial Baptist Church. her hobby was cooking
and was a caregiver to many area residents. Born March IS, 1927 in
Obion. Tenn.. she was the daughter of late Samuel Erwin and Clora
Dell Lucker Woody. Also preceding her in death were one sister.
Edith Janabet, and brother, William Woody.
Survivors include her husband, John B. Richardson, to whom she
was married Nov. 2. 1946; two daughters. Mrs. Gloria Shull and
husband, Stuart. Murray. and Mrs. Carol Combs and husband.
Richard, New Concord; five grandchildren, Richard Griffith and
wife. Susan. Christopher Griffith and wife. Laura, Lisa Atkinson and
husband, Randy, Laura Morns and husband, Scott. and Julie Sears.
14 great-grandchildren.

GOSPEL MEETING G'
Sunday,July 8th - 7:30 p.m.
July 9th, loth,& nth - 7:oo p.m.
Speaker - Gilbert Gough
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Bush invokes executive
privilege to deny Congress
testimony from former aides
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush invoked executive privilege this morning to
deny requests by Congress for
testimony from two former
aides in connection with the firings of federal prosecutors.
The White House, however,
did offer again to make former
counsel Harriet Miers and onetime political director Sara
Taylor available for private, offthe-record interviews.
In a letter to the heads of the
House and Senate Judiciary
panels, White House counsel
Fred Fielding insisted that Bush
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July 9th - 13th
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Ages 3 - 6th Grade

6:00 - 8:30 p.m. .gVz
oa.
Dinner served each night
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Crafts, Games 86 More
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753-8240 FOR MORE INFO.

Westside Baptist Church
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1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dos Jones hid. Avg.-13647.5 + 35.9
Air Products ....—..........81.35 + 030
.40.65 • 0.01
AT&T, Inc.
BB&T .........
• 0.11
Briggs & Stratton ....32.89 - 0.03
Bristol Myers Squibb ..„.31.37 - 0.18
('aterpdlar.
_79.81 + 1.00
rho ron Texaco Corp......88.55 + 0.87
Daimler Chrysler ...-.......94.18 + 1.18
Dean Foods ..---...........31.49 + 0.07
Exxon-Mobil ........
+ 0.70
Ford Motor
+ 0.01
General Electric ....
General Motors
.36.72 + 0.23
GlaxoSmithliline ADR ....51.64 • 0.16
Goodrich .....--......61.05 + 0.04
Goodyear
36.65 + 0.08
16.01 B 16.30 A
HopFed Bank*
109.20 + 0.17
IBM

pricvs

AS

Intel
.24.97 + 0.29
Kroger
.28.38 + 0.15
Mattel
25.92 + 0.03
51.15 • 0.28
Mcl)onalds .
49.08• 038
'Merck
Microsoft
29.93 -0.04
72.09 • 0.46
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc
+ 0.10
25.90.0.02
Pfizer, Inc
Regions Financial ......33.73• 0.02
Schering-Plough ................30,48 - 0.05
Sears Holding Corp..-....171.87 • 2.19
11.00 -0.02
Ti me Warner
41.46 + 0,07
I. S Bancorp
-.53.22 - 0.19
.0.74
WellPoint Inc
Hal-Mart
48.40 + 0.01

HILLIARD LYONS
I inancial Consultants (I.- fij
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753-3306 I 800 444-1854

Call 437-4383for more information
157 Walnut St. • Dexter, KY 42036
www.dextereoc.org

(Available Anywhere in City or Cotintv)
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Dexter Church of Christ

INSUIANC

was acting in good faith anli
refused lawmakers'demand that
the president explain the basis
for invoking the privilege.
The latest move in the separation of powers fight between
the legislative and executive
branches came as members of
Congress began returning from
their Fourth of July recess. Am
atmosphere of high tension
accompanied the resumption of
work as a fight also loomed
there
between
majority
Democrats and some key
Republicans and Bush over his
Iraq war policy.
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AP
President Bush and first lady Laura Bush, arrive at the White
House from Camp David, Md . Sunday, in Washington.
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Coldwater 40's reunion held at local restaurant
Coldwater 40's held its annual reunion on June 9 at the
Holmes Family Restaurant.
Present were 40 friends and
families of the Coldwater community who had a time of reminiscing and a meal together.
Bro. Charlie Arnett was the
oldest person present at the
Age of 93. Colby Tucker was
the youngest at the age of 9.
The person with the most
children WAS Pansy Black with
seven; most grandchildren,
Ruby And Charlie Arnett with
17. traveled the farthest to
attend were Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Turner; one newcomer was
Colby Tucker; and five who
have attended every reunion
were Jo and Bobby Watson,
Ray and Jean Bazzell and Helen
Tid weII.
Willis Sanders read A poem,
"Freedom Is Not Free," in
honor of all the ones that
served in the military. Wilma
Sanders read her poem, "More
Changes ••
Plans were made to meet
again on the second Saturday
in June 2008.

Photo provided
Pictured at right is Wilma Sanders reading her poem at the Coldwater 40's reunion.

Burgess, Bobby Ann Lee, Amy
McDowell and Cyndi Cohoon.
#1 - 9:20 a.m. • Patsy Green,
Teresa Betts and Barbara Gray..
#1 - 9:30 a.m. - Susan Johnson. Marilyn Adkins and Brenda Rowland.
#5 - 9 a.m. - Jane Meyer.
Shelia Henry. Patsy Chaney
and Helen Dunn;
#6 - 9 am - Patsy Oakley. Ann Stanley and Beth
Below.
Wednesday tee times will
he announced after play on
Tuesday.
Any member who is 1101
listed in he line-up. hut wishing to play should call Linda
Burgess at 293-6435 or Vc
SC% CMs At 759-8358.

twrs are asked to attend this
imponant meeting
Melome
Lowe
has
announced the winners of the
golf scramble on July 3 as
Deborah Boyle. Patsy Neale.
Cathy Young And Lowe
The Ladies Tuesday Night
Golf will be Tuesday at 5.3(1
p m at the club

A

Hickory Woods
lik•tir•rws•nt

1 enter
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We t. dein ated lnskpenskns c
Das with homemade ice cream
along with the traditional hamburgers and hot dogs %c also
had a spe..ial treat this week
Losella McConnell made us
sonic homemade tried apple
pies they were lust like we
used to Mike then) We Malts
Arpret tAle her making those Inc
us We ertiunly eniosed them'
Agile Pass hall ,elehrated her
twettwl.v, Saiurd.is Her daughter.
iern hosted a parts for her here
if itakors Woods I think we
cniosed her pans mom than she
did with the cake and punch
I ugerw Jones sektvatest his
hinhaias this week with his
daughter
Another one oi our employees.
Carrolsn Wilson also selehrated
hoihdas this week t'arohn
v.oetis the midnight shill and is
4 Me 4 A sir newt l emphiseel
Ihe
want to *el,orne our
newest couple Ralph and Kell
flarrera from Puns ear TN /Ties
lased seseral Seas in Si LOW),
Mitsoun and are also big
Cardtri.al haw-half fans
_...Nateeta ttar km*, ow /ere Me
Mao •• emu clime
1.10•Atert AA • Myna* •
111 WU
Fles. ani 1•411.•

How

agencs specializing in the place
mcm of children frorn Russia,
Kazakhstan.
China.
and
Guatemala It also, completes
domestic and foreign home
studies for anyone in the state
of Kentucky.
KidsFirst is located at 13117
Eastpoint Park Blvd.. Suite B.
LOUP.% rile
Program directors
are Sarah and Dennis Feaster
and the phone number is 502241 -II 11/4 (1f1 ic e hours arc
Iss appointment and include
esenings and weekends
Von mi•re information sisit
www kidsfirstadoption corn

Theatres
1004S Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 10
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
EVERYDAY

Barton-Vincent lecture
on Nathan Bedford
Forrest will be Tuesday
Over a decade ago Dr. Jack
Vincent and the late Lon Caner
Barton. Mayfield residents,
organized an annual meeting
dealing with Nathan Bedford
Forrest's military exploits during the War Between the States.
These meetings were always
held near the anniversary of
Forrest's birth and have progressed from small discussion
groups to larger attendance programs with notable speakers
who were both knowledgeable
about FOITeSi'S military career
and, in several cases, who were
also authors of biographies on
Forrest.
This year, with the cooperation of Dr. Vincent, the Tilghman-Beauregard Camp, Sons
of Contederate Veterans(SCV),
has announced it will continue this tradition by sponsoring another outstanding program featuring Steve K.
McDaniel. Battlefield Histonan. at 7 p.m. on Tuesday. at
the Graves County Library on
North 17th Street in Mayfield.
McDaniel's lecture is titled
Parkers Crossroads Battlefield.
A Preservation Success.' The
battle at Parker's Crossroads
WAS the last of several conflicts with Federal troops during Forrest's excursion into west
Tennessee dunng December
1862 to interdict supplies to
Grant's forces in Mississippi.
McDaniel will discuss this battle and the ongoing efforts to
preserve the site. Some of his
preset% anon efforts were featured in the lead article by Ed
Bears% in the Fall 2003 issue
of Blue & Gray Magazine.
McDaniel grew up in Henderson County. Tenn., and is
a graduate of the University
of Memphis. He is an avid
history buff whose hobby is

Diabetes management
classes planned here
Purchase Distnct Health
Department of Calloway County and Purchase AHEC and
Calloway County Extension
Office will sponsor a series 0

Ratatouille
G-1 -00-3 40-6:45-9:10

License lb Wed
PG13 - I 30 • 3.35 • 7.20 92.5
Evan Almighty
. 15 - 9:20
PG - 140-

Call
753-1916
to place
an ad in

11F1K;FRX TIMES

Transformers
PG13-1250-3 45 -650-945

Live Free Or Die Hard
PG13- I 20 - 410 7.10 • 9:50
Fantastic 4: 2
PG • 1:10 • 3.20 7 30 - 9:35
1408
1k13 - 105 •

Civil` War re-enacting and as
president of the Tennessee Civil
War Preservation Association
is very active in battlefield
preservation efforts in Tennessee.
In addition, he has had a
long and distinguished career
as a public servant. Currently.
he is the city manager for the
City of Patten Crossroads and
has been a member of the Tennessee General Assembly representing House District 72
since 1988. This includes all
of Henderson and Chester
Counties and portions of
Decatur arid Wayne Counties.
He has also served two
terms as Republican Caucus
Chairman and three terms as
House Minonty Leader. He is
past president of the Henderson County Historical Society.
He also served as the first
president of the Parkers Crossroads Battlefield Association
when organized in 1993 and
currently serves the position
of historian.
McDaniel has been the recipient of numerous awards,
including the United Daughters of the Confederacy's Jefferson Davis Award: the SCV's
Robert E. Lee Award for Heritage Preservation and its Distinguished Service Metal; the
Dr. Frank Vandiver Award presented by the Houston Civil War
Roundtable in Houston, Texas;
And the Civil War Preservation Trust's State Leadership
Award in 2.1;X)2.
The public is welcomed and
encouraged to attend this annual event of historical significance to the local community.
For more information. contact
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp
Commander James R. Gooch
at (270) 247-0418.

learning sessions on "Questions About Your Diabetes Management" The classes will be
held from 9:30 a.m. to noon
on Tuesdays on July 10, 17,
24 and 31 froth 9:30 a.m. to
noon in the Calloway County
Extension office at 310 South
Fourth St . Murray. Free will
he blood tests and other tun
tools for your diabetes management will be asailahle To
pm -register call the extension
office at 753-1452 or for more
information • call .DeAnna
Leonard at 1-274444-9625.
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Southwest meeting canceled

2,

Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council meeting for Tuesday has been canceled. The council will
convene in a specially called meeting Thursday at 10 a.m. at
the school to have Title One consultation and conduct follow
up interviews in executive session.

an
to
Jul

MES Council will meet

Adoption branch office
now open in Kentucky
Atter nine sears ot sets ice
and nearly b4K) latmlies united through adoption. Kidshrst
Adoption Services has opened
A branch office in Kentucky:
Kidslsirst is A private. nonprofit full service Adoption

Trooper Barry Meadows. Kentucky State
Police Public Information Officer, will be
the guest speaker at the meeting of the
Alzheimer's Disease Education Support
Group on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway Counts
Hospital.
Meadows will discuss "Law Enforcement
Suggestions for Dementia Drivers."
For more information call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W.. at 762-1108.

By Jo Burkeen Band boosters to meet
The Laker Band Boosters will meet TuesCommunity
at 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County
day
Editor
High School band room. All new band parents and anyone interested in continuing the excellence of the
band program are encouraged to attend.

ladleset theOaks
I he Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
annual Member-Guest Golf
Tournament on Wednesday at
9 a ni
A salad/dessert luncheon will
he sensed
A special called meeting of
the Ladies Activities will be
Tuesday at 10 a m All mcm-

Trooper Meadows will speak
at Alzheimer's group meeting

lo's
Datebook

LadiesofMurrayCountralub
I tie Ladle% of the Murray
Country Club will compete in
golf medal play on Tuesday
and Wednesday.
The line-up for Tuesday
morning will be as follows:
9 a.m. - Natalie Doenns,
Betty Jo Purdom, Debbie Nixon
and Linda Burgess:
910 a.m. - Bobby Ann Lee.
Amy McDowel, Cyndi Cohoon
and Mu% Orr;
9.20 a.m. - Barbara Gray,
Norma Frank and Susan Johnson
The line-up for Wednesday
morning will he as follows:
#1 - 9 a.rn - Natalie Doer'
ing, Betty Jo Purdom. Debbie
Hixon and Ve Sevems.
#1
9 Ii) a m - Linda

0-asai1 jo.burkeentimurrayledger.crtili

Murray Elementary School Based Decision Council will
meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. (personnel consultation) in the
conference room of the school.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the school.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, A16 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS.# Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
.
First Christian Church fellowship hall„Asti North Fifth St.:
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Tracey at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Librars'. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter 431 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

THEOS group will meet
THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually) Group, a bereave- '
ment support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the community room
of Calloway Public Library. Opal Howard will present the program on -Who Am I After the Spouse is Gone?" The group
will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. For more information
call Howard at 753-1998. Lillian Steele at 753-2875, or Karen
Isaacs at 753-2411.

Veterans will be given assistance
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North. Murray Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Songwriters to meet tonight
West Kentucky Songwriters Chapter (NSDA) Nashville Songwriters Association International will meet tonight from 6 to 8
in the Mississippi room of Murray State University Curtis
Center. For more information call 1-270-293-7252.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7
fins is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

North Council will meet

•:

North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3.30 in the teachers lounge

Republicans will meet
Calloway Counts Republican Party will meet tonight at 7
in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. All
interested persons are invited.

MWC board will meet
The Esecutise Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight at 6 311 at the club house All chairs and board
members are urged to attend

Board meeting Tuesday
Murray Code Enforcement Board will hold a public hearing and special meeting on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the council
chambers of Murray City Hall, located at 104 North Fifth St.,
Murray This meeting will be to hear and review cases with
regard to the City of Murray Property Maintenance Code.

MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Murras

High School Class of 1997 will have its 10-year
reunion on Saturday. Aug 113, from 7 p.m to midnight
at 1
Edwards. Murray For more information go to 97tigers.corn or
call Angie Colson Kimbro at 759-0554.

•
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COMICS/FlEATURES
Even at an early age, kids
need straight dope on drugs

‘lurrity Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Dr. Alice Koenecke, former
chairman of the home economics
department and professor ementus of Murray State University is
pictured with the quilt she crafted in honor of the university's
75th anniversary The photo was
by Staff Photographer Scott Nanney.
Births reported include a boy
to Kristi and Terry Bogard, July
2. a boy to Dada and Samuel Speed,
a boy to Mica and David Howe
and a boy to Denise and Stacey
Buddy, July 3; a boy to Katrina
and Brady Smith, July 4.
20 years ago
The third annual Civitan
Telethon will be Aug. 8 from I
to 9 p.m. on the broadcast facilities, Murray Cablevision System
Channel 34. Radio broadcast will
be by Murray Radio Station WSJP.
This will be by Murray Civitan
Club with Ronnie Pool as telethon
chairman.
Births reported include a boy
to Dena and John Farris and a
girl to Sherial and Jerry Fox, July
2: a girl to Kathryn and David
Scheffing and a boy to Deborah
and Gary Green, July 3; a boy
to Donna and Michael Brown,
July 4.

30 years ago
A company of 12 Murray State
University students from the department of speech and theatre are
presenting a musical variety show,
"Twilight Cabaret," nightly except
Monday at the old bathhouse at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
Gilbertsville.
Births reported include a boy
to Mohammad Mogbadamian, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Gore,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Lynn Thorpe, June 24; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry B. Lassiter,
July 31.

40 years ago

the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair to be July 17-22 at
the Jaycee Fairground on Ky.
121 North, according to Jim Irby,
president of the fair board.
Calvin W. Overbey of Murray
has enlisted in the United States
Marine Corps and is now undergoing basic training Parris Island,
SC.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. David Crick, June
24.

DEAR ABBY: I am the
single mom of a terrific 6year-old boy. 'Matthew' is
smart, happy and generally
makes good choices when given
options. My problem? I'm terrified of the future.
I hear horror stories about
kids
who
take drugs
and
the
downward
spiral their
lives take.
Matthew's
father made
poor choices regarding
drugs and
Dear Abby alcohol
-one of the
By Abigail
many reaVan Buren
sons
divorced him -- so my son is
genetically predisposed to
addiction. What is to stop him
from accepting drugs from
friends or acquaintances?
One of my parenting styles
has been to let Matthew make
choices and live with the consequences, hoping that the price
he pays when he is young will
be a lower one that when he
gets older -- as long as he's
not going to hurt himself or
others.
If I explain that drugs and
alcohol for kids aren't acceptable, in short, "forbidding it,"
he may rebel. I know he is
only 6, but these fears keep
me up at night.
Is there an established,
proven course of action that
parents can take starting at
this age to help in the pre-

SO years ago
Two Murray Boy Scouts. Ronme McKee!, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Coleman McKeel, Troop 77, and
Joe Overby, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rue Overby, Troop 45, left July
6 to attend the National Boy Scout
Jamboree at Valley Forge. Also
attending is Cleo Sykes, scoutmaster of Troop 45.
Officers of the Murray Training School Chapter of Future Farmers of America are attending the
FFA Camp at Hardinsburg. They
are Bobby Meador, Jimmy Thompson, Charles Byers, Ralph Oliver,
Preston Barrett and Larry Sutter,
along with Leroy Eldridge. adviSOT.

60 years ago
Carolyn Carter, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W.Z. Carter of Murray,
was crowned "Miss West Kentucky" at the Junior Chamber of
Commerce sponsored style show
and beauty contest at Columbia
Theatre. Paducah, on July 7. Second place was won by Mildred
Padgett. daughter of Mrs. Genella Lawrence of Hardin.
Canneries are now open at
Almo, Hazel, Kirksey and Lynn
Grove schools, according to Prentice Lassiter, superintendent of Calloway County Schools.
Lynn Grove Homemakers Club
met in the home of Mrs. Clifton
Key who will serve as president
for the coming year.

Preparation. are underway for

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 9. the
190th day of 2007. There are 175
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On July 9. 1776, the Declaration of Independence was read
aloud to Gen. George Washington's troops in New York.
On this date:
In 1540, England's King Henry
VIII had his six-month-old marriage to his fourth wife, Anne of
Cleves, annulled.
E3AE3'Y

EL,

In 1816, Argentina declared
independence from Spain.
In 1850, the 12th president of
the United States, Zachary Taylor, died after serving only 16
months of his term.
In 1896, William Jennings
Bryan delivered his famous "cross
of gold" speech at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.
In 1918, 101 people were killed
in a train collision in Nashville,
Tenn.

In 1944, during World War 11,
American forces secured Saipan
as the last Japanese defenses fell.
In 1947, the engagement of
Britain's Princess Elizabeth to Lt.
Philip Mountbatten was announced.
In 1951, President Harry Truman asked Congress to formally
end the state of war between the
U.S. and Germany.
In 1982. a Pan Am Boeing
727 crashed in Kenner, La., killing
all 145 people aboard and eight
people on the ground.
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Medical jokes not so
funny when they hurt

vention of future horrors? -SI PEPLESS IN THE HEARTLAND
DEAR SLEEPLESS: Yes,
there is. The answer is clear,
open communication and education. Talk consistently with
your son about the fact that
experimenting with drugs and
alcohol can cause permanent
damage to a young person's
developing brain.
When he is a little older,
add to that message the fact
that it is especially important
for him to avoid these things
since he has a genetic predisposition to alcoholism that runs
In the family. He needs to
understand that yoy are not
speaking "generally," but that,
where others might have a
margin for error, he does not.
Be sure to allow Matthew
to communicate honestly with
you without fear of punishment. If he is a bright child,
he will heed the warning and
understand that he can take
his concerns to you regardless
of the subject.
DEAR ABBY: A dear friend
is being married this summer
to a man who is abusive. She
is in denial about his extreme,
sometimes violent, jealous and
controlling behavior. Recently,
he threw coffee in her face
while she was driving and
caused an accident. He blamed
it all on her, and she accepted the blame.
He punches holes in the
walls when they fight. Once
he even broke a bone in his
hand. He constantly accuses
her of cheating, and when
they're together, he watches
her like a hawk and she won't
leave his side.
She asked me to be a bridesmaid in her wedding. I am
not comfortable with it because
I would not be able to celebrate the occasion. Her fiance
knows how I feel. He doesn't
like me, and the feeling is mutual.
What should I tell her? In
the past I told her that marrying hirn would be a big mistake, and she got very angry.
Your advice would be appreciated. -- DEPRESSED IN
BOULDER, COLO.
DEAR DEPRESSED: Your
friend appears to be in for a
rocky future. She's so desperate for a husband -- any husband -- that she's willing to
settle for a control freak who
didn't hesitate to put her life
at risk.
Under the circumstances,
you should not participate in
the wedding. But do tell her
that if this doesn't work out
as she is hoping, you will help
her form an escape plan,
because the likelihood is that
she is going to need one.
P.S. I don't blame you for
being depressed. If she was
my friend. I'd be depressed,
too. However, until she's ready
to face reality, there is nothing you can do.
•••

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
happy to see that others enjoy
Joking as much as I do. Sadly,
jokes about sex are sometimes
more inappropriate than the joker
knows.
Many years ago, when I was
enduring a
difficult
pregnancy
and unable to
have sex, my
husband
began
an
emotional
affair
that
threatened to
Dr. Gott become
physical. Our
doctor didn't
By
know
this
Dr. Peter Gott
and made an
overwhelmingly inappropriate
joke, the point of which was
that having sex could cure whatever ails a woman. I was shocked
and angered, while my husband
thought it was hilarious. Our
physician thought he knew us
well. Clearly, thoughtlessness
was his crime, but after informing him of his gaffe, I immediately switched doctors. Needless to say, this episode delayed
the healing of the relationship
between me and my husband. Sex
is one highly sensitive topic that
is often hidden from doctors.
DEAR READER: Frankly,
I don't find the doctor's comment to be amusing. More important, his joke was improper.
I have emphasized repeatedly that humor is a vital addition to the medical world and
adds to good health. But good
judgment is vital. I tease my
patients frequently but try to exercise common sense at the same
time. You are correct that doctors may not be aware of personal issues that are not funny.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have

had a blood clot in my leg for
months now. Doctors tell me
there is no way to dissolve it.
I find that hard to believe. Will
it go away in time, or will I
have it for the rest of my life?
am 67 years old.
DEAR READER: You arc
flirting with disaster. Deep
venous thrombosis (a blood clot
in the leg) can lead to death if
it is not treated, because pieces
of the clot can break off and ,
travel to the lungs, causing pulmonary damage.
Depending on the size of the
clot and the length of time it
has been present, aggressive therapy is appropriate: clot removal
or placement of a filter in the
vena cava.
At the very least, you need
to be taking Coumadin to prevent more clots from forming.
Don't delay in asking your family doctor to refer you to a vascular surgeon. You need an •
expert's opinion.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Blood:'
Donations and Disorders."

DEAR DR. GOT!': I have
found the best use yet for Vicks..
I'll bet you haven't heard this
one.
I have a cat that sits in my
bedroom window clawing at the
screen to make an escape hole.
I was rubbing Vicks on the
calves of my legs for my Restless Legs Syndrome, and I rubbed
a little on the screen. He not
only doesn't claw the screen,
he doesn't even sit in the window. So Vicks has helped my
RLS and RCS (Restless Cat
Syndrome).
DEAR READER: Vicks for
RLS is a new one on me, but
I like the RCS treatment. Good
work.

COIltraCtBridO0
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
K Q 107
VAJ4
•K Q 7

He won the heart lead with the
ace and immediately rutted a heart.
A diamond to the queen was followed by another heart ruff. Elliott
then led his singleton spade, forcing
West to take the ace.
When West returned the ten of
diamonds, declarer won it in dummy
with the king, cashed the K-Q of
spades, discarding two clubs, then
ruffed the ten of spades. This
sequence of plays reduced both
declarer and dummy to three clubs
and a trump, thus setting the stage
perfectly for the endplay l.11iott had
sisualized from the outset.
The ace of clubs was nest cashed,
felling West's jack, and another club
was led. West producing the queen.
East could not afford to overtake the
queen because it would make
South's ten high, so the queen held
the trick, leaving West on lead.
Since West's last two cards were
both hearts, he was forced to return
one, allowing Elliott to discard a club
from one hand while trumping in the
other to make the contract. East's
king of clubs nes er gut around to taking a trick and was lefl withering on
the vine.
The deal demonstrates once
again how a shrewd declarer can
capitalize on favorable breaks
through careful planning from the
very start. The contract required a
generous measure of good luck to
succeed, but it also needed a skillful
manager.

49 3 2
WEST

EAST

*A 9 5
48632
11Q 6 3 2
K 97 5
•10 3
•6
40Q
4•K 6 4
SOUTH
*4
V 10
•49 8 5 4 2
•A 10 8 7 5
The bidding:

South

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
I NT
Pass
3•
Pass
34
Pass
44
Pass
4•
Pass
5•
Opening lead
three of hearts.
This deal was played in a national
pair championship many years ago
by Bruce Elliott, one ofCanada's alltime greats. It illustrates how a sure
losing trick can sometimes he made
to completely disappear.
Even with all four hoods in s
it's not easy to sec how declarer can
make five diamonds against hest
defense, since it seems he must inevitably lose two club tricks and the
ace of spades. Nevertheless. Elliott
wound up with II tricks, and he did
so without the benefit of a peek at
either opponent's hand.
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Network acts as early warning system
By LAURA SKILLMAN
All the information is based on the graph, you know there's
Insects can damage crops on data already available, except not very much
risk." he said.
and pastures causing economic for when an insect will appear "We cannot
say in absolutes,
losses to fanners. That's why in our area and daily temperbut we can say there is more
the University of Kentucky Col- atures for the current year. By
risk when you have numbers
lege of Agnculture is working doing this over a number of
close to past problems."
on an early warning system to years. they can build a dataJohnson said this trapping and
tell farmers when the risk Is base that shows curves of the
data system does not manage
elevated or not elevated for a population, so they know when
particular insect in a particular to expect them. By applying insect populations, but it gives
farmers a tool to be able to
year.
the temperature models in a
"We are giving them a way current year. you can estimate judge the relative risk that they
to estimate ahead of time what when the caterpillars will appear. are experiencing with each of
these insects in that particular
they are likely to face,- said
By comparing this data with
Doug Johnson, UK extension problems that occur in the field, year and when that risk is likeentomologist. -This gives them they will know when a popu- ly to occur.
"We will never be able to
time to decide what it is they lation is large enough to be at
are going to do -- if they have a high risk or small enough to say where it will occur. They
to make an (insecticide) appli- be at a low risk of damaging will always have to go and
cation and what are they going a crop. Johnson said this can look at their fields, but they
to use. lithe numbers are low, occur only when there is a can be more efficient because
they probably look back every large database of information they will know the time frame
in which they will have to look,
once in a while but are going available for a localized area.
to go on and do something
In Kentucky, they have 14 and they'll have an idea whether
else."
to 15 years of information from the insects are going to be easy
Johnson and Patty Lucas. Princeton on armyworm, Euro- or hard to find,- he said. "So,
UK extension specialist for inte- pean corn borer, black cutworm you can become more efficient
grated pest management, are and corn eanvorm, Lucas said. in terms of time management.
developing the Regional Multi- There is less data available on It will cut down on scouting
State Insect Trapping Network southwestern corn borer and fall
for use in issuing scouting alerts annywortn. These are the six
Scouting fields is a key comPhoto provided
and predicting potential field insects being monitored.
ponent to the overall success Tatum Elizabeth Dale represented Calloway County at the recent Institute for Future
crop insect damage.
"We have a database here, of the early warning system. Agricultural Leaders in Lexington. She is pictured with Jason Headrick, left, Director of
It's a fairly simple idea, but but we don't have one at Lex- 'The trapping network informa- Student Relations with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Marshall Coyle.
one that could be wide in scope, ington,- Johnson said. "other tion will not tell a farmer right Kentucky Farm Bureau president.
Johnson said They are devel- places have done similar things whether to spray. They will
oping sets of data and trapping and what we are trying to do need to use the number
of catertechniques that will allow them is get a series of databases in pillars in the
field and the size
to make inferences about when several different locations. We
of the caterpillars in determinand if insect populations will are doing it in Kentucky. but
ing whether to spray. By using
develop into economically we are also working with the
the trapping system and scoutTatum Elizabeth Dale, a sen- by their county Farm Bureau in agriculture.
important populations.
University of Tennessee who ing their fields,
a farmer can ior at Calloway County High board of directors with the
The network is focusing on has two locations in that state.
assisDale is the daughter of Bik
not only make the decision on School. was chosen to attend tance of
school personnel and and Ellen Dale. She is a merit
six insects. all of which have We've also submitted a posiwhether
to
spray
but
can
also
the Institute for Future Agri- youth group advisors. Select- her of the Varsity Cross Couna moth stage, which Aft trapped tion paper for possible funding
using pheromone bait The num- to look at this in essentially make the insecticide applica- cultural Leaders IIFAL), spon- ed students are among the top try, Soccer and Track Teams...!
sored by Kentucky Farm in their class who plan to fur- She is involved with FFA,
ber of moths captured is tal- the entire Mississippi River tion in a timely fashion to allow
StuBureau.
ther their education at the post- dent Council, High School
lied on a weekly basis and graphs drainage area. This adds anoth- for an economic benefit.
D etennining when to spray
IFAL is a unique five-day secondary level and have an YMCA Club, and the Nationof these populations are made. er factor, allowing states to look
The growth rate of these par- at curves from the more south- is based on economic thresh- summer leadership conference interest in pursuing a career al Science Honors Society.
ticular insects is completely ern states and get an early old levels that include number that exposes students to coldependent on the ambient tem- warning about when the insect and size of the insect in a lege life and explores differgiven area. These are available ent fields of study for careers
perature so weather data is also becomes active.a crucial piece of this system
The Kentucky Integrated Pest through the Kentucky 1PM in agriculture.
The conference was held
If they know when the peak moth Management
Web
site, scouting manual and 1..K insecflight is. then they can esti- http-//www.uky.edu/Ag/IPM/ip ticide recommendations also June 17-21 on the campus of
the University of Kentucky and
mate the peak caterpillar appear - mhtm, is the gateway to the have them.
Pension, 401(k). and Retirement needs
UK received a co
v
uilgi
eptill
using the temperature data. trapping information and also
leadership
We want to know when links to the temperature mod- grant from the U.S.
Diana Thomason
team
Account Executive
budding 40'14
the caterpillars appear, because els used to determine the desel- of Agriculture's Coope
and visits to
Frick Investment Group
they are the ones that callSt opment of each of these insects. State Research. Education and research farms and agriculture270-761-4121
the damage John son said. "B y
dianathomasonabellsouth net
Trapping information is Extension Service through the related industries.
knowing when the insect is cap- graphed for each insect using Southern Region IPM Center
Participants were selected
tured and using a combination three lines - the rolling five- for $23,838 to partially fund
of historic temperature data. year average minus outbreak the project's first year. A sevWhich IN available on the ag years. a known outbreak year enth insect, beet annywomi. a
weather site, and this year's data, lit availablet and the current major vegetable crop pest, will
we can predict when the cater- year's data.
be added to the monitoring syspillars will appear That's what
"So, it you are plotting the tem if the Mississippi River
We are looking lot
current year and it is way down proposal comes to fruition.

Dale chosen to attend IFAL-0

Wondering how to
provide for retirement?

Fit
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FFA scholarship awarded to local student
The National FFA Organization awarded a 1000 Ray
Fowler/ Armstrong family
Scholarship
scholarship to
Jackie
Thomas of
Calloway
County FFA
R
a
y
Fowler/Armstrong Family
Scholarship. as a
Thomas
special project of the National EVA Foundation sponsors the scholarship.
Thomas plans to use the funds
to pursue a degree at Murray
State ('niversity
Ibis scholarship 11 one of
1,749 awarded through the
N ,11.t) I
Sl hoLush ip Pro-

gram this year. Currently, 140 /anon. formerly known as the
sponsors generously Future Farmers of America, is
contribute more than $2
a national youth organization
lion to support this program
of 495.046 student members This is the 2 ird year that schol- all preparing for leadership and
arships have been made avail- careers in the science, business
able through the National FT and technology of agriculture A Foundation by business and as part of 7.242 local FFA
industry sponsors to reward anti chapters in all 50 states, Puerencourage excellence and enable to Rico and the Virgin Islands
students to pursue their educa- The National FTA Organization
tional goals
changed to its present name in
Scholarship recipients were 19104, in recognition of the
selected from 6.1t61 applicants growth and diversity of agnfrom across the country Selec- culture and agricultural educations were based on the appli- tion The I+A mission is to
cant's academic record. FFA and make a positise difference in
other school and community the lives of students by develactivities, supervised agncultur- oping their potential for preal experience program an agri- mier leadership. personal growth
cultural education and future and career success through agn
goals
cultural education V1•11 %Kw
The National FTA Organiffa org for more information
corporate

Vacation Bible School

Clint Stone
Project Manager
Brian Steward
President
Traycee Vance
Designer
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- WE CARRY CONSTRUCTION LOAN

You pick the lot
We custom design your plan
You pick out everything for your
house in our showroom
You work closely with our decorator

No money down
All the newest engineered building
materials
House completed within 3 months
Pay after completion

- YOU CARRY CONSTRUCTION WAN SsooAs)a week(4 month cap)
Work side by side with our project
managers
and interior decorator
No percentage at the end
ofmy subcontractors
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Design your house plans (exterior & interior)
Consult with our area designer on:
Paint Colors • Flooring • cabinets• Exterior

Also Offering Commercial Technician Services
General Maintenance and Repair
Enzergeiwy Service Available

.3(

S. — h St. • Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 227-3313
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Close isn't close enough for Post 73
JUNIOR LEGION TEAM CLOSE IN 4 GAMES, BUT WINS ONLY 1
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. — While
Murray's Post 73 Jr. Legion baseball team battled close in the 14team weekend tournament in
Paducah, close was not enough at
the end of the four-game stint.
Post 73 wound up 1-3 in the
tournament and lost two of three
games in the last inning, as the
locals did not join the four teams
advancing to Sunday semifinals.
The weekend started with a 32 win over Calvert City, then a
frustrating
10-8
loss
to
Shelbyville, Ky., followed by a
forgettable 13-2 loss to Paducah
Post 31, and another nail-biting
10-9 loss to Ken-Tenn Post 73.
The weekend action provided
a number of bright spots, and also
a -share of frustrations as Post
73's overall record dropped to 7-

12 with one week remaining in
the season.
Murray played well to start the
tournament with a solid 3-2 win
over rival Calvert City Post 236
on Friday afternoon. Brock
Downey and Cody Redden combined for five strong innings as
Murray built a 2-0 lead. Hunter
Seay got the win in one inning of
relief. Seay helped his own cause
with a leadoff double in the bottom of the seventh, then scored
on Casey Brockman's sac fly to
end the game.
Brock Downey and Austin
Hargrove had a pair of hits to
lead Post 73.
The Friday nightcap against
Shelbyville was an up-and-down
affair as Post 73 battled back
from four runs down before
squandering a two-run lead in the

last inning to fall 10-8. Six errors
hurt the Murray cause, including
two in the sixth that made a tough
luck loser out of Redden in relief.
Grant Williams tossed three solid
innings and was followed by
Kyle Crittenden for two-plus.
Williams had the hot stick for
Post 73 against Shelbyville with
a double, a single and two walks.
Friday night's disappointing
loss appeared to have a carryover
effect to Saturday afternoon in a
13-2 loss to Paducah Post 31.
Murray came out flat, committed
a number of miscues and simply
never got in the game as Paducah
ended the contest on the mercy
rule in five innings. Austin
Hargrove and Cody Redden
threw for Murray and got no help
from the team's lackluster performance.

The Murray Post 73 Junior Lagoon Team
me host 3 doubleheaders to dose out the

season
Tuesday: vs University Heights
Frtday: vs Heath
Saturday: vs Ballard County

C.J. Dial and Redden had the
lone hits for Murray against
Paducah.
A reinvigorated Murray club
showed up against Ken-Tenn
Post 72 less than an hour after the
loss, but the outcome was the
same as Post 73 ran out of pitching and squandered a three-run
lead in the last inning to fall 10-9
to the Ken-Tenn Express.
Murray's pitching staff of
Workman,
Downey
and
Crittenden battled hard but simply ran of gas in the sweltering
U See LEGION, 28

TAB BROCKMAN / Guest Photo

Post 73's Hunter Seay takes a rip against Paducah Post
31 in Junior Legion tournament action over the weekend.
The local squad fell to Paducah 11-2 in this game. Seay
compiled four hits against Ken-Tenn later in the day. He
was one of the bright spot for Murray over the weekend.

ST. LOUIS 7,SAN FRANCISCO 0

Cards Rough Up In Rout
PUJOLS, Rios FINAL
2 ENTRANTS IN
HOME RUN DERBY

GAIL BURTON / AP
Tiger Woods, right, presents the trophy to K.J. Choi after Choi won the
AT&T National golf championship
Sunday in Bethesda, Md.

Choi gets
second
victory in D.C.

TOM GANNAM / AP
Albert Pujols has decided to
participate in the Home Run
Derby tonight in San
Francisco.

CHOI WINS
WOODS'INAUGURAL
TOURNAMENT
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) — Tiger
Woods stood on the 18th green and again
followed a path blazed by Jack Nicklaus.
No, it wasn't a spectacular bunker shot
or a tournament-winning putt. It was a
championship presentation to K.J. Choi.
"Here's your trophy, big guy," said
Woods, who watched as Choi kissed the
silver-colored replica of the Capitol.
For the second time in five weeks, the
biggest South Korean star of the PGA
Tour soaked up the cheers as the prized
guest at a golf party thrown by one of
golf's greats. Having accepted the crystal
trophy from host Nicklaus at the
Memorial in late May,Choi persevered in
an adventurous hack nine for a threestroke victory Sunday at Woods' inaugural event, the AT&T National.
-This tournament is just too big for me
to really absorb right now." Choi said.
"But it's a very big win for me, and definitely the biggest win of my career.'
But even Choi's victory — with the
accompanying $1.08 million first-place
click that equaled the one he got at the
Memorial -- couldn't overshadow
Wucxls, who turned his first tournament
into a red, white and blue spectacle of
military tnhutes and Fourth of July patriotism. In return, the huge gallenes all but
worshipped Woods• every move, thanking him endlessly for bnnging the tour
back to the Washington area after the
long-running Boor Allen Classic was
dropped last year.
"It's been a perfect week." Woods
said.
Perfect, with one obvious exception:
He was never really in contention at his
own event. His putter let him down
Thursday (73)and Saturday (69), and his
66 on Friday wasn't enough to compensate. Seven strokes behind as Sunday
dawned. Woods played a final round of
even-par 70 that was more celebratory
than competitive.
Still, the crowd of 37.211 didn't seem
to mind
- didn't get a'W:so that was Inn/rating in that sense.- said Woods, who noodled tied for sixth at 2 under. "But this
tournament in general has been a bigger
success than anyone could have imagined.-

JEFF

ROBERSON / AP

Barry Bonds reacts to flying out during the sixth inning Sunday in St. Louis.

DUNCAN, CARDS
HIT ZITO HARD
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Barry Bonds'
chase of Hank Aaron is now on a fourday hiatus. The All-Star break might be
coming at a better time for San
Francisco's other star Barry — struggling left-hander Barry Zito.
Bonds went ft-for-3 in his final game
of the first half and remained at 751
home runs. Chris Duncan drove in three
runs for St. Louis and the Cardinals
avoided a three-game sweep with a 7-0
victory Sunday over the San Francisco
Giants.
Duncan's two-run double in the fifth

knocked out Zito (6-9), who ended his
disappointing first half with a six-start
winless stretch and four straight dropped
decisions. That's hardly what the Giants
or the $126 million man himself expected after he received the richest deal ever
for a pitcher.
"I think the break will be good for me.
I can assess what's going on, become
objective and move forward," said Zito,
whose last win was May 30 at New York.
"It's hard to sum up the first half in a
couple of lines. Battling yourself is the
key to everyone's failures. It's not me.
It's the reason anyone struggles in this
game."
Zito will head to Southern California
to clear his mind and spend time with
family — and plans to talk to his father
Joe about his first-half problems.

Ryan Ludwick doubled twice, drove
in a run and matched his career high with
three hits, and Todd Wellemeyer (3-1)
won for the first time in five starts since
beating the Los Angeles Angels on June
10.
Wellemeyer, who will be bumped
from the rotation in favor of Kip Wells to
start the second half, pitched five shutout
innings. Four relievers finished the fivehit shutout. St. Louis' first at home this
season and third overall.
"I've done it for the last three years,
so it's no problem at all," he said. "I
knew I was going to end up in the
bullpen eventually."
Duncan also hit an RBI single in the
seventh, helping the Cardinals avert their
first three-game sweep at Busch Stadium
•See CARDS. 28

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Albert
Pujols has agreed to participate in Monday night's Home
Run Derby, even though the
St. Louis Cardinals' star is
mired in a career-worst power
slump.
Pujols and Alex Rios of the
Toronto Blue Jays were the
final two participants added to
the field, Major League
Baseball spokesman Pat
Courtney said Sunday. The
Derby will be held in San
Francisco, site of Tuesday's
All-Star game.
Pujols' homerless streak
reached 22 games and a
career-worst 74 at-bats when
he went 1 -for-3 with an RBI
single in the Cardinals' 7-0
victory over the Giants on
Sunday. He's tied with Chris
Duncan for the team lead with
16 homers and his last homer
was off Kansas City's Jimmy
Gobble on June 14.
"I know it's not going to be
long before I hit one, but I'm
not going to go out there and
look for it," Pujols said.
"Every time I get myself ready
I say, 'What can I do today to
help my team win?'

Sox's southpaw stays on southside
BUEHRLE AGREES TO $56 MILLION,4-YEAR EXTENSION

NAM Y. HUH / AP
Mark Buehrle agreed to a four-year, $56
million deal Sunday, ending weeks of
trade speculaton about Chicago's best
pitcher.

CHICAGO (AP)
Mark
Buehrle is staying with the White
Sox.
The left-hander agreed to a fouryear, $56 million deal Sunday. ending weeks of trade speculation about
Chicago's best pitcher.
Fans at Sunday's game were told
over the public address system that
Buehrle had signed as the White Sox
left the field following a 6-3 win
over the Minnesota Wins. In the
eighth inning, Buehrle was seen in
the dugout hugging manager ()vie
Guillen and his teammates.
Buehrle, a three-time All-Star,
could have been a free agent after
this season. Earlier talks stalled over
a no-trade clause that Buehrle wanted And with the White Sox strug-

gling this season just two years after
winning the World Series, Buehrle's
name popped up often in trade
r111110n.

He is 6-4 this season with a 3.03
ERA. His career record is 103-70
with a 3-.77 ERA. A 38th-round draft
pick in 1998. Buehrle broke in with
the White Sox in 2000.
Buehrle said he didn't get a complete no-trade clause but there are
provisions to compensate for that.
His contract calls for $14 million in
each of the four years. He has a notrade provision in the first season. If
he is traded during a window in the
second or third seasons, the annual
salary goes to $15 million that year
and a fifth season is added, also at
$15 million.

"My thinking was I wanted to be
guaranteed I was going to be here for
four years," the 28-year-old Buehrle
said. "And there are some options
put in there and some things that if I
do get traded, stuff works out for me.
... Both sides had to give in."
Buehrle said he was glad to have
it behind him, so he can relax dunng
the All-Star break and not worry
about his phone ringing to perhaps
tell him he'd been traded.
"I can go to bed knowing that I'll
be here. I'm happy with the deal.
Hopefully they are too," he said.
"Mark's consistency and accomplishments in a White Sox uniform
speak for themselves,- Chicago general manager Ken Williams said in a
statement."
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WIMBLEDON CHAMP
FEDERER HAPPY TO
HAVE A RIVAL
WIMBLEDON,
England
AP) — The best tennis nvalry
in years blossomed a little more
in the Wimbledon final, and
even Roger Federer was happy.
about it.
He answered the latest challenge from nemesis Rafael
Nadal beautifully.
Federer
matched
Bjorn
liorg's modern record of five
,onsecutive Wimbledon men's
tales Sunday. beating Nadal in
the final for the second year in a
tow, 7-6 t7). 4-6, 7-6(3).2-6, 6s
-Hes a fantastic player, and
he's going to be around for so
much longer." Federer said. "So
I'm happy every one I get now,
before he takes them all. He's
improving so much."
Federer continues to reign as
the game's dominant player, and
not only on grass. Monday
marks his 180th week in a row
atop the rankings. extending his
record
But he has struggled against
Nadal. losing eight ol their 13
matches That includes each of
the past three years at the French
Open, preventing Federer from
completing the career Grand
Slant he so badly wants.
And the No. 2-ranked Nadal
is clearly gaining ground on
grass For the first time in
federer's 34-match winning
streak at Wimbledon. he was
Pushed to five seta.
It was an epic reminiscent of
Borg vs. John McEnroc or
Jimmy Connors. fueling the
kind of rivalry missing from the
game since the heydays
of Pete Sampras and Andre
Agassi
And Federer said he enjoys
the nvalry.
"1 don't mind it." he said. "1
w in my share He wins his. ft's a
good maks. I think We've
been at the top for over MO
weeks together It is like building up to one of maybe the great
rivalries."
Sunday's showdown was
their most dramatic yet. given
the stakes, and the hest-played
1-ederer hit 65 winners and only
14 unforced errors Nadal had
50 winners and lust 24 unforced
errors
"We sometimes has en't toed
up to the expccidtions in the
past, in our man,he', in majors
,•spet. hills,- Vette(CI' saki

001

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

MYST HOSTS EVENT: The Murray Youth Swim Team recently hosted the Flag Day
Invitational at the Murray State Wellness Center Teams from Calvert City and Paducah
attended the meet. Calvert City edged MYST to win the event. Daniel McGee and Jesus
Sigueros were the high-point winners in their respective age groups. Local swimmers
participating in the meet included (Front row, from left) Thomas Snodgrass. Celeste
Sigueros, Kaylee Roberson, Neely Gibson, Knsten Lyons, Zach Martin, (second row)
Courtney Martin, Etta Danielson, Alicia Grady, Kennady Crass, Madison Contri, Abbie
Campbell. Alex Workman, Abby Gibson, Nicole McGee. April Meadows, Nick
Snodgrass. Trent Lyons, Austin Hawkins, (third row) Ann Furguson, Elizabeth Brewer,
Lauren Erickson, Daniel McGee, Jesus Sigueros, Collin Ashton and Coach John Ward.

Sunday's Games
Cincsinati 4 Arizona 3 11 innings
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago Cubs 2
Washington 7, Milwaukee 2
Houston 8. N V Mets 3
St Louis 7 San Francisco 0
Pholadelphts 8. Colorado 4
LA Dodgers 9, Florida 3
Atlanta 5 San Diego 4
Monday's Game
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Gem's
AL All-Stars vs NI All-Stars at San
Francisco,725 p
Wednesday's Game
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati at N V Mets 6 10 p m

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
53 34 609
Boston
43 44 494
10
Toronto
42 43 494
10
New York
38 49 437
15
Balemoe
19
34 53 391
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pc1 GB
52 34 605
Detroit
1
52 36 591
Cleveland
45 43.511
Minnesota
13
39 47 453
Chicago
38 50 432
15
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
53 35 602
Los Angeles
49 36 576 2 1/2
Seattle
44 44 500
9
Oakland
38 50 432
15
Texas

Sunday's Games
Detroit 6 Boston 5
NY Yankees 12 LA Angels 0
Toronio 1 Cleveland 0
Chicago White Sox 6 Minnesota 3
Kansas City 12 Tampa Bay 4
Texas 2 Baltimore 1
Seattle 7 Oakland 3
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
AL All-Stars vs NI All-Stars at San
Francisco 7 25 p m
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Toronto at Boston 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox at Baltimore, 6 05
pm
NY Yankees at Tampa Bay 6 10 p m
Oakland at Minnesota 7 10 p m
Detroit at Seattle 905, pm

8 Graves County High School will be the site for the first Eagle Open
non-sanctioned tennis tournament. scheduled for Aug. 17-18. Matches
will be held at the Graves County tennis courts, the Scott Thompson
Courts and at the Mayfteld Hugh School courts. The event is open to all
age groups, with divIsions for youth and adult players. The entry fee is
$30 for singles and $30 for doubles. For more information, contact Kim .
Simmons at 247-1515 or by e-mail at preskate@wk.ner

•Legion
GOING CAMPIN': Forty youth golfers recently attended the Oaks Country Club Golf
Camp Campers ended the weeks activities with a scramble

World team beats U.S. in Futures game
SAN FRANCISCO IAP) —
Chin-Lung Hu is known for his
slick fielding at shortstop more
than a big hat The Los Angeles
Dodgers
prospect showed
Sunday he can ha a little too.
Hu had a pair of RBI hits and
stole a base to lead the World
team to a 7-2 victory over the
U.S team in the All-Star Futures
game
"I want to he able to do both:'
Ito ...oil -I'm not a posket hitter

I'm a good opposite field hitter.
I'm not im A-Rod who's going to
hit 40. 50, 60 homers"
The Double-A shortstop from
Taiwan showed off some of his
talents for tomer Giants great
Juan Manchals World team that
featured players from II countnes and terniones.
He hit an RBI double oft
Tampa Bay's Jeff Niernann in
the first inning, stole third and
'red on a sacrifice fly by

mood ase Golf
Murray Country Club
Friday, July 13
TOLILNAMENT ItAbi Ft)101
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Need Line
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National League Standinpa
An Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct Oa
New York
48 39 552
47
42
528
2
Atlanta
44 44 500 4 1/2
Ptslacleiphia
7
42 47 472
Florida
wabnungton
38 52 40912 12
Central Dskin
W
LPct GB
49 39 557
Milwaukee
Cr. ago
44 43 506 4 1/2
St Louis
40 45 471 71/2
9
40 48 455
Pittsburgh
39 50 43810 1/2
HOutil0r,
13
Cincinnati
36 52 409
West Division
L Pct GB
W
49 38 563
San Diego
49 40 551
Los Angeles
1
47 43 522 312
Arizona
44 44 500 5 1 2
Colorado
San Francisco
38 48 44210 1 2

SportsBriefs

Form A Team Or Sponsor A Team

'oreet

% % •Home•Car•Heakh •1.lte
snore than onc company agcnct..".

li %

at Oar of the

State. lip

Milne a'

Please .Serod Comp/tied firm To

Seattle's Wlachmir Balentien to
give the World team a 2-0 lead.
Flu added an RBI single in the
third off Yankees prospect Joba
Chamberlain to make it 3-0.
Cincinnati's Joey Votto hit a
solo homer against Boston's
Clay Buchholz in the sixth
inning and Houston's James Van
()strand added one in the seventh
against the Dodgers' Clayton
Kershaw to make it 6-2.
"I took a good swing and got
a good pitch to hit," Votto said.
"It was a fun day. I had a good
time I just had an awesome time
playing with all these guys. I
lose playing with these guys.
Playing against the U.S team
was just fun. Great stadium and
the fans were awesonie."
Arizona's Justin Upton.
whose older brother B.J. played
in this game in 2004 and '05. hit
a solo homer in the third off
Fautino De Los Santos of the
White Sox for the first run for
Dave Winfield's U.S. team.
Texas' John W'hittleman
added a M40 shot in the fifth
against Deolts Guerra of the
New York Mets. GlieTTL who
turned Ill in April, was the
youngest player in the game.
"To hit a homer here was a
surreal experience," Whittleman
said. "I thought if I could get it in
the wind. I felt it might go.
Hitting•homer like that can be a
change of life experience. It was
surpnsing to do it. I was saying
to myself 'Get up! Get Up''"
Rick Vanden Hurt allowed
one hit and struck out one hatter
an the first inning to get the win.
Unlike most of the other players
who are still waiting for their call
to the majors, Vanden Hurt has
already been there. going 2-2
with an it 38 ERA in seven
appearances with the Florida
Marlins before being sent hack
to the minors last month

tee hove% a tth the nank

and location of your business. ihurvh
or individual making thc donation

Seed Eine
A %A South 4th met
Shirr-as. k 12071

For more information contact
Tanba Casey Director of Need Line or Allison Ridenour. Intern 753-6333
or Mott Garrison, Cnak of Tournament. 762-0414

Murray will wrap up its seà!
son with three home doublei!
headers this week. Post 73 entev
tains the UHA Blazers cut
Tuesday, Heath High School cat
Friday and the Ballard County
BombefV1IffSaturday. All gamtiC
will he _played at Calloway:
County High School.

•Cards
Front Page 1B
since the New York Mets took
all three April 1-4 to open the
season.
"1 thought that was an important game," said Cardinals manager Tony La Russa. who will
manage Bonds on the NL roster
in Tuesday night's All-Star
game in San Francisco. "You
keep hearing all the time,
you're only going to win one of
three, win the last one
Bonds homered only in the
first game of his team's sixgame Midwest tnp. Tuesday
night at Cincinnati. He is four
shy of tying Aaron's record.
Bonds left the game — when
the first-pitch temperature was
90 degrees — early for the third
straight day. The sellout crowd
of 44,613 booed when Kevin
Frandsen stepped in as a pinch
hitter in the eighth, certainly
hoping to see No. 25 one more
time.
"Well, when they scored
another run and it was another
long inning, it's a day game after
a night game and I just said.
'That's enough,— manager
Bruce Bochy said.
Bonds walked use times in
the first two games of the series,
but was challenged each time
Sunday. He flied out to left to
end the first, struck out swinging
on a high. 93 mph fastball to end
the third, then flied out to left
again to start the sixth
His pursuit of the HAMITIC!'
will wait until Friday night.
when the Giants open a threegame home senes against the
archrival Los Angeks Dodgers
After that. it's off to Wrigley
Field for four games against the
Chicago Cubs and then three at
Milwaukee
the city where
Aaron began and ended his 23-

i
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You may sign up your team the day of the tournament.

From Page 1B
heat.
Post 73 appeared poised for
the win with a 10-hit attack and
balanced offensive production.
Seay had his biggest game of the
season for Murray with four hits
and five RBI. Williams had two
doubles. and Dial also had a pair
of hits.

year big league career.
Zito's nine losses are a
career-worst before the break.
He faced four batters in the fifth
but didn't record an out before
giving way to Scott Atchison.
"He's battling himself, no
question about it," Bochy said.
"It really was an ugly day for us.
We didn't pitch. hit or play
defense. ... We've got to tighten
things up, there's no getting
around it. Our strength is pitching and we got away from it
today."
Zito allowed six runs and
eight hits, walked four and
struck out three. There is cause
for the Giants to be optimistic
that things will get better: Zito
owns a 59-27 career record and
3.26 ERA after the break.
Catcher
Guillermo
Rodriguez came out to talk
things over with Zito in the first
after a leadoff single to Brendan
Ryan followed by Ludwick's
double over Bonds' head in left.
Albert Pujols followed with an
RBI single to right and Scott
Rolen added a sacrifice fly two
batters later.
While the Cardinals' defense
played a clean game for the first
time in the senes, rookie shortstop Ryan dropped Roberts' routine pop fly in the third after losing the hall in the sun. He
wound up getting a force out at
second, then someone ran out a
pair of sunglasses for him — hut
he put them on the top of his hat
and manager Tony La Russa
started gesturing.
Aaron Miles was hack to second base after committing three
seventh-inning errors a night
earlier that led to three unearned
runs in San Francisco's 7-6 win
IOW IPM111111,1nt

Lindy hater
ma.Wmlamaipa4
to ape an rear le mom
mem/ ke weer
MA Ode It.• 753-5111142

TV, redio
TODAY
ARENA FOOTBALL
7.30 pm
ESPY!? - Playolts. ammonia game.
Los Angeles at Chow
MAJOR LEAGUE SASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN - E daimon Horne Pun Derby
II San tremolo°
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BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylily Farm, 684
Crossland Rd., Murray
1783S). Wed.-Sat. 104 30, pots $2.50 & up.
www.bluegrassgardens.net
COME to where the
lilies bloom.
Outside Inn Dayfily
Nursery.
565 Magness Rd.,
Hardin, KY.
Mon.-Sat..
8AM-6:30PM.
437-4015, 703-7059
500 new varieties
FREELANCE
Photography.
Families, weddings,
reunions.
270-210-4173
LISA'S Turbo Tanning
in Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50.00
week each (270)2478008 or 705-1521

1.144.14 514.40
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
NOW taking orders for
sweet corn, Bodacsous.
Peaches & Cream,
Candy Corn 8. Server
Queen Larry Tucker
Farms (270)489- 2477

Peaches
.5
'
8
0 Cream

4

14

SWEET
CORN
435-4323
THE Murray Lodger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do 00ZUf.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
Persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times nor
any or as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
activities

SOLID Black Male
Cat, Missing from S
9th Street/Glendale
Road since 6/29
Reward for return
Call 978-1677

1:111
4* Waited

A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Apply in
person at BrIthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
CPA or CPA candidate
Full time position with a
Murray. KY CPA firm
involving income tax
and auditing responsiCompetitive
bilities
salary and benefits.
Please send a Personal
resume to:
Office
Manager, Howe &
Melton, LLP, 301 Maple
St., Murray KY 42071.
CUSTOMER Support
Representatives
Needed
Full- and
part-time
offering
phone support to customers. Mm one-year
college and computer
skills a must.
Email mum* to
candlos0pewee:Wm corn
or mail to Hawkins
Research. 4013 N 4111
St. Murray, KY 42071
MEDICAL °dies soaks
experistx:ad parson for
F/T position in
Insurance, coding, collections and management tosuranco sidle
we a requirement and
management skies are
preferred Send
resume & references
to PO Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071

VISA
7

060

IBUSINESS 84 SERVICE DIRECTORY
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at

ADVERTISING SALES
INSURANCE
Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

murrayledgercoin.
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwortcom
are placed through

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call me for more information

FREE HELP IN C1ALW FILING FOR MY CUM'S

763-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!

the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any

for as little as
$12.00 per week.
2x2
(13 week contract)
Call Jill Stephen,,
or Julie Brown al

questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Interested applicants Must apply
NEW Pathways For
rcsuiltc mily: inters test s still
Children, a faith-based
granted to qualified applicant.
non-profit residential
1FI.ER resumes are resitoed.
child-care
agency
thsolitte4 no on-the-spot
founded
by
the
inters ieu s o ill he conducted.
Churches of Christ,
based just outside of
phroNE
pLEtst:
Paducah, KY, is seeking honest, dedicated,
and
dependable
1(lt ertising Sales Position
employees
to
fill
Murray Ledger & Times
numerous positions.
Benefits for all full-time
PA). Box 1040-1,
positions include health
Murray. kl" 42071
and vision insurance,
generous
vacation,
I • , ii,,,,-7,„„"
sick and holiday leave.
retirement planning,
and a relaxed rural
PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
atmosphere.
Youth Care Worker:
Must have High School
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
diploma and be at least Physical Therapists. Therapists will have the
22
old
years
opportunity to work in the inpatient/outpatient
Bachelor's degree preferred as well as 1-3 setting, Skilled Nursing, and/or Home Health
years
experience. Part-time and full-time positions are available.
Hourly position starting
Flexible schedules also are available.
at 58.55 with more
depending upon eduInterested candidates must be a Registered
cation and experience.
Current openings at Physical Therapist and licensed in the State of
both campuses. Must Tennessee. New grads are welcome.
be female to work in
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
girls' homes.
Girls Home Counselor: package including sign-on bonus, health.
Master's degree in
vision, dental and retirement. Interested candiSocial
Work,
Psychology, dates should send a resume or apply in person
Counseling or related
Henry County Medical Center
required.
field
Experience and 'IconP.O. Box 1030
sure or certification
Paris,TN
38242
preferred. Salary starts
731-644-8472
at $30,000 depending
upon education and
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
experience. Must be
Equal OpportuneiyErnployer
female due to working
with female population.
Successful applicants
Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individmust be willing to be
flexible and stripy workual with a background in outside sales to
ing with the teenage set-vice existing clients and expand advertispopulation Applicants er base for new regional publication.
must pass a drug test,
Individual must possess excellent oral, writcriminal background
check, child abuse, and ten and interpersonal communication skills
sex offender check. and be goal oriented.
New Pathways is an
Equal
Opportunity This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
Employer
Interested applicants plus commission. Salary will be based on
should
submit
a experience.
resume and a handSend resume to:
writing sample to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Linda
Turner,
Administrative
Murray,
42071
Assistant,
New
Pathways For Children.
P.O. Box 10, Metier,
Adecco
KY 42069 or apply in
TIN IIIPLOVIIIPIT ROM
person
between
9:00AM arid 4 30PM at ADECCO IS NOW HIRING for
Rd. INDUSTRIAL and CLERICAL posiShaw
3233
Meatier Check out our tions. Complete an online application at:
website
at hfips://eapp.adecco.com, search by
zip
worwnpfc.net to learn
code 42001. You MUST call 800-403New
about
more
Pathways and to down- 9970 when completed. Industrial positions require onsite drug screening.
load an application.
OSO

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the fotlowing posilon:
LPTURN
&
Sun, work 12 hrs, gat
pd 16 or pick up 1 shift
during week and be
toil lime. Anyone interested in becoming pert
of our loam may apply
in parson at Gnaw
Acres Heald) Care,
400W. Faithing St.,
tillaVtaitt KY 42088

11 11

Hs
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In parson at Sonic
Drtvii-in. 217 S 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calla.
RN or LPN needed for
busy medical practice.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-X, Murray,
KY 42071

.III II 1. 1. 1 II'01 1' I'.1 11111

led

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6-00PM
NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
30 new positions writable. Earn $7-$16 per
hour.
selling.
No
Training provided. If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication siolls, and are
dependable, call
762-9913

- PREPLANNING ^.
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in pnce; single pay or
payment plan

270-753-2411

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
753-1916

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Koren

Commercial Waste
Disposal
••
.11'or

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

HieeamesAild 145hev-

Row

dairlpool

ugbefi

ONVOT‘Cr

Appliance

ME

& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoating - Haultnc,

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

Isaacs Owners

TN LJC *58393• KY UorCE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

060

NOTICE
ENJOY Foster
Parenting, reward
yourself by making a
difference. Call
/-866-30-NECCO
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shirts
daily 7 days a week.
59hr after paid
training s Benefits
Contact us nowl
1-888-974-JOSS Of
www.18889741obs.com
MURRAY Real Estate
or
Sales
Auction
License
July
16August 4 class
270-223-0789/
270-647-1972
delorseadams @yahoo
COT

PULMO Dose
Pharmacy in Murray,
KY is seeking RTs and
RNs to ioin our clinical
team Schedule may
include nights and/or
weekends. Please
send resume to Pulmo
Dose Pharmacy P 0
Box 1600 Murray. KY
42071 or e-mail elizabeth.Caln rotech.com.
NURSE Practitioner or
Assistant
Physician
needed part-time at the
Allergy & Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
Please send resume
with references to 2957
US Hwy 641N, Murray.
KY 42071.
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept 8. 2007
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skulls for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms.
website
our
visit
www bohledenta I corn
or can our office
Dr Charles Bottle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limitedl

LEANING or Hon-Businesses I h,r
20 years experience
270-759-9553
Of

'The (ily••1

Position
Depannient

Murray has the following vacancy:
Fire Fighter
Murray Fire Department

Salary during training period will be $6.76 per hour (based on
24/4/1 shirt!. Salary for the position $739 per hour (based on a 24/48
shift) upon certification. State incentive pay also available upon
receiving fire certification. City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, term life insurance, hazardous duty retirement
plan. sick. personal and vacation days.
REQUIREMENTS
Valid Ky. Operators License
High School diploma or GEL)
Minimum Age: 21 years
tither requirements: background check. physician's release and
drug screening and physical. Applicant will be required to give at
least two (2) interviews, pass a job related physical activity test and
a written test.
Spplicants will be required to obtain a release from a licensed
Ian to participate in the job related physical activity test.
lith applications and descriptions for the above listed position are availihIc by contacting the Receptionist for City Hall which is located at 104
• 5th Street.
headline for accepting applications is 5:00 p.m. Monday. July 16. 2007.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

BOOKKEEPER
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
JOB DESCRIPTION: Perform a variety of secretanal and clerical duties
to assist the Pnnapal with routine administrative tasks and coordinate
school office activities: perform public relations and communication services for the Principal, budget and maintain financial records in cooperation with all school and disthct staff, prepare financial reports. initiate and
maintain purchase orders: ensure the guidelines for school bookkeeping
are followed as outlined by the Kentucky Department of Education, colled, review, maintain and submit accurate payroll records for school personnel to District office: ensure policies and procedures of the school
and the school dtstnct are followed: Administer first aid to itt and iniured
students. Maintain confidential information and perform daily duties in a
busy. fast-paced environment; perform other duties as assigned
QUALIFICATIONS: High School Diploma or G. E D.; Bookkeeping
experience, Must have at least two years experience in office respon,
bilthes involving public contact. Knowledge of basic accounting prac
tices and procedures as well as general office duties. Excellent comp,
skills and experience with financial software and automated recordkeec
mg systems: Experience with Excel, Microsoft Word or similar program.
Excellent interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy; Ability to
work confidentially, Excellent organizational skills and the ability to work
cooperatively with others Willingness to make a long-term commit
merit to the iob Applications are available at the Murray Board of
Fl ation . 208 South 13th Street. Murray, Kentucky 42071 EOE
Please send 8 resume & letter of application to Murray Board of
riorahon Attn: Bookkeeper Position 208 S 13th Street. Murray KY
42071 Deadline for applications is July 13. 2007.

CLASSIFIEDS
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I

Dam* Mews I

HOME daycare providing olddcare tor egos

04 yeses. Provider
mother of one vita
background In MOO
development. Located
in 101411. Wesley MRS
MS PIO per chid, discount available for ow,
or more children.
759-4649
WILL !obvert in my
home. Murray area.

gatLARGL
SELECTION
%ED APPLIANCES
WARD EAKINS

One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Applications

(270 753-1713
.

(Mice Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j1
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

ri_ seekkes

3 piece leather section
al with pull-out bed and

Monday-Friday 8AM- 2 recliners $500
5Ptil. Kies 1 .3yf'S
7 piece bedroom set,
$75 weekly
$1.200 Kitchen table
753-7694
with 6 chairs and
removable leaf, $250
WILL dean houses
While, metal daybed.
reasonable rates
$50 Dresser, $75
(270)366-4049
Coffee table, 650 Call
270-293-0238, leave
message if no answer
MDIA COMPUTERS
. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3656

KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs Dog
Computer
cabinet
table with hutch
767-1878

bevy
Home For ids
ANTIQUES. Call Larry

I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks

1997 28x70 38R 28A
Must
be
moved
(270)527-6604

vans tractors. farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes.
trltlerc almost any'
.'0-970-1010

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down, Your
land or terrify land
731-584-4926 Ends
August 15

BUY1NO
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 438-5235

SMALL 2BR on 1/2
acre fenced in lot
$10,900 753-6012

CASH paid for

good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, au condibaseboard
tioners
heaters Used carpet
mg 753 4109

1E1Arlittos
For See
01 Hut tub, brand new

in package,8-7 person.
lots of jets, digest,
oscillator, wale, fall,
cover, retail $7 300.
must sell $3.600
(573)300-1031

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-6486
320
Aswerents for flset

1 & 2 heir apts No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. new
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
IEIR furnished or
unfurnished.low utilities no lease required.
no pets $245irno
753-3949
I BR near MSU. other
loc.ations available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 7534696
1EIR. various locations.
$2004300 Coleman
RE 753-9890
garage apt near
2 tx-

downtown Murray.
appliances, no pots
$400irno 753-8705
20 church pews, while
28R 28A duplex with
oak 270-345-2075
garage 270-753-7457
CINDERELLA prom or 270-227-3054
drosses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150 21311 duster. nice.
each 270 492 8614

Calloway County
'clonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

CAVA, eppbences furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9896

2BR duplex. 1304-A
Vsleywood $425 per
month 759-9920.
293-1446

211F1 near MSU,CA-VA.
-acetone's*. Coleman
PLAYSTATKA 1 8 2 RE 753-9890
GAMES Now soidtradad at Wood Electronics 31314 28A duplex. breon the Court Square dace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898

Huge Selection Great
4811 28A. all appliPrices' 1530530
ances, crintrai

HiA

SATELUTES
Coleman RE 753-9896
_
DISH Network Satellite
LIVE Oak Apts
SysteMit - Everyone
Newly Remodeled
dualtheel Plasma &
IBFI $29000
LCD TVs, home enter28R $34000
tainment centers. TV
380 $42500
carts. surround sound.
$100 deposit medal
coax HOMI & component cables Beasley for queened applicants
Ofhce hours 8-2
Antenna & Satellite
Mon Fn
506-J N 1291 St
(.411 today for appoint 759-0901
9111AW forsile.--PrO
bele 489-2436 If no
snow, leave InesNee

leploises
0000 used rasher
arid dryer So' sale Cal
727-2039

Calloway Garden/Essex Down.s
Apartments
151/S Diuguid DriYe • Murray FY `r 421171
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

NEWER

11101 I balh,

WrI). OW. low MIMIC
dose to university
$325 (270)556-8021
WON-SMOKING IBM
unfurnished apt, water
pad, armlet* now, no
pets 753-5060
Story

Avenue

I

WHITE
COM-joie
stove Working *ma

Southwood duplexes
All appliances includ-

fiso 901-631-efe3

ed 757-9941

NOW LEASING
1 2 8 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section

8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phorie 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD e1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
28R $375

Call Today!
753-8688.
Homo For ReS
280 2BA completely
remodeled
Ci-tiA
attached garage. $700
per month plus deposit
1504 Belmont No pets
270-293-4602

3811 Stone house
W/garag0 6 outbuiic
Wigs, located close
4-Way stop at Hardin
(270)527-9981 or

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Pleetie No Phone Calls

NICE 3811 2BA with
carport. 6650 Lease.
no pots 753-7457.
227-3054

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $2050
'53 76eFl
ItOCCFSS
NIII-S1(11(%(.I

CHIC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(2701 753-6266
Ceti (270) 293-4183

9am •Ipm M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Loosed al 720S 4h St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
A11111••••••

MURRAY Store- and
Lock presently has
units available 753
2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINSTORAGE
ifnaide demists control
storage
•Secunty alarmed

-sate & clean
'We sea boxes'
'We rent U.Hauls
753-9600

5.000. sq ft building.

785 acres HO traffic
location. Ky 121 Bypass Sieve Zoe
270-227-8857 °evict
H Mater Real Estate
and Property
1.4a, s,jom.ent

Fe

cal ewe For is

OFFICE or retail space
avallabie Pnme location 753-2905
293-1480

\

-All Size Units
Available
Now Have tifei
Climate Control

753-3853

101mw.crealliirproopertisoliers.com

270-761-1111

3284780 970-1061
AOCC MoMsee 3 males.
1 female
Hypoallergenic. shots
& wormed Ready
710A)7 Tatung
deposes $650460313
(270)345-2685.
(270)705-6603

REGISTERED Groat
puppies. 5Dane
meets 2-lernales wants on premium
$0360-$750
/270)759-1771
SH114-T211
puppies
MC. CKC. dew dews
removed,
snots.
wormed.
meto
&
5300-5350
270-251-0310 saw 11
AM

PEACEFUL living lust
minutes from Murray,
this country charmer is
a most see! With 3200
sort this brick home is
nestled on approx. 1.5
acres with a pond and
a fenced pasture tor
horses located on
quiet road in desirable
Southwest part of
Calloway
County
3/48R 38A wi 2 car
attached garage (with
appliances).
large
detached garage and
garden shed with elecInc Must see to appreciate $189.900 call for
appt. 293-1449 or
753-7335

ORIGINAL Harley
Davidson Sturgis shovel head $4,500 68
custom shovel head

$7,000 080
(270)978-1851 or
978-2385

MCKINNEY INS.
1511 N.5TH STREET

753-3500

Wooded lake property
on spectacular
¶60.000 acre Kentucky
Lake, Take a tour 8
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20 Boat,
Excellent financing
Call 1-800.704-3154
eat 1327 KY Land
Partners LLC

111111
Asleep

1.IOOsqft home •300
sq ft upstairs, 13650
641N,
Hwy
US
Puryear. TN Must be
moved $10.000-000
(270)293-1437 Dan
381128* country home
with 7 saes. Cal for
appointment
270-293.4562
•
34311 28*, west of
Murray. $105.000 Cal
293-2269
6811 38*, 1-1,2 acre lot
near Mike. Cultin 1994,
$85.000 OBO
1-517-290-1628

room, bath dentedroom witkrillin cherry
computer center. Mein
Noon
living-room
itstwood burning gm
loge Orsoloce,
plantation shutters. forme DR. bacnen- moonless appliences. pantry.
Florida room
Mon

Now

ceilings

10-ft

Ureters 3811. 2-large
walli-ort closets. 28A

Flooring- Hardwood,
enexican tole & brick.
3811s 8, stairway carpaiad. Inground pod
*eh lanai 293-2418 for
viewing 6250.000.

1995 Red Corvette
Coupe. 59k. loaded,
$14.500. excellent
753-4404 227-8710

TRAVIS
ASPHA
rasing,. Seakmdinot
it !touting
'It Esil TH.1.• is

270-753-1279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer Ivor* I Track
hoe

“

6111

CU INNOVAT1011
11111110DEU116
Adthoonu. R
Decks & Home

(270)753-1499
(731)247-5464
CATHY'S
Wallpapering Painting,
Cleaning 270- 2276606 731-498-8904
CHASE & Mike
Stockwell's Metal
Roofing & Vinyl
Siding. 759-1085,
227-6238

COLE

coNSTRUCTION
Shasta bumpe
21
pull New tires. 52.500

wheel with slide Good
condition Lots of beautiful cabinets Located
in Aurora Oaks lot 34
$12 000
618-822-6486

post serviced
270-293-4091

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

sattslaction guaranteed

Call 753-1516
Of 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1918

metal rook siding.

replacement windows,
....:recri rooms
Work guaranteed.

866-832-3230

1C:tight's
41=0
Over 40 years exp.
Sale: & larksilation

753-7728
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external

cleaning, Vinyl. fences.
etc.(270)527-7176
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd iobs
you don t have time
for
Painting, siding roots
decks
293-5438

FREE
:•701,11/.

Strap lapakaw Old Wow.'
Me al Stem W.0.1••• II Dims

Stray WWI Mourn &TOWS
famt
1,1 Car arison

27042141144
FUTRELL'S Tree

Servoce
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

iHill Electric
Since 19kh

24 Noma stow,
kc's,('iiiii lc Ind

Licensed & !inured
All lobs - big or small

• weekh A special
• litsvally iianedoperafed
759-1151 • 293-2703
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
436-2667 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service. Complete Pea
removal.I.Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDASLE Hauling Clean
out propos, gutters.
ounk Wee work

A to B Moving. Local

and long distance
moves. Coil Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repot pck-up Mewmy. 436-2807
A-1 Slump Removal.
Fully Insured,
137-30M
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
erkelions. decks
Hauling, dean up punk
Casrage, mtgs.
buildings
Prompt depended,
Free leintilleS

I %%MI I
HI 11:

35 yrs experience
Myer* 753-9210

'CAR lerffli•
efts %el% Cis tOITI
I 2.*111-tti.lit1511

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
i 2701 293-8728 OR
'59-5534
-hucli Van Buren

is IS

759-0501
753-1537

('elf: '270)227-3032

Stowing, Manicuring
& landscaping

28 5 acres.
$2.000/acre Machell
Story Rd 293-1437

Ii..'. 440 s, Ars I Ntecricit.

Starting at 520
mounted

1 large barn, 1 small
barn w/water. electric
New Providence area.

$129,500 492-8446

.-SP1R1F
Mitchell Bros.
Paving

Mint

1985 228 Cruiser w/
FSBO beautiful
350. 5K
secluded farm. 24
Bayliner
1987 17f1
acres, partially woodw/85 horse outboard.
ed, pond. gardens.
•
$1,700
2.000 sq 11 3 bedroom 1 bath well-mein- Both w/cuiddis & trailers

tamed home. 30x30
heated shop &office.

270-519-4353

14. 15. 16 inch

MIL &Edon

iffierrea For Siko

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell:270-978-1007

USED TIRES

767-0643
1997 31' Cardinal 591
for
LOTS
sale
in
155 x 1 75
city
$23.000 & 190x150 in
county. $10 000
293-0139 before 9PM

Serving Western KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.

Sub Parts

2002 Toyota Comfy
XLE. V-8, leather
cruise, sunroof. 6-disc
changer. cassette
83 000 miles, alloy
wheels, great condition Call 978-0137

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

It I \I I \‘.1%.11111:2

Used Cars

Lakefront widock
$74.900
1. AC Lake Access
$34,900
iv/FREE Boat Slips/

General Contracting

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

Prosody
FIRST TIME
OFFERED'

Calhoon Construction,LLC

470
Molorcycles & ATV's

Call 753-5606

FSSO Gatesborough
tn-level Ground levelentry hail. laundry

arinca
00
-15436-2668

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Wt. Nil Hot sits
Any Location.
Am Condition

703-5004

MC Lab Pupa $100.00

Free Pallets

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
IS subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnminabon based
on race, coior, ralogion,
sex. Of national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
that
informed
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opp--irtiinity hays'

Mew Fir bit

Murray Ledgcr & limes

PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert you
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD Call 753-9297 Of
227-5818
WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe dozer work,
bacidde & septic systems
For sale top soil, gravel
Will build you a home
to suit your needs
Lots for sale Landon
Hills Subdriasior
270-210-3781

Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115

270-293-1899

iqta
WINDOW

CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
I 270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Fre. Estrnates

Horoscope

***** Take an overview
when others get plugged in. Your

ability to let negativity go is tested. Nearly anything and everything can and will happen. You
will have to take an idea to the
finish line if need be. Tonight: A
force to be dealt with.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Understanding IS a rare
gift that you experience with a
special partner. You could feel
that someone might cramp your
styie, yet at the same time you
might positively love being
around this person. The afternoon introduces you to a new
perspective or outlook. Tonight'
Take in new vistas.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Let others run with the

ball, as you cannot stop them.
Consider yourself a catcher, and
everyone else the pitcher. Later
in the day, you will want to settle

Talk turkey.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec.
I -Difficult
21)
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Pressure buildS, especially financially A risk will backfire.
You feel overwhelmed and that

you need to question each
choice.
tendency
A
to
overindulge emerges. Relax and

let the good tithes roll. Tonight
Munchies with a friend
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You easily could be
overwhelmed with so much to
do You could wonder which way
to go with a certain weighty
responsibility. An offer might
come your way that causes you
to rethink a problem Tonight
Gather your bills
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
*** Don't push a project or situation more than you need to If

you would like to transform
another's response, the energy
will need to come from you
Sometrmes quieting down and
looking at the whole picture is
important Tonight Your night to
howl

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to pull
back and let others run with the
ball You might be surpnsed at
the end results if you relax and
go with the flow. Broaden your
horizons and make what you
want possible Think positively
Tonight Get some needed rest
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Responsibilities tumble

**** Getting your head
together ant your routine completed might take abnormal
effort with people tossing different facts into your path By the
afternoon, suspend any efforts,
and you will feel a lot better
Tonight. Sort through invitations.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your creativity will surge

if you lighten up. Listen to your
instincts with a child or new
romance. Risks might be best
negated Loosen up and allow
someone else to indulge Being
a bit giddy or silly works Tonight
Rest up
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ire*** Laugh and enjoy. Be
happy with what is happening.

You can't change the inevitable.
Lie back. Creativity mixes with
fun later in the afternoon. Finally,
others unwind. Let it happen.
Tonight Let the child in you out.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Speak your mind, but

clian't be surpnsed 11 a key person
could
be
negative.
Understand that this person's
attitude will change if given
some time Take your time to
clear your mind, and this person
will recharge simultaneously.
Tonight Happy at home.
BORN TODAY

Inventor Nicola Testa (1856),
singer Jessica Simpson (1980),
musician Arlo Guthrie (1947)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the

on you. whether you like it or not
Knowing when to loosen up and
relax can make a big difference Internet at http://wwwjacqueUnderstand this and remain con- linebigar.com.
fident The Lion can handle It all (c) 2007 by King Features
Late afternoon, network and visit Syndicate Inc.
with others Tonight. Where the
gang is

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

rflarrrri

11 %\ 1 I IN
%%% \
SRI-

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)

The Stars Show the Kind of down and have a good Conversation with a key person
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Tonight.

Nliltsesassir

The.

Murray Ledger & Times

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday,July 10,2007:
This year, zero in on a heartfelt
desire. You offer solidity and
excellent
communication.
Sometimes others are serious or
!lave a negative mind-set. This
Attitude does not have to be, as
you can help them. Understand
that you can create your fondest
desires this year. With the entry
of 2008, work and relating
become far easier. You make
new friends and broaden your
immediate circle. If you are single, you could meet Mr. or Ms.
Right. Enjoy the process of getting to know someone better,
and don't push or hurry it. If you
are attached, your relationship
blooms as it hasn't in a while.
You become like new lovers
again. GEMINI reads you cold.

CALL
271)7524414

Al remodeling. onside
electrical
& out
No lob too small Free
esamates
(731)247-3001.
(731)363-3611.
I i4anoodt•eik ner

Call us we will be
glad to help

270-753-1916

1417.tb A
%IF TAI. R001-

NEED help?
Handyman Services

l'r.mwoug ,“qir

270-559-2032

'444

A

E

• s that time of yoar, and
0vet'ybody wants to get
out of the house But
iefore you go, just make

, simple phone call and
,isk for -Vocation Pak
That woy you won't
miss o

When you corns bock,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll &Avow your
-Vocation Pak'
when you return.

Call 270
.3 I
olcrtion Department
and ask for
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"Vacation Pak."
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731-752-3951
731-336-5285
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Another Ky. 94 West Accident
Yonts trial
hangs on
hearing
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Harrison Yonts' attorneys will present new
information during a hearing next month, hoping
the judge will grant a new trial in the hit-and-run
death of Nadia Shaheen.
Rick Johnson, one of Yonts' attorneys,appeared
in Calloway Circuit Court on
Monday morning to schedule the
hearing for 1:30 p.m. Aug. 17.
Johnson told Judge Dennis Foust
that three hours should be long
enough for the evidentiary hearing.
Yonts, 22, was convicted of
murder, tampering with physical
evidence, driving under the influence and leaving the scene of an
Yenta
accident in the Nov. 11. 2005, hitand-run crash that killed Shaheen, a pedestrian,
early that morning. He has been incarcerated since
the guilty verdict was read Feb. 1 and is currently
in state custody at Luther Luckett Correctional
Complex in La Grange.
Johnson and attorney Dennis Null filed the
motion for a new trial last month after learning that
Murray Police Department officers received information from Calloway County resident Kerry
Steen in April. Steen said that one of his workers,
Philip Jones, confided in him that the night
Shaheen was killed he was a passenger in a vehicle, which was driven by Brad Bailey, that ran over
something on Coldwater Road not far from Five

•See Page 2

Teacher to
stand trial
for perjury
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
After pleading guilty to drug charges last
month, Murray Middle School teacher Ann
Greenfield wants to stand trial on a felony perjury
charge.
Greenfield, 35, is charged with
first-degree perjury, a Class D
felony punishable by one to five
years in prison, for unlawfully
making a false statement to a
Calloway County grand jury. She
was indicted on the felony charge
in Apnl — a month after the same
grand jury indicted her on misdemeanor drug charges.
Greenffebi
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust scheduled Greenfield's trial for Oct. 31 when
she appeared in court Monday morning with attorney Mark Blankenship.
In C'alloway District Court in June. Grc-enfield's
jail sentence was probated in exchange for her
guilty pleas to possession of marijuana. possession
of drug paraphernalia and conspiracy to obtain
marijuana (less than 8 ounces). She has been suspended from her physical education teaching position since Feb. 26 after being arrested Feb. 22.
Greenfield may return to the classroom in the
fall of 2009 if she meets conditions outlined for her
as part of her two-year suspension. Her court probation and school suspension coincide. She must
receive counseling and submit to drug tests, each at
her own expense. according to her agreement with
Murray Independent Schools. Any positive drug
screens would result in her termination.

MSU,
local
group
heads to
Ukraine

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Murray State University and
Murray-Calloway County community supporters will send two
representatives to the Ukraine
this week charged with kicking
off an American-style journalism program in the former
Russian state.
Brian Siddens, a lecturer at
MSU's journalism and mass
communication,
and Bill
Holmes,
director
of
International Education, will
travel
to
PereyaslavKlemnitsky Skovoroda State
Pedagogical University in
Pereyaslav, Ukraine Thursday.
The college is located about an
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times hour and a half southwest of
Workers from Rhodes Supply Company of Mayfield clear wood from the roadway along Ky. 94 West near Kiev, the now independent
the Calloway-Graves county line Monday following a tractor-trailer wreck. The accident, which shut down nation's capital city.
Siddens said he is excited
the highway for more than 12 hours, was caused by deer in the road.
about the trip and excited about
being a part in bringing the
principles of American journalism to the former "Iron
Curtain" nation.
"They're an accredited uniStaff Report
porting spilled onto the side of the roadway.
versity, but they have never had
A stretch of highway from Lynn Grove to the Graves
Mills was transported to Jackson Purchase Medical
County line was shut down for more than 12 hours Center in Mayfield by private vehicle for treatment of any American influence whatMonday following a tractor-trailer accident that resulted scratches and cuts to his head, face, arms, and legs. soever," Siddens said. "It's the
first ever. Basically Bill and I
from deer crossing the roadway.
Hospital officials said this morning that Mills was not
pioneers."
are
According to a report from the Calloway County admitted and was likely treated and released.
Siddens said men have high
Sheriff's Department, Michael S. Mills, 43, of Mayfield
Mills' truck, which was severely damaged, was
hopes about the trip.
was traveling east on Ky. 94 about 9.5 miles west of removed from the scene by Burl's Wrecker Service.
"We're doing it in hopes of
Murray around 2:38 a.m. when he topped a hill and spot- Another tractor-trailer and a large fork lift from Rhodes
beginning a new journalism and
ted four deer in his path.
Supply Company of Mayfield was used to remove tons of
mass communication departAfter colliding with one of the deer, Mills said he wood.
ment at that college and they
steered to the right to avoid hitting the other three.
Chief Ronnie Burkeen, of Calloway County DES
are welcoming us with open
However the vehicle went off the right shoulder of the Rescue Squad, said volunteers were called to assist with
arms," Siddens said. "If it's suchighway and Mills was unable to get back on the road.
traffic control and block the roadway until it could be
cessful, MSU will get behind it
The vehicle traveled into a ditch after colliding with a cleared. They remained on the scene until approximately
and sponsor it."
creek bank nearby. Stacks of wood that Mills was trans- 3 p.m.
Holmes was not available
for comment.
Although not officially sponsoring the effort at this point.
MSU and its department of
journalism and mass cotnmuniBy GREG TRAVIS
cation officials are allowing the
Staff Writer
transport
of some equipment
The annual Charles Novell School
and supplies to the Ukraine to
of
Music
Christian
Music
help get the project going.
Conference returns this week to the
Siddens and Holmes raised
campus of Murray State University.
private support from several
Under the direction of Dr. Charles
MSU and community supportNovell, the school features study in
ers to initiate the effort. Donors
voice, piano, bass and guitar, drums,
and supporters include Heidi
songwriting,
sound
systems,
Shultz and Trice Seargent of
Nashville numbers, promotions,
BB&T; Steve and Christy
emcee techniques and performance.
Skaggs, co-owners of Frap
Private lessons and group lessons are
House. Dr. Mike Adams of
also available.
Primary Care, Dr. Bob Lochte
"The conference is a school of
of the MSU Department of
Christian music dedicated to the
Journalism
and
Mass
training of both singers and musiCommunication, Master Tung
cians in the area of Christian music,"
Dinh of Martial Arts Amenca's
Novell said.
Quest Fitness Center. the
The one-week school offers those
Kentucky
Farm
Bureau
attending extensive study sessions
Insurance Agency, Dr. John
with many great names in gospel
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Dillon, Martha and Dr. Ray
music.
Bill Baize, left, and Charles Novell, center, work with Joyce Gandy of Moore, Murray Life magazine
-Training will be given in such
editor Bob Valentine and Los
areas as Southern Gospel, Church Battle Creek, Mich., during Monday's opening day of the annual
Angeles film producer Dave
Novell
Charles
School
of
Music
at
University.
Murray
State
Baize
is
a
Music, Praise
and
Worship,
Parks.
Contemporary Music and others. former member of The Stamps Quartet and spent many years performPereyaslav-Klemnitsky is a
Workshops and seminars will be ing as a backup singer with Elvis Presley. He is the one performing the
town of about 25.000 populaoffered in these areas. The confer- high notes on the end of Elvis' smash hit "Bumin Love.'
tion located on the Trubezh
ence has an all-star line-up for the Sheppard of the Kingsmen and students. The concerts are free and
River. The city is first noted in
faculty. Teaching this year are Garry Perfect Heart, Dean Hopper of The open to the public. Concerts will start
recorded history as early as 907
Sheppard, Marti Ledford, Phil Hoppers, Patti Carpenter of the each evening at 7 p.m. and will be
A.D., and later served as the
Summerford and Mark Forester." Rambos, Dave Clark of The Speers, held in Mason Auditorium on the
fortified capital of the duchy of
said Novell. who will also be teach- Kevin Metz of The Nelons and campus," Novell added.
Pereyaslavl in the II th--13th
ing.
Perfect Heart and Robert Wiles of
V.O. Stamps, a legend in gospel century. But in 1239 A.C. the
Some of those who have attended The Imperials.
music, began the conference in 1924 city was in ruins following a
the school and later gone into full"Instruction will be offered during as the Stamps School of Music. It Tatar attacks during the Mongol
time gospel music careers include the day and dunng the evenings there
Ivan Parker of Gold City. Garry will be concerts using faculty arid
See Page 2

Deer caused semi wreck Monday morning,
forced road closure for more than 12 hours

Christian music school back at MSU

I See Page 2
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'Slum

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Two tires were reported slashed on a car on Ky. 121 South at
11:17 a.m. Monday A criminal mischief report was made.
•A caller from Locust Grove Road reported et 5 10 p.m. Monday
that some pills were stolen from the residence. A theft case was

By
As=
FR

Sherifflog
Summer
Reading
Series starts opened.
this Friday

Photo provided
Some of those involved in kicking oft an American journalism program in the Ukraine include,
left to right, Trice Seargent, vice president of BB&T, Steve Skaggs. co-owner of Frap House,
Brian Siddens, co-creator of the project, Dr. Mike Adams of Primary Care, Dr. Bob Lochte and
Master Tung Dinh, owner-operator of Martial Arts America Several others that contributed to
the effort are not pictured.

MSU, local ...
From Front

sit Russia for protection against
one of severa spellings of the
Poland This alliance. however, same name. Besides the college
invasion. However in the second led to the complete domination and an histoncal museum, the
half of the 16th century. of Ukraine by Russia. The city also includes the remains of
Pereyaslay began to grow as a agreement was We( the basis of the Cathedral of St. Michael
center
of
the
Ukrainian Ukrainian claims to autonomy founded in 1089, the monastery
Cossacks.
in the 20th century
of St. Michael dating from the
In 1654, Bolidan Chmielnicki
The
city
was
called 17th and 18th centuries and the
and his Cossacks met at Pere!,aslav until 1941, when it Cathedral
of
the
Pereyaslasi to agree that was renamed in honor of Ascension.1695,
Ukraine become it protectorate (Chmielnicki) Khmelnytskyy,
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The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Needs Your Input!
((interning the Design and Replacement of 1. .S. 6% Bridges, F:ggner's Ferry
Bridge user Kentucks lake at Yurora and the Lawrence ‘lemoria/ Bridge over
Lake Barkley at Canton
Item No: 1-0IK0.60 & I-01140.70

PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING
Thursday, July 19. 2007
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Lake Barkley State Resort Park Convention ('enter
Tennessee Room
3500 State Park Road
('Wiz, KV
informal format 4::h presentations faking place al 4:30 and 6 p.m.
Ibis niermng is to most& the public the opportunity to 1,1tVt and comment on Bndge Design
( oncepts is the design and replacement id the US-611 Bridges, hggner's Ferry Bndge tort
hentu.k'. Lake at .Aura and the Lawrence Memonal Bridge over Lake Bartley at Canton
Reptc.entatises of the Kentucky transportation Cabinet and their consultants will he 'satiable
to answer questions Ilanclouts ,ontaining information about the proyect, conunent sheets and
displays will he available At the meeting Ihe puhlos will also base the opportunity to panicipatc
in an elm trona. polling exercise. to,
ldit a input on bridge characteristics at 4 40 and 6 pm
Written and oral comments will hc as,epted during the owvong %mien comments will he
.101:ceptc..1. and information made AS .411.11AC I 11 til IS clays after the meeting at the plumy One
office address listed below %Armen and .ical ri aliments from this meeting will become part of the
official record Its the protest Once tAttliptlett. the flier-tang record will he made avadaNe for
1Vsiew and copying only after an Open Records Request has been recessed and approved All
,,pen Record. Request. must he submitted to the Office of Legal SCIAKC%, Transportation
( abuse* Ottise Building. 200 Mao Street, I ranklori. Kentucky 40622.
the I Ake Bridges Propeo leant encourages tommunity flat-tubers to participate in the Bridge
INpe 'selection rime..s hy contributing suggestions In addition to pros iding input in
person at
i he Open Boum.. m.1'1,01141s may akne.s written somments and learn more shout the project at
the I-.ke Bridges Project %chute vs w.
tJakebolirsyvaii
In accordance with the Amencans with Disabilities Act I ADA 1, if anyone has a disability and
monies assistance please notify Tim ('hassle. no later than July I) Please call 04000 3314-4283
it mail your request to the address listed belt w
Please address arts questions regatiltng this meeting or protect to
lint Choate I'l
Priipcst Manager
Amnia. transportation( ahinet District I
()mailmen. of Highway. Ihstrict One
Po Box 1010
Paducah. KY 42002
,
Phone 4/“Kb 148-42/11, entail rim civostetAlty.gov
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Subscribe
Today!

by calling
753-1916

TormCrier
NOTICE
The
II
Murray Code
Enforcement Board will hold
a public hearing and special
meeting today at 5 at City
Hall to hear and review
cases regarding the city's
property maintenance code.
• A regularly-scheduled
meeting of the Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education, previously set
for 7 p m on Thursday has
been rescheduled for 7 p.m.
on Tuesday. July 17 at the
Carter
Administration
Building on S 13th Street.
An agenda for the meeting
is not yet available
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

&TIMES

CourtDocket
Calloway Circuit Court
• Jody Glen Bobber, no age or address available, was given a
pre-trial diversion Monday in a 2006 case in which he was
charged with trafficking in marijuana (less than 8 ounces), second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of
marijuana. The diversion means the charges will be dismissed if
he successfully meets the court's conditions, including being
accused of no other cnminal offenses and refraining from controlled substances, for five years. Otherwise he'll have to serve
those five years in prison and have a felony conviction.
• Joe Ferguson, 26, of Murray, accepted a .pre-trial diversion
prosecutors offered him for trafficking in a controlled substance
(marijuana) within 1,000 yards of a school, possession of marijuana and first-offense possession of drug paraphernalia when
he appeared in curt Monday with attorney Jason Howell. He
was arrested Dec. 18 after Murray Police Department officers
responded to his 1410A Michelle Drive residence because a subject was passed out. His charges were enhanced because he
also had a firearm in his possession. The diversion means he
won't have to serve the two years in prison as long as he meets
the court's conditions for five years. He can't have guns, use controlled substances or be charged with any other criminal offenses.
• Louis Wilson Schwenk, 25, of Murray, waived the formal
arraignment for the four drug charges he faces when he
appeared in court Monday with attorney Emil Samson. Schwenk
is charged with second-degree possession of a controlled substance (psilocybin mushrooms), second-offense trafficking in
marijuana (less than 8 ounces), second-offense possession of
drug paraphernalia and possession of marijuana on May 15. He
is scheduled for a pre-trial conference at 9 a.m. Aug. 17.
• Jason Isaac Todd, 27, of Murray, waived the formal arraignment
for the 16 counts of obtaining a controlled substance by fraud
when he appeared in court Monday. He is accused of unlawfully
getting prescriptions for Lortabs from seven doctors in February,
March and April He is scheduled for a pre-trial conference at 9
a.m. Aug. 17
—Information from court records

Lack of cooperation from
shooting victim leads to
probation sentencing
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A New Concord man
accused of shooting his girlfriend more than three years ago
reached a seemingly-lenient
plea agreement with prosecutors
after lack of cooperation from
the victim.
Calloway Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust said Monday
Donald Younger's probated
prison sentence for the firstdegree wanton endangerment
conviction seems lenient but
that it is the result of Cynthia
Stracener's lack of cooperation
with the commonwealth attorney's office.
Younger. 39, was originally
accused of attempted murder in
a March 22, 2004. shooting incident at the home he and
Stracener shared at 585 Jim
Wilson Road. Calloway County
Sheriff's
deputies
found
Stracener with a gunshot wound
about 100 yards from the house.
Although Younger fled the
scene. Pans (Tenn.) Police
Department officers arrested
him the following day.
The five-year prison sentence reached in the deal with
prosecutors will be probated as
long as Younger meets the
court's conditions, including
committing no other criminal
offenses, undergoing substance
abuse assessment and treatment,
pay court costs and report regularly to his probation officer.
If Younger successfully completes the five years of probe-

lion, he won't have to serve any
more jail time. He has credit for
the 230 days he's already
served.
While investigating the
shooting, Calloway County
Sheriff's deputies noticed drugrelated materials at the residence, resulting in a search warrant and the subsequent arrest cif
Stracener.
In June 2005, Stracener
pleaded guilty to third-degree
possession of a controlled substance (Xanax), attempt to manufacture
methamphetamine,
first-degree possession of a controlled substance (meth), possession of marijuana, possession
of drug paraphernalia, possession of anhydrous ammonia in
unapproved container and possession of police radio.

•Yonts
From Front
Points, according to court
documents.
That incident reportedly happened about 2:30 a.m., which
was about the time investigators
estimated Shaheen's death.
Both Bailey and Jones
denied Steen's statements when
police interviewed them on
April 27 and April 30. respectively, according to court documents.

II Christian music ...
From Front
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Murray State University's
Master of Fine Arts Program in
Creative Writing is hosting its
Summer Reading Series from
July 13-19 with evening readings by nationally-acclaimed
writers.
The senes begins on Friday
with a reading by author Robert
Olen Butler, whose numerous
awards include the 1993
Pulitzer Prize in fiction, a
Guggenheim Fellowship in fiction. and the Richard and Hits&
Rosenthal Award from the
American Academy of Arts and
Letters.
The series continues on
Saturday with poet and author
Tony Crunk, whose first poetry
collection. Living in the
Resurrection, was the 1994
selection in the Yale Series of
Younger Poets. He is also the
author of two books for children. Big Mama and Grandpa's
Overalls.
Monday will feature MFA
faculty readings by Fred
Hackle. non-fiction writer and
author of the book Rebuilding
the Indian; Ann Neelon, poet
and author of the collection
Easter Vigil; and Dale Ray
Phillips, fiction writer and
author of the collection My
Peoples' Waltz, Thc MFA faculty readings continue on
Tuesday. July 17. with Squire
Babcock, fiction and non-fiction writer and director of the
MIA program; Phil Stephens,
poet and author of the collection
The Determined Days; and
Lynn Pruett. novelist and author
of Ruby River.
The series will conclude
Thursday with the readings and
music of Public Outcry, featuring Silas House, George Ella
Lyon, Kate Larkin, Jason
Howard. Anne Shelby and
Jessie Lynne Keltner. These
writers, songwriters and musicians all boast deep generational
roots in Kentucky and their
message is intended to alerreit:fens to the problems of mountaintop removal method of coal
mining.
All readings begin at 7:30
p.m. in the Clara Eagle Gallery
16th floor, Price-Doyle Fine
Arts Building) and are free and
open to the public.
For more information about
the MFA Summer Reading
Series or about Murray State's
MFA in Creative Writing, please
contact Babcock at 809-4730.

• A theft from a truck on Peggy Ann Drive was reported at 6 43
p.m Monday. The complaint was referred to the Murray Police
Department.
- Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

was purchased in 1967 by the
world-famous
Blackwood
Brothers and the name was
changed to the Blackwood
Stamps School.
At that time. it was reported.
D Sumner. the Blackwood
Brothers' bass singer, targeted
Novell to cake the challenge of
heading up the school and continuing its success. The name of
the school was soon changed
again, INS Me to the Christian
Music Conference School of
Gospel Music
"Murray State University
became the site of the school in
1973. We moved the school
from Dallas. Texas, to Murray
under the direction of The
Blackwood Brothers and The
Stamps Quartet. The owners at
that
time
were
James
Blackwood and J.D Sumner.
We were there 12 years. At that
tune J.D turned the school over
to me to conduct it because The
Stamps began to tour heavily

with Elvis. The school then relo- famous
Cincinnati
cated to Northern Kentucky Conservatory of Music. For
University. We were there sev- nearly 40 years he has been
eral years then moved to involved in gospel music as a
Cumberland University in songwriter. performer, arranger
Lebanon. Tenn After five years and recording producer He has
we returned to Northern been a vocal coach and teacher
Kentucky to Thomas Moore to such artists as The
College. After 25 years under Blackwood Brothers, Kenny
my direction we decided for the Bishop. Garry Sheppard, The
25th anniversary of the school Isaacs, Craig Nobles, Ivan
we VIOUld return to Murray
Parker, Jeff &ice, David Brooks
State." Novell said prior to the and Charlotte %chic. He has
start of last year's school.
also worked as a recording proThe school changes its dim- ducer with such artists as
WW1 in proportion to the changes
Perfect Heart. The Blackwood
in Chnstian-southern gospel Brothers, J.D. Sumner & The
music, Novell said in 2006.
Stamps, The Kingsmeo The
"We have placed many of our Hoppers, Lavern Tnpp and othstudents
in
professional ers.
Christian music jobs all across
For more information about
the nation Some of our former the school, rtsidents can contact
students are in groups that have the Charles Novell School of
had the privilege to perform for Music, 7585 Foxchase Drive,
national events as well as at the West Chester, OH 45069. or call
White House. We are the oldest 1513) 300-0747. or .e-mail
school of its lund in the United novehartyafuse.net, or visit,
States dating beck to 1924," he w w w chariesnovelI.com. The
previously said.
cost of the school for off-camNovell holds doctorate of pus students is $435 or private
music degrees from the world lessons for the week is $100.
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Fletcher adjourns special session
By JOE BIESK
Assodated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher will order a
cooling off peri(xi for lawmakers who have been at odds over
the need for a special legislative
session.
Fletcher said he plans to
issue an executive order on
Tuesday adjourning the beleaguered session, which began last
week, until July 30. His
announcement met immediate
opposition.
-We're through with this session." House Speaker Jody
Richards said. -There's just too
many inconsistencies. It's an
unconstitutional call in our judginent, and we're not coming
back."
Fletcher said he plans to call
lawmakers back to Frankfort on
July 30, perhaps earlier if the
impasse is resolved.
"What we'd like to do is to
give a penod to cool off— give
a period for the House and the
Senate and us to work together
and see if we can reach an
agreement."
Democratic lawmakers say
Fletcher's decision to call them
back to Frankfort was unnecessary and too costly to be justified. They adjourned barely an
hour into the session last
Thursday without taking any
action.
Senate lawmakers continued
meeting and passed several
bills, including one that would
bar state universities from providing health insurance coverage to anyone other than
employees and their families,
prohibiting unmarried live-in
partners from benefits plans.
To become law, the "domestic partner" bill and other initiatives on the agenda would have
to be approved by both the
Senate and House and signed by
Fletcher.
Richards, D-Bowling Green.
contends Fletcher called the special session in hopes of improving his chances of being reelected in November.
-There was no foundation
laid for this session, and it was
bound to fail from the get-go,"
Richards said.
Fletcher compared House
lawmakers to labor union
employees out on strike.
Gubernatorial election-year politics. not differences over policy,
were to blame for the impasse,
Fletcher said.
-They simply have gone on
strike and won't do their job,"

KentuckylnBrief
Kentucky State Police report four
dead, several injured in crash
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky.(AP) — Four people died and several
were injured in a multiple-vehicle crash that left Interstate 75 in
southern Kentucky shut down, according to Kentucky State Police.
State police at the scene of the Whitley County crash told
Lexington's WKYT-TV that at least nine others were injured, some
of them children. The injured were taken to the University of
Kentucky and University of Tennessee hospitals AS well as hospitals
in Corbin, Kentucky and Jellico, Tenn., the station reported.
Alcohol was considered a contributing factor in the crash, officers at the scene told the television staton.
A northbound pickup, pulling a trailer, went out of control,
crossed the median and struck three other vehicles in the southbound
lanes near mile marker 11, just north of the Kentucky-Tennessee
border, police said. Traffic was shut down in both directions after the
crash, which was reported at 9:05 p.m.
A trooper at the Kentucky State Police post in London said about
1:45 a.m. today that the northbound lanes had been reopened. The
) southbound lanes were to remain closed for some time. A posting on
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet at 3:14 a.m. said that the lanes
Za.
would remain closed for three more hours.
• • 4• ••.

Bus from Tennessee church involved
in 1-65 crash in Kentucky

AP

Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher listens to a question during a news conference in his office in
Frankfort, Ky.
Fletcher said.
$400 million, twice in the past.
The Republican Party of
State Rep. Ruth Ann
Kentucky capitalized on the Palumbo, D-Lexington. said one
impasse,
making
House of the automated calls targeted
Democrats the target of auto- her. Palumbo had objected to the
mated telephone calls that special session because she said
claimed they had cost their con- it was an unnecessary waste of
stituents millions of dollars in public money — about $60,000
state funding by not taking part a day.
in the special session.
"What we're doing is saving
Steve Robertson, chairman taxpayer dollars," she said. "It's
of the state Republican Party, being fiscally responsible."
said the calls were made to conFletcher had added some
stituents in more than 40 House politically volatile issues on the
districts currently controlled by agenda for the special session,
Democrats.
including a measure barring
"If this is how House "domestic partner" benefits at
Democrats are going to behave, the universities.
then we're going to hold them
Sen. Ernesto Scorsone, Daccountable for it." Robertson Lexington, said Fletcher includsaid. "I guess the House 2008 ed that issue on the- agenda to
campaign starts today because improve his appeal to socially
we're not going to let them get conservative voters. Fletcher, a
away with it."
first-term Republican and a
Richards said the calls were medical
doctor,
faces
erroneous and prove that Democratic challenger Steve
Fletcher called the session for Beshear in the Nov. 6 election.
political gain.
Scorsone called the measure
"It proves what we have said -mean spirited," and said it was
all along, that this was a politi- fueled by hatred and bigotry.
cal session"Richards said. "I'm
The. measure passed the
terribly disappointed, but in the Senate 28-6.
end, it will backfire on them."
The domestic partner initiaThe House had approved the tive is aimed primarily at the
projects, totaling more than University of Kentucky and the

BOWLING GREEN. Ky.(AP)— A bus carrying a church youth
group from Tennessee collided with a tractor trailer and a passenger
car Monday on Interstate 65, leaving several people injured and
closing a section of the road, police said.
The passengers on the bus ranged in age from 8 to their early
teens, Kentucky State Police said. Northbound 1-65 was for several
hours at mile marker 13, south of Bowling Green. The lanes
reopened by 4 p.m. CDT, police said.
"
41
State police said that none of the injuries required hospital treatment, and that the children would be taken to Living Hope Baptist
Church in Bowling Green, about 60 miles north of Nashville, Tenn.
The children were part of a youth group from First Baptist
Church in the Nashville suburb of Smyrna, Tenn., church administrator Nathaniel Hale said.
Hale said he was not aware of any injuries among those on the
bus.
The bus was traveling to the Lexington suburb of Georgetown for
a weeklong church camp at Georgetown College, Hale said.

University of Louisville. Both
universities have already opted
to provide health insurance to
domestic partners.
Sen. Julian Carroll, DFrankfort, agreed that the
domestic partner issue was
political fodder Fletcher could
use heading into the fall campaign.
Scorsone said Fletcher wasted time and money and abused
his power as governor by calling
the special session.
"The man can't be trusted,"
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Scorsone said. "It is so sad to
I
body of a 4-year-old boy who
have a doctor who is out there disappeared outside his home near Churchill Downs was found in a
promoting laws that keep people garbage truck over the weekend, and authorities said Monday that
from being able to have health they believe he was murdered.
care. It's the opposite of what he
Cezar "Ivan" Aguilar-Cano was last seen playing outside his
should be doing."
apartment building on June 29 near the home of the Kentucky
The.Senate on Monday also Derby.
His death was a homicide, Jefferson County Coroner Ron
passed a bill, that would provide
Holmes said.
financial incentives to compaTrash workers discovered the body Saturday in the same neighnies that convert coal to cleaner
burning fuels. Fletcher said that borhood where the boy was last seen alive. The trash cans in the area
bill, aimed at recruiting new were searched repeatedly in the days after he disappeared. Police
businesses, was primary pur- last searched the area Thursday night and Friday morning, nearly a
pose of the special session. The full week after the boy disappeared. said Lt. Col. Tim Emington of
bill had been championed earli- the Louisville Metro Police Department.
er this year by Democratic law"We do not believe the body was in any of the garbage cans durmakers in the House. It passed ing any of our previous searches." Emington said.
in the House in a legislative sesThe body was identified Monday morning through dental
sion that began in January, but records. Holmes said.
died in a conference committee,
Holmes said he did not know when the boy was killed.

Body of missing 4-year-old Kentucky
boy found in garbage truck
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Work for the
people
not the party
Excuse me if I'm sounding
bit weird, but I prefer my
kgislative bodies act on for
the good of the people and
at their will; not for the
good and at the will of their
political party.
That's
why I was
impressed
by the
move the
Kentucky
House of
Representalives made
last week
by adjourning themselves from
Lines &
cunouslyLimits
called speBy Eric Walker cial session.
Ledger & Times 'They were
Editor
acting out
the will of
the people ol Kentucky who.
like me. questioned the need
for such a session.
To me. the session. called
by Gov. Fletcher to Address
incentives for a shot at bagging a coal-to-synthetic Mel
plant in Kentucky (along with
66 other items on the session's agenda). smacked too
much of politics. An alternative energy incentive bill
sponsored by Rep. Rocky
.adkins, D-Sandy Hook.
passed the House hut died in
the Senate hack dunng the
regular session. Why the
emergency now? Because
Peabody Ma% pick Kentucky
for its plant''
Sound, like • Mg gamble
to me, hut gambling isn't the
issue here, is it'
Or is it'
And as for the other Agenda items, which include projects associated with Murray
State University' Those were
passed in both bodies of the
General Assembly in the re,'session but sewed by.
Fletcher
'The Governor addressed a
Senate 1:01111111nee :stettla)
and toplamed how the state's

bond rating wouldn't have
covered such projects at the
start of the year and that's
why he vetoed them But
now, the state's rating is
strong and the project. cjri
proceed
Maybe that should he
explained better to the House
and the people of kentic k.
lather than what is being
seen as political postunng by
governor running for reelection
t. oitrAc the pi auk al
lines blurted a hit last week
when Murray Republican
Rep Melsm Henley voted
with Democrats in adjourning
the called Session Henley
said in an inter. wv. with the

Ledger & Times that he was
representing his constituents.
the majority of whom didn't
Agree with the session. And
our www.murrayledgercom
poll showed this morning that
76 percent of 97 voters don't
support the session either.
Some folks may see what
the House and Democrats did
iLS thetr own bit of political
postunng. To me, that's representation. nght there.
Unfortunately. Henley has
already been targeted by the
State Republican Party. Yesterday I got a recorded call
that wanted me to call Henley and tell him to return to
Frankfort to do the people's
work. To me. he already is.
so I'll pass on the call.
And I'd Appreciate it it
the state GOP wouldn't call
me again! I get enough of
those calls for satellite TV!
But now the Senate ha.s
also adjourned because all the
bills passed can't move forward without the House, so
that has amounted to
S180,000 from the legislative
budget for its three days of
work. I wish that $180.000
could have been utilized elsewhere for the commonwealth's common good.
Fletcher will next call legislators hack on July 30 after
a "cooling off' period. For
the sake of making sure Kentucky's name is in the hat
for this Peabody Energy
Corp. plant. perhaps an agreement can be reached and
both sides can offer an
attractive incentive package.
And perhaps there are a
few items to ono the 66 others,
like tax exemptions for active
military personnel and giving
the green light to some university projects, can be
quickly addressed as well
Maybe MSU can even have
permission to use the $15
million lawmakers already
allocated for the physics
building to finish the earlier
biology and chemistry buildings that sit unfinished
But matters like domestic
partner benefits can he put
on the hack burner And dealt
with in January with the
next regular session
Stimng these things up
nisi tries to whip up campaign selling points and prey
on the tears of voters. And
if compromise is reached and
large. cardboard checks are
fluttering hither, thither and
son between August and
November. I'd urge voters to
ask themselves it the session
%.* as political or not.
Politics has its time and
plate For the General
assembly. it's just not now
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Bookstores and theatres as classrooms
When a smile spreads
across Elizabeth Powell's
face, it does so with the
ease and stunning impact of
a sunrise. No matter how
often you see it, you are
dazzled.
At 18. Powell cheerfully
sums up her life in a couple
of paragraphs.
Born in Memphis. Tenn..
she has lived in Murray
most of her life with her
parents. Tony and Lon Powell. She also resided -in Honda, her brief stint in the
Sunshine State memorable
mostly because of a fleeting
friendship with a girl, Missy,
"who used to bite my fingers when I waved through
the fence," Powell recalls.
Following the good example of her parents. Powell
grew up loving reading and
writing. Her interest in the
arts is reflected in some of
the activities she participated
in while at Murray High
School. including hand and
Spanish Club. She has also
been involved with service
organizations, including Key.
and Beta Clubs arid Leadership Tomorrow, and her
interest in drama has been
satisfied through participation
in Playhouse in the Park,
the local community theatre.
In her last year of high
school. Powell was inspired
by her AP English teacher
and discovered her unique
voice in writing poetry. "I
enjoy it very much." she
declares. "Now my second
favorite places (to theatres)
are bookstores."
The '07 MHS graduate is

headed to
Murray
State University for
the fall
Semester.

Though she
has not yet
declared a
major, she
is very
Main Street interested
in music
By Constance
and musical
Alexander
theatre.
Local
Like all
Columnist
other
incoming
MSU freshmen, Powell is
reading the book "Something
to Declare." by Julia
Alvarez. The assignment is
one component of something
called the Freshman Reading
Experience (FRE). which
seeks to create a sense of
community among students
by having everyone read the
same literary work.
To set the stage for a
range of activities associated
with "Something to Declare,"
Julia Alvarez will be in
Murray on Aug. 20. Alvarez
will address the Class of
2011 and discuss some of
the themes in her memoir,
such as her experiences living under a dictatorship in
the Dominican Republic;
immigrating to America and
adjusting to a different culture, and becoming a teacher
and a best-selling writer.
Powell thinks the selection of "Something to
Declare" for the FRE is one
that will resonate with her
and her classmates.

"It's a good choice
because it involves so many
topics," she says. "This way,
even if a student doesn't
like one part of it, another
one will most likely be satisfactory."
Subjects like Alvarez family traditions might be of
interest to freshman readers,
Powell surmises, as every
family has its rituals. For
Julia Alvarez and her sisters,
it was an honor when her
grandfather's cows were
named after them.
"They would feel special
when their cow gave the
most milk," Powell reports.
When asked whether she
thinks other freshmen will
have time for reading before
they show up at MSU in
August, Powell imagines that
most of them are pretty
busy with last-minute tasks
and working. "Really,
though," she amends, "there
is plenty of time to read.
It's not a large book, and it
will be worth the time to
have it read so we'll be
prepared when it is used in
the fall."
Concepts from FRE books
are incorporated into as
many freshman courses as
possible, and a range of
campus-wide and residential
college activities are scheduled, providing opportunities
to analyze and reflect on the
many themes in "Something
to Declare."
MSU's film series Cinema
International is featunng
films that take on some
related topics. Academy.
Award winner "Pan's

Labyrinth" kicks off the
series Aug. 23-25. with an
enchanting and spellbinding
film that demonstrates how a
young girl responds to the
political upheaval and treachery that tears her family
apart.
Another '06 Academy
Award winner, "Babel," will
be screened at MSU's Cum.
Center Theatre Aug. 30-31
and Sept. I. Interweaving
several family stories,
"Babel" illustrates how one
lapse in judgment triggers a
chain of events around the
world.
With all the efforts directed toward making the Freshman Reading Experience a
positive one, Powell thinks
that it is a terrific project, a
unifying force.
"It's a good way to get
people on the same level so
there is at least some kind
of common experience
there," she concludes.

For more information
about the Freshman Reading
Experience, Julia Alvarez and
-Something to Declare." go
to MSU's homepage at
wwwmurraystate.edu. Something to Declare is available
at the MSU bookstore, and
also through online sales at
Amazon.com and Barnes &
Noble.
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurrayledgercorn. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@neww,ave
comm.net.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
Honestly. it really all began with. "It
just isn't the Fourth of July without
fireworks." whereupon I added. "and a
parade - And a year later -- with the
incomparable dedication, perseverance.
generosity and wild enthusiasm of the
entire community — we had our first
Freedom Feat in Murray. Ky
For the last 20 years we've seen
Freedom Feat become the most fantastic
celebration of our nation's independence
that an), city in America could want It
unquestionably makes a huge statement
DS to what life an Murray is all about
neighborliness, teamwork and Ntriotic
pride. Because it's not about money or
politics or religion or status It's about
fteedom "of and by the people"
I want to publicly thank the Murray
Tourism Commission anti the Freedom
Feat Executive Board for honoring a
great group of hard working "founders"
by inviting us to he the grand marshals
of this year's parade It was a great
time for the eight of us that were able
In attend to reconnect, share memories
And he a part of one of the best and
biggest parades ever It was so much
fun.' we considered looping hack and
going around again'
To the hundreds of folks who have
and sweated - to make
worked
freedom Feu all that it is. you are
greatly appreciated And we all owe a
Ng thank you to linggs & Stratton for
their unwavering support for 20 year%
and for annually hosting the biggest

and best fireworks show to light the
sky.
We as a community have created
and fostered a living example of why
we celebrate the 4th of July in our
country. Through this festival we've
raised two generations of new flag-waving. patriotic Amencans who have carned our small town spint across the
country and further. It is why I moved
here, why I live here and why I'm
proud to say that I'm from Murray,
Ky
On behalf of "the founders'. —
thanks. Murray. Because after all, it
Just isn't the Fourth of July without
fireworks
and a parade.
Trudy McFarlane
Murray

To the Editor.
Consumers can breathe a sigh of
relief (for awhile anyway) thanks to
Sen. Mitch McConnell He and his
clear thinking colleagues voted down an
energy hill amendment last month that
would have sent us a $32 billion tas
increase
This proposal would have placed a
13 percent excise tax on oil and gas
from the Gulf of Mexico. Of course,
regular Americans would have ended up
paying for it, every time we filled up
our tanks or paid our home heating
bills
Maybe C'ongress is finally starting to
realize that our energy problems cannot

be solved by more taxes. It's pretty
simple. Taxes raise production costs,
and those costs are passed directly on
to the consumer. They discourage
investment in domestic energy production, increasing our dependence on foreign imports. They hurt our economy.
working families and small businesses.
They're bad.
Thank you Senator McConnell, good
job — but you're not done yet. There's
still an alarming number of politicians
out there that want to see increased
energy taxes, tax subsidies for inefficient alternative fuels and illogical government mandates to tell consumers
what kind of fuel they have to use.
Don't give up Senator, until we've
seen all these counterproductive strategies tossed. We're depending on you.
Sincerely,
Steve Mallory
Cadiz
To the Editor.
Guaranteed, comprehensive universal
health care is just as necessary to the
American people and their values as
public education and national defense
Health care is a matter of life and
death, and allowing health insurance to
be a profitable commodity is a disgust..
ing concept that fails to accomplish
what it is intended to do
Who are we?
Adam Elias
Murray
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Obituaries
Howard F. Yates
Howard F.

63, Granite City, Ill., died Sunday, July 8, 2007,
1.1 6:30 a.m. atYates,
his home.
1

He worked for Osborn Hesscy, Madison, Ill., for
many years in maintenance and was a member of
Clark Avenue Church of Christ, Granite City. He
served during the Vietnam War with the United
States Marine Corps.
Born Sept. 13,1943, in Mayfield, Ky., he was the son of the late
Howard Aubrey Yates and Jeffie Larue Turnbow Yates.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Debra D. Myers Yates, to whom
he was married March 19, 1996, in Granite City; four sons, Howard
A. Yates and wife, Karen, Houston, Mo., and Josh Sartin, Gradie
Yates and wife, Kristy, and James Myers, all of Granite City; six
daughters, Susan Reinhardt and husband, Bob, St. Louis, Mo.,
Cindy Renfro, Donnellson, Mo.. Amy Yates and Tara Yates. both of
Cuba, Mo., and April Morgan and Kristy Morgan, both of Granite
City; one sister. Mrs. Katie Baugher, Madison, III.; 18 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. at Clark Avenue Church
of Chnst. Rev. Gordon Jantz and Rev. Philip Treat will officiate.
Burial with military honors will be at Sunset Hill Memorial Estates,
Glen Carbon, ill.
Visitation will be at Irwin Chapel, 3960 Maryville Road, Granite
City, from 5 to 8 p.m. Wednesday and after noon on Thursday at the
church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Potter's Orphan Home,
Bowling Green, Ky., and will be accepted at the funeral home.

lift

Rodger (Rod) Mitchuson
The funeral for Rodger (Rod) Mitchuson will be Wednesday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Terry Wilson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Billy Joe Bowen, James Riddle, Austin
Mitchuson, Evan Lane, Richard French, Edna Coles and Torn
Geerdes. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday). Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Mitchuson, 58, Paris, Tenn., died Sunday. July 8, 2007, at
6:30 a.m. at Henry County (Tenn.) Medical Center.
A truck driver, his hobbies were fishing and working on cars.
Born July 30, 1948, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Obie Mitchuson and Ethel Baker Cothran Mitchuson. Also preceding him in death were three sisters, Dorothy Baker, Juanita Jones
and Margie Nell Mitchuson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Belinda Sue Yeager Mitchuson.
to whom he was married March 19, 1971; two sons, Eric Mitchuson
and wife, Kelly. Murray, and David Mitchuson and wife, Karen,
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Christine Geerdes and husband, Tom.
Ledbetter, and Mrs. Pat Lane, Murray; three brothers, Lawrence
Cochran and wife, Shirley, Cook Station, Mo., Obie Gene
Mitchuson and wife, Patty, Dexter, and Gary Mitchuson and wife,
Susie, Hardin; sister-in-law, Mrs. Edna Coles, Paris; six grandchildren, Krista, Austin, Shanya, Jacqueline, Kyle and Christian
Mitchuson; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Susan Virginia Howe Schlemmer
No services for Mrs. Susan Virginia Howe Schlemmer are scheduled at this time. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity.
Mrs. Schlemmer. 78, Pirates Cove, Hardin, died Saturday. July 7.
2007, at 12:45 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Palestine United Methodist Church. Born
Aug. 29, 1928, in Canton, Ohio. she was the daughter of the late
Wilbur and Sidney Myers Howe.
Survivors include her husband, Walter Schlemmer, to whom she
was married Dec. 21, 1946; one son, Dane Schlemmer and wife.
Valerie. Vista, Calif.; three daughters, Mrs. Penny Fortney and wife,
Roger, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, Mrs. Rebecca Edwards and husband.
Eric, Falmouth, Mass., and Mrs. Jan Morabito and husband, Gene.
Downingtown. Pa.; one brother. James Howe and wife, Lou, North
Canton, Ohio: one sister, Mrs. Carol Spencer, Clyde, Ohio; nine
grandchildren: four great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Mary Magdelene Houser
A graveside service for Mrs. Mary Magdelene Houser will be
today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at the Cole Cemetery. Mickey Filbeck will
officiate. No visitation is scheduled. Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Houser, 90, Benton. died Saturday. July 7, 2007, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She was a member of New Zion Baptist
Church.
Her husband. Loren Clayton Houser. and one brother preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late Guy Darnall and Katie
Darnall.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Norma Collins. and two
grandchildren. Shannon Collins and Charlesa Travis. all of Benton:
one sister, Mrs. Hilda Lofton. Hardin; four great-grandchildren.

Paid Obituary
Larry E. Darnell
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Bush's press secretary defends Iraq war
policy; urges more patience with strategy
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
report citing a lack of progress
by the Baghdad government is
only "a look at the starting line"
of the U.S. troop surge and
shouldn't be used by critics to
demand withdrawal, President
Bush's spokesman said this
morning.
"What Congress will get this
week is a snapshot of the beginning of the retooling of the mission in Iraq," said Tony Snow,
who defended the administration's war policy and argued
that it's too soon to be talking
about end-game strategies.
"Some of the benchmarks
have been made, some of them
haven't," said Snow, confirming
comments that a senior administration official, speaking on condition of anonymity, made to
The Associated Press earlier. He
described news accounts of the
new report as too gloomy.
"Benchmarks are not a way
to figure out how to get out of
Iraq," Snow said on CNN.
-They're a device for figuring
out how to succeed in Iraq."
Sen. Susan Collins, R-Maine,
had said on Monday, "What
many of us are looking for is a
new strategy that would not be a
precipitous pullout with all of
the problems that would cause,
but rather a plan to exit over the
next year."
The administration, including Defense Secretary Robert
Gates, has stressed a September
time frame for a wide-ranging
assessment of operational strategy after about 4 1/2 years of battle, and has said such a review
would be more appropriate then.
But concern about continued
U.S. troop losses, indications of
drift within the government of
Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki
in Baghdad and declining public
support in this country for the
war have driven some key
Republicans closer to the position of Democrats demanding
withdrawal.
The new report will be
released later this week, perhaps
Thursday or Friday, at about the
same time as the Senate takes up
a $649 billion defense policy
bill and votes on a Democratic
amendment ordering troop withdrawals to begin in 120 days.

AP
,
White House Press Secretary Tony Snow defended President Bush's Iraq War strategy thil
morning calling for more patience and time for Iraqi lawmakers to make progress in taking
over the lead in the war. He described news accounts as "too gloomy."
One U.S. official said late
Monday that the July report
would push the administration
to consider its next move.
Another senior official, however, said that Bush and his advisers had already decided no
change in policy was justified as
yet because there was not
enough evidence from Iraq.
Whether conditions merited
a course shift, such as troop
reductions or other scaling back
of U.S. operations, would be
decided after the September
report, said one official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity to talk more freely about
internal deliberations.
Snow reinforced that position in his on-camera interviews
today.
"There are a lot of discussions about everything," he told
NBC's 'Today" show. "We're
now about two weeks into having the surge operational. What
we want to see now is whether
the surge is working. We're at

the starting point now."
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del.,
said his Republican colleagues
were under great pressure to
choose between Bush's Iraq
strategy and public opinion
against the war.
-They're not going to stick
with this failed strategy." he told
CBS'"The Early Show."
"How many dead, wounded
and disabled are there going to
be while they continue to thrust
our boys into the middle of a
civil war?" Biden said.
Meantime,
another
Republican senator publicly
criticized Bush's policy.
-The president needs a new
strategy ... A strategy can't sustain itself unless is has more
support inthe country and the
Congress,"
Sen.
Lamar
Alexander, R-Tenn., told CNN
Tuesday. The Senate is expected
among other things this week to
vote on a proposal by Sens. Jim
Webb, D-Va., and Chuck Hagel,
R-Neb., that would require that

U.S. troops spend as much time
at home as they do in combat.
Another proposal, by Sen. Carl
Levin, D-Mich., would order
troop withdrawals in 120 days.
GOP support for the war has
eroded steadily since Bush's
decision in January to send
some 30,000 additional troops
to Iraq. At the time, Bush said
the Iraqis agreed to meet certain
benchmarks, such as enacting a
law to divide the nation's oil
reserves.
This spring, congress agreed
to continue funding the war
through September but demanded that Bush certify on July 15
and again on Sept. 15 that the
Iraqis were living up to their
political promises or forgo U.S.
aid dollars.
Snow had sought Monday to
lower expectations on the
report, contending that all of the
additional troops had just got=
in place and it would be unrealistic to expect major progress by
now.

Pope Benedict XVI reasserts Catholic primacy;
Other Christian denominations not true churches
LORENZAGO
DI
CADORE, Italy (AP)- Pope
Benedict XVI has reasserted the
universal primacy of the Roman
Catholic Church, approving a
document released today that
says Orthodox churches were
defective and that other
Christian denominations were
not true churches.
Benedict approved a document from his old offices at the
Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith that restates church
teaching on relations with other
Christians. It was the second
time in a week the pope has corrected what he says are erroneous interpretations of the
Second Vatican Council, the
1962-65 meetings that modernized the church.
On Saturday, Benedict revisited another key aspect of
Vatican II by reviving the old
Mass.
Latin
Traditional
Catholics cheered the move, but
more liberal ones called it a step
back from Vatican II.
Benedict, who attended
Vatican II as a young theologian.
has long complained about what
he considers the erroneous interpretation of the council by liberals, saying it was not a break
from the past but rather a renewal of church tradition.
In the latest document-for-

mulated as five questions and
answers - the Vatican seeks to
set the record straight on Vatican
II's ecumenical intent, saying
some contemporary theological
interpretation had been "erroneous or ambiguous" and had
prompted confusion and doubt.
It restates key sections of a
2000 document the pope wrote
when he was prefect of the congregation. "Dominus lesus,"
which set off a firestorm of criticism among Protestant and
other Christian denominations
because it said they were not
true churches but merely ecclesial communities and therefore
did not have the "means of salvation."
In the new document and an
accompanying
commentary,
which were released as the pope
vacations here in Italy's
Dolomite mountains, the Vatican
repeated that position.
"Christ 'established here on
earth' only one church,- the document said. The other communities "cannot be called 'churches'
in the proper sense- because
they do not have apostolic succession - the ability to trace
their bishops back to Christ's
original apostles.
The Rev. Sara MacVane of
the Anglican Centre in Rome,
said there was nothing new in

The funeral for Larry E. Darnell was today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale, Rev. Allen
Miller and Dr. Larry Salmon officiated. Todd and Shelia Walker
were singers
Pallbearers were Brad Cook. Eugene Barnes,
Jeremy Darnell. Ronald Hargis. Mike Burchett,
Robert Combs. Ronnie Wilson and Chris Sheridan,
active; Kathy Mowery, Sandra Dick and Janice
Hale and staff of Spring Creek Health Care, honorary. Burial was in the Asbury Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St.
Jude's Children's Research Hospital. 501 St. Jude
Pl.. Memphis. Tenn.. 38105.
Mr. Darnall. 45. of Murray. died Friday. July 6.
2007. at 8 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Chernoll
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Paducah.
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed interiors
Born March 30, 1962, in Murray. he was a member of Glendale
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands,
Road Church of Christ.
4. Stylish drapery hardware.
Survivors include his parents. Ralph and Judith Darnell.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
'Coldwater community: two daughters. Chelsea Nicole Darnell.
4. Custom upholstery ell rt s nen dOne phase
Lexington. and Caroline Leeann Darnell, Atlanta. Ga..; two sisters.
S. Interior design services designed to fit VOW budget rfne9rif
Mrs. Rhonda Barnes and husband. Eugene. Dallas. Texas. and Mrs.
From Jesisn to tebrocanOn toproiesuonal erstatiation, yOUI A04 15 dO
,
Derdee Cook and husband, Brad. Murray; grandmothers, Mrs. Fern
el house by otr fiend?)
,staff
Darnell. Coldwater community. and Mrs. Ruby Hargis. Estro, Pla.;
Calif 'her* out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself!
three nieces, Madison Barnes, Dallas. Ashley Domescik. St. Louis.
Dallas.
Barnes,
Trent
nephew.
one
Murray:
and
Cortney Cook.
Mo..
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the document.
The document said Orthodox
"I don't know what motivat- churches were indeed "churched it at this time," she said. "But es" because they have apostolic
it's important always to point succession and that they enjoyed
out that there's the official posi- "many elements of sanctification and there's the huge amount tion and of truth." But it said
of friendship and fellowship and they lack something because
worshipping together that goes they do not recognize the primaon at all levels, certainly cy of the pope - a defect, or a
between Anglican and Catholics "wound" that harmed them, it
and all the other groups and said.
Catholics."

14 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ....13598.8 • 51.1
Air Products...
81.40 - 0_18
AT&T. Inc.
..........__40.26 - 0.13
BB&T .
*77.0.13
Briggs & Stratton .......-_31.61 -1.02
Bristol "hers Squibb --31.21 • 0.14
Caterpillar
+ 038
Cho ron Texaco Carp 89.07 - 0.43
Daimkr Chr,der .... 94.27 + 0.25
Dean Foods
11.41 + 0.11
Exxon-Alobil...... .........- 86.71 -0.73
Ford Motor .-...____9.19 + 0.11
General Electric
.38.29 - 033
General Motors
r.47 +0.70
GlaxaSmithliline ADR _51.80 + 0.12
Goodrich
60.62 • 0.28
Good,ear
1638 • 0.25
HopEed Bank
15.77 B 16.05 4
IBM
108.86 - 0.11

Intel
24.93 - 0.03
Kroger......_......___.__-27.93 - 0.39
Mattel .........
- 0.24
NicDonalds ......
• 0.11
Merck
.49.43 + 0.01
Microsoft ........
+0.011
71 Si - 0 99
J.C. Peruve
Pepsico, Inc
66.25 + 0.20
Pfizer. Inc.
....._........25.79 • 0.09
Regions Financial ...........33.25 • 0.35
Schering-Plough
10.23 • 0.09
Sears Holding tarp 160.51 - 10.91
Time \Narner 20.84 • 0.15
11 10 - 0.25
US Bancorp
EST
52.64 + 0.111
11ellPoint Inc ........__81.89 + 0.37
Wal-Mart,,
47.711 • 0.72

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-FH:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753.3366 I 800 444 1854
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"mnim ms THE 2007 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURERS
Saturday, July 141h & Sunday, July 15th
MUM:"The Christian lime"

Sunny Slope Church of Christ
6465 Old Mayfield Rd., Paducah, KY

See Wed., July 11th Paper For More Details
lot More Information Call 12701 554-24%
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Gospeltone Quartet will perform at two special events
The annual Gospeltone QUMlet Reunion and Kirksey ('cmetery Benefit Sing will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at Kirksey Bapnat. C'hurch, located on Highway 464. west of Kirksey.
Billy Ford of Lebanon,
Tenn., Herman Robertson of
Auburndale. Ha.. and James
V. Edwards and Joe Pat James,
both of Murray. make up the
quartet.
• The quartet started in Owensboro in 1956. They traveled
extensively at that time.
Also the quartet will perform At the weekly Glory Bound
Entertainment on Friday at 7
p.m. at
Goshen
United
. Methodist Church Fellowship
Hall.
Photo provided
The public is invited to Members of the Gospeltone Quartet are, from left, Bill Ford,
Joe Pat James, James V.
attend both programs this week
Edwards and Herman Robertson

Need Line Golf Tournament
to be July 13 at local club

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The annual Golf Tournament of the
Murray-Calloway County Need Line will
be Friday at the Murray Country Club.
This will be a four person scramble with
a shot gun start at 1 p.m. The entry fee
will be $50 per individual.
To be a sponsor. $50 will get you a 7
1/2 x 13 1/2 sign that will be placed at
one of the tee boxes with the name and
location of the business, church or individual making the donation. All donations
are tax deductible.
For more information call 753-6333.

Season pool passes available

Season pool passes at the Murray-Calloway County Central Park pool are now available at half
price from the original price. For more information call Mike
Sykes. aquatics director, at 762-0324. Regular hours of the
pool are I to 6 p.m. on Sunday and noon to 7 p.m., Monday through Saturday.

SS representative to be at library
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.
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CCHS football parents will meet
Calloway County High School Laker Football will have the
annual parents meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. at the CCHS field
house. All parents/guardians of CCHS football players are
encouraged to attend. Schedules, eligibility, team rules and several other topics will be addressed.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in room 105. All interested persons are invited.

Southwest meeting Thursday
Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council meeting for today was canceled. The council will convene
in a specially called meeting Thursday at 10 a.m. at the school
to have Title One consultation and conduct follow up interviews in executive session.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Bailee Madison
Grogan

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Bailee
Madison
Grogan
Mr and Mrs. Jason Grogan
arc the parents of a daughter,
Bailee Madison Grogan. horn
on Sunday. June 3, 2007. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed pounds
I (runt(' and measured 211 inches the mother is the former
Summer Hill
Grandparents are Mood and
Jackie thll md Steve and Dehhie Coogan. all of NIUITO
Great grandparents are Les
tel Elkins and Homer and Varlet
ta Bullard. all of Murray. and
Claude And Jessie Hill of Mas
field
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TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173,

WOW Lodge to meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.

Veterans will be given assistance
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.
Photos
OUTDOOR PICNIC: Pictured at the "Good Old Fashion Outdoor Picnic" for residents provided
of Spring
Creek Health Care were. top photo, from left. Martha Underwood. Katie Linn
and Clara
Jankos and, bottom photo, Harold Long and Ruth Knight residents with a
center aide, not
identified bye music was furnished by a band and residents joined in
with the singing and
dancing

Local delegate attends 116th
Continental Congress of DAR
WASHINGTON, D.C. fly nation's capital welcomed
more than 1,900 members of
,me of its foremost %cr.ice
,4gamiations the last week of
June. with the amval of the
iaughters of the Amencan Revolution iftAlti for their I 16th
annual Continental Congress
The opening night ceremony's keynote speaker was Presidential historian Richard Norton Smith. Scholar in Residence at George Mason Untsersity. later that evening. Brian
Lamb, founder and CEO of CSPAN, was presented with the
DAR Motion Picture. Radio
and Ides ision Award for his
achievement in providing public access to the Amencan
process
Among the others honored

GOSPEL MEETING
Sunday,July 8th - 7:30 p.m.
July 9th, loth,& iith - 7:oo p.m.
Speaker - Gilbert Gough
t I ill! 1111,

1111111 s

Dexter Church of Christ
Call 437-4383 for more information
Walnut St. • Dexter. KY 421)36
www.dextereoe.org

by the DAR during the list'
day convention were U.S. Chief
of Nasal Operations Adm
Michael G. Mullen; U.S. Army
helicopter pilot Lon Hill who
was honored for her bravery
while serving in tray: actress
Bo Derek. recognized for her
many years of promoting awareness of U.S veterans' issues.
and Dr. William Kelso, director or archaeology for the Associatum for the Preservation or
Virginia Antiquities Jamestown
Rediscosery project
"It's inspiring to see so many
Daughters make the trip to
Washington to celebrate their
hard work and accomplishments
during the past year," said Prey
ley Merritt Wagoner. President
General 'The reports of our
members enthusiastic dedication to historic presers anon,
education, and patriotism make
it clear that DAR is playing
an important role in cities and
towns across the ,:ountrs •
In attendance at the Con-

gress was Angelica Thompson
of the Captain Wendall Oury
Chapter. which is based in
Murray. Ky. While at Congress. she attended National
Defense Night at.. well as daily
business sessions and evening
events Thompson is chapter
vice regent
The National Society Daugh
ters of the American Revolution was founded in 1890 to
promote patriotism. preserve
American history, and support
better education for our nation's
children Its members are
descended from the patriots who
won American independence
during the Revolutionary War
With 1110fe than 16X,0110 members in approximately 3.000
chapters worldwide. DAR is one
of the world's largest and most
active •fTVICC Orgall1/4110f1.4.
DAR is also the publisher of
the award-winning magazine
American Spirit To learn more
about the work of today s DAR.
vistt ww.DAR.org.
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Alzheimer's group to meet
trooper Barry Meadows, Kentucky State Police Public Information Officer, will discuss "Law Enforcement Suggestions for
Dementia Drivers" at the meeting of the Alzheimer's Disease
Education Support Group today at 4:30 in the board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call
Cindy Ragsdale. L.S.W., at 762-1108.

Laker Band Boosters to meet

The Laker Band Boosters will meet today at 5:30 at the
Calloway County High School band room. All new band parents and anyone interested in continuing the excellence of the
hand program are encouraged to attend_

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 5 at the school.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or fnend.

Bingo planned tonight
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo tonight from 6 31)
to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds front
the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at
5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. 111 North Fifth St. Weighin will be (torn 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at
227-3874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
4892909 or Mike at 293-W43.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

Murray Star Chapter 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet tonight at 7 10 at the lodge tall.

Need Line lists special needs

Need Line has issued a list of items need to fill the sacks
for the clients They include spinach, turnip greens. Sauerkraut
.
salmon, beef stew. Jiffy corn muffin mix, pancake
mix and
syrup for pantry. eggs and bread for freezer/cooler:
dish liquid. shampoo. sanitary pads, deodorant and bath tissue
for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies: and large brown
paper
hags These items may be taken to the Need Line building
at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray. between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m..
Monday through Friday For information call 753-6333.
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HOME RUN DERBY CONTEST

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Itlad's Bat Rules

Spurrier
happy with
summer
OL'BALL COACH
HOPEFUL ABOUT
UPCOMING SEASON

NHAT MEYER / AP
Vladimir Guerrero hits his winning home run in the final round ot the Home Run Derby at
AT&T Park in San Francisco on Monday night.

GUERRERO EDGES Rios TO WIN DRY HOME RUN DERBY
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Vladimir Guerrero's first Home Run Derby was hardly worth
the trip to Atlanta. Seven years later, he supplanted Barry Bonds as San Francisco's home
run king for a day.
The Los Angeles Angels' slugger won a dry
derby Monday night. beating Toronto's Alex Rios
3-2 in the final round of the Ail-Star competition.
Guerrero managed just two homers in his only
previous derby appearance back in 2(X0t), but he
was the class of an eight-man field that didn't
include Alex Rodriguez or Bonds, the Giants star
who declined the chance to participate in his seventh derby.
Guerrero finished with 17 homers, including
the contest's most fearsome shot: a 503-footer to
left that fell just short of the oversized baseball
mitt 1(x)ming over the outfield bleachers — a tar-

get that still hasn't been hit during a game in
the park's 8-year history.
"The first time 1 came in 2000, 1 swung at
every pitch, so you learn." Guerrero said through
an interpreter. "I came back this year with a different philosophy. I was going to try to take a
pitch between, to rest a little bit."
None of the eight batters managed a true
"splash hit" over the right-field fence and into
the waterfront park's iconic McCovey Cove. Dozens
of eager fans wearing wetsuits and carrying nets
amid the flotilla of kayaks and rafts ended up
scrambling for just a handful of foul balls and
ricochets during nearly six hours of batting practice and derby slugging.
But the four semifinalists sent balls into every
other corner of a park that's usually a nightmare
for any hitter not named Bonds. After a slow
start that included the lowest first-round leading

total in 12 years, Guerrero and Rios led a second-round surge.
Guerrero indulged in various shenanigans with
his friends and AL teammates during the first
two rounds, re-taping his fingers and getting a
towel-down in the middle of competition — and
when Guerrero failed to homer on his first three
swings in the first round. David Ortiz made a
special delivery.
The Boston star charged to home plate, dramatically tossed away Guerrero's bat and called
for a friend to carry a large wooden case to
them. After removing a new bat from the case.
Ortiz kissed the lumber and presented it to Guerrero, who used it to hit five homers on his next
nine swings.
"It was my bat, and we had it planned if I
wasn't doing well at the beginning, he was going
III See HOME RUN,8

ALL STAR GAME

Bonds makes All-Star splash
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GIANTS OUTFIELDER CENTER OF ATTENTION AT BASEBALL'S MIDSUMMER CELEBRATION
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Barry
Bonds made the biggest splash. and
he didn't even hit in the Home Run
Derby.
The Angels' Vladimir Guerrero beat
Toronto's Alex Rios 3-2 in Monday
night's derby final and hit the longest
drive. a 503-foot shot in front of the
oversized baseball glove behind the
left-field seats.
Bonds decided not to take part,
disappointing fans in the ballpark and
ratings-hungry baseball executives.
He's done it six times before and
didn't want to exert himself at age
42.
"I love Barry," the New Yoe.. Yankees' Alex Rodriguez sai,!. "I wish
he was there because ! m watching
II and I want to se, great players
hit. It would have been awesome to
watch him hit some into McCovey
Cove."
Bonds stood ne.ir the third-base
dugout and watched, talking with ARod. Baseball's prodigy and panah.
Bonds will be batting second for the
National League in Tuesday's AllStar game rather than his customary
cleanup spot.
"I'm hitting fourth?" Ken Griffey
Jr. said incredulously. "Just tell him
to get the guys over for me."
Loved and loathed, admired and
assailed. Bonds was the center of
attention as baseball's midsummer
celebration returned to San Francisco for the fins time in 23 years.
For once Bonds could bask in the
sunlight that filled the Giants' ballpark by the hay and the attention of

JEFF cHiu /AP
Alex Rodriguez. right, compares grips with Barry Bonds during the All-Star Home Run Derby in San
Francisco Monday
ationng hometown fans, the dual burden of steroid suspicions and his
chase for Hank Aaron's home-run
record lifted for a few days.
"My thing is that I feel disappointed in some of those fans that
were influenced by a third-party judgment and have not given me that oprxv-

tunity just to know me." he said.
"People in San Francisco know me."
In a silver vest and fashionable
tie. Bonds sat behind a corner table
in the grand ballroom of the Westin
Si. Francis hotel by Union Square.
surrounded by media a dozen deep
as he spoke for an hour before the

Home Run Derby. At the other end
of the ornate room. Griffey craned
his neck around Dodgers reliever
Takashi Saito to get a look.
Later at the ballpark, fans cheered
and chanted "Barry! Barry!" as he
hit mostly liners and grounders durSee BONDS.8

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Steve
Spurner has seen enough his first two
years at South Carolina — and in this
year's offseason workouts — to give
him hope the Gamecocks could be
ready to compete for the Southeastern
Conference title.
It wasn't too long ago Spurner walked
among his players and marveled how
tall they were. "Dang," he recalled
thinking. "We're starting to look like
a football team."
With less than a
month to go until South
Carolina starts fall
camp, Spurner sounded as hopeful as he
ever Monday as he
talked about the Gamecocks prospects for success.
Spurrier
Spurrier sees positives signs all around: Near misses to
national powers Auburn, Tennessee,
Arkansas and Florida; closing last year
with three straight wins — the first
time the Gamecocks accomplished since
1973; and probable NFL draftees in
tailback Cory Boyd and linebacker Jasper
Brinkley who turned down the pros to
come back.
"Who's done that in the past? Y'all
know anybody else who's stayed here
when they could've been drafted?"
Spurrier asked. "That's encouraging."
If Spurrier's gut in on target, the
rest of the SEC may soon understand
as well.
"I hope our guys came to the big
games feeling like they have as much
right to win" as their opponents, Spurrier said.
Spurrier's tried to correct much more
than South Carolina's offensive schemes
his first two seasons. He dealt with
various off-field arrests and issues, and
continually complained about the poor
work ethic of some players and what
he called their "who cares" attitude.
This summer, though, Spurrier said
he has received reports that offseason
workouts have been "the best in three
years."
Most of Spurrier's incoming freshmen class, considered among the top
10 in the country by several recruiting experts, will start summer classes
Tuesday and work out with upperclassmen to prepare for the start of fall
camp on Aug. 4.
Spurrier has said he knew there
would be hurdles to overcome when
he took the South Carolina job. Even
after the Gamecocks beat Tennessee
and Florida in his first season, the
head ball coach wasn't making reservations for the SEC title game in
Atlanta.
How about this year?
A smile creases his face as he brushes the question aside. "Oh, we're not
there yet," Spurrier said.
The preseason football magazines
he has seen place South Carolina in
its traditional spot in the SEC East —
behind Georgia, Florida and Tennessee
and ahead of Kentucky and Vanderbilt.
Until South Carolina proves it can
succeed in close games — four of its
five SEC losses last season came by
a touchdown or less — no one will
give them much credit, the coach said.
Spurrier says he thumbs through
such publications to see if any of his
guys were named to all-SEC teams.
But he recently told Boyd and standout receiver Kenny McKinley that it
looked like people forgot they played
with the Gamecocks when their names
didn't appear.
"Now, you've got a chance to show
them." Spurner said.
There is still some time left before
Spurrier gets serious about this season. He will play this weekend in the
American
Century
Championship
celebrity golf tournament in Lake Tahoe.
Nev.
The Gamecocks open the season
Sept. 1 at Williams-Brice Stadium
against Louisiana-Lafayette. They open
the SEC season a week later at Georgia, a critical test if this is the year
Spurner leads them to the top.
"We're not too far off," Spurrier
said. "I just really believe our team is
capable."
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The Marshall County Magic, a 14-under travel softball squad, recently won the
championship of the third annual Fireworks Fued tournament in Savannah, Tenn.
Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Landon Lovett, Kelsey Beach,
Stephanie Helton, Gabby Lovett. Ashley Denhp. (back row) Coach Trent Lovett,
Jackie Metcalf. Sarah Carter, Karlee Wilson, Knsten Boggess, Coach Ricky Denfip and Anna Maziarka. Not pictured is Whitney Gardner.

Magic claim Savannah championship
Ihe Marshall County Magic travel softball squad recently claimed the championship of the third annual Fireworks Filed
tournament. held in Savannah. Tenn.
The I4-under team, consisting of players
from Calloway. Graves and Marshall counties, claimed the title with a 6-1 record.
The Magic opened pool play by blanking
the Henry County Nightmare 14-0 and the
Heartbreakers 9-0.
In the double elimination tournament. the
Heartbreakers dealt the Magic its first loss

by an 14-3 final, sending the locals into the
losers bracket.
The Magic, however, bounced hack to
defeat Jackson Impact 9-0 before taking
down the highly-regarded Lawrenceburg
Lightning 6-4 to advance to the championship game.
In the title contest, the Magic exacted
revenge on the Heartbreakers by beating
them twice — both times by a score of 54 -- to claim the team's first championship
of the season.

1

1

THE CHAMPS!: A team sponsored by Clark Construction Co recently claimed
the championship of the 9- & 10-year-old Murray Mustang League Clark claimed
the season title with an 11-2 record before winning the postseason tournament
with a 3-0 mark. Members of the team pictured with their trophies include (front
row, from left) John Winchester, Raymond Perez. Tyler Paschal, Cameron Kelly,
Hunter Lowe, Caden Kelly (bat boy), (middle tow) Austin Winchester, Austin Wilson, Ethan Clark. Houston Billington. Jordan Jones and (back row) coaches Alan
Gibbs and Kevin Lamb Not Pictured are coaches Steve Winchester and Justin
Lamb
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We offer the world's most
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Present this advertisement
save up to 30°•0 OFF
manufacturer's retail price!

Call Today 270-753-8055
Toll Fro. 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
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to bring it out to me," said
Guerrero, who slept late Monday to rest up after finishing
a nine-game road trip with the
Angels in New York.
He Was all business in the
final, homering on his first
pitch before finishing it with
three swings to spare. Guerrero casually discarded his bat
and didn't even watch as his
final shot settled in the leftfield stands, celebrating with
his cousin from the Dominican Republic.
Rios, added to the derby
field on Sunday, had a remarkable 12-homer binge in the
second round, but lost his swing
in the final, managing just two
more to finish with 19.
"It was the pitcher just throwing me the ball where I wanted," Rios said. "I was a little
surprised at how far they carried. ... I guess I just didn't
warm up enough (before the
final)."
Bonds, who's just four
homers shy of tying Hank
Aaron's career homer record
of 755, turned down the chance
to participate in the homer contest, though he took pan in
early batting practice and stuck
around to watch the derby with
Rodriguez, the majors' homers
leader with 30 for the Yankees.
Bonds claimed the toll from
an afternoon's swings would
be too exhausting and disruptive before Tuesday's game,
when he'll start in left field
and bat second for the NL squad.
The 14-time All-Star hit a handful of homers during batting
practice for the thousands of
fans who showed up two hours
early for the derby.
The Giants' waterfront park
lived up to its pitcher-fnendly
reputation in the first round.
Defending champion Ryan
Howard, who managed just
three homers, hit a 410-foot
shot that died in the 421-foot
comer of right-center, prompting him to rip off his hat in
mock frustration.
"It's a tough thing to do,"
Howard said of the dearth of
splash hits. "I don't think any
guys were trying to yank it down
there. Guys are just tryldg to
stay with their natural swing."
Minnesota's Justin Momeau,
Milwaukee's Prince Fielder,
Detroit's Magglio Ordonez and
Howard were eliminated in the
first round.

JEFF Chill) / AP

Vladimir Guerrero watches
one of his home runs in
the third round of the AllStar Home Run Derby in
San Francisco Monday

•Bonds
The morning fog burned off
From Page 7
mg batting practice lie did and AT&T sparkled, its flags
send a few dnves out toward flapping in the breeze.
No one in the derby had a
the right and center-field seats.
over the nghtHe hit seven homers in all. true "splash
and fans in kayaks and rafts field fence and into the cove
When the All-Stars last came
awaited his single splash shot.
to San Francisco. the Giants
one diving into the chilly water
played south of downtown in
to tish out a hall
Bonds hasn't started a reg- Candlestick Park, known for
ular-season game in the No. 2 its chill and stiff wind There
hole since June 6, 1987. accord- were 21 unkeouts in the 1984
ing to the (lias Sports BUTtlitl. game. highlighted by Gary
although he hatted second in ('artery home run off Dave Such
the 1993 All-Star game at Bal- in a 3-1 NL win. The game
timore. Players speculated he took just 2 hours. 29 minutes
— so fast that it still was dayw as pushed up that high in
order to get him extra at-hats. light when the postgame fire1)avid Wnght of the Mets. works went off
Then there was the 1961
hitting fifth in the NL order.
affair at Candlestick. when Stu
wanted to Savor the moment.
"It's going to be a great Millet was blown off the mound
story to tell my kids, my grand- for a hall
The new ballpark. onginalchildren that 1 got a chance to
not isnly suit up with Barry ly known at Pacific Bell Part
but provide some protection for and then SIR' Park, was built
Ken Gnffey Jr.. as well," he partly from the Silicon Valley
said "It's lust an incredible wealth created in the dot-corn
honor. It's something I'll always boom It's south of Market Street
and protected somewhat from
remember"
The streets of San Francis- the wind, but players say it
co were filled with baseball can be treacherous
'The wind just blows," the
fans who crowded the cable
cars that climbed Nob and Russ- St Louis (.'ardinals' Albert
ian Hills and found their way Patois said "It's probably the
down to Fisherman's Wharf and toughest park in the National
its indelible view of the rust- League for a nght-handed hitcolored Golden Gate Bndge
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Time. CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
48 39 552
—
New Yurs
47
42
528
2
Atlanta
44 44 500 4 1r2
Philadelphia
7
42 47 472
Florida
36 52 40912 1,2
WashongtoY
Control Division
W
L Pct Cia
—
49 39 557
Milwaukee
44 43 506 4 12
Chicago
40 45 471 71/2
St Louis
40 48 455
9
Pittsburgh
39 50 43810 1/2
Houston
13
Cincinnati
36 52 4.09
West Division
W
L Pot GB
49 38 563
—
San Negri.
1
49 40 551
Los Angeles
47 43 522 31/2
Anzona
44 44 500 5 1/2
Colorado
Sari Francisco
38 48 44210 1/2
— Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Gams
AL All-Stars Karen 10-3i vs NL All
Stars 1Peavy 9-3) at San Francisco
7 45 p m
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Game
Cincinnati at N V Mets 6 10 p m

American League stanain9s
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
53 34 609
Boston
10
43 44 494
Toronto
t0
42 43 494
New Your
15
38 49 437
Baltimore
19
391
53
34
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W i.Pct GB
52 34 605
Detroit
1
52 36 591
Cleveland
45 43 511
8
Minnesota
13
39 47 453
Chicago
15
38 50 432
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
53 35 602
Los Angeles
49 36 576 2 1,2
Seattle
44 441 500
9
Oakland
15
38 50 432
Texas

Saw

Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
Al. AA-Stars (Karen 10-3) vs NL AllStars (Peavy 9-3) at San Francisco,
7 45 p m
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Toronto al Boston 6 05 p m
Chicago While Sox at Baltimore, 605
pm
N V Yankees at Tampa Bay 6 10 p m
Oakland at Minnesota, 7 10 p m
Detroit at Seattle 905 pm

0:

SportsBriefs
III A company out of Texas, Elite Printing, is soliciting advertisements
for a poster with the 2007 Calloway County Laker football schedule.
Elite Printing is not associated with the Laker football program, and all
proceeds will be kept by the company. All solicitation for the poster will
be conducted via phone CCHS Coach Josh McKeel encourages fans
not to support the poster, as the money will not go to Laker football.
However. Laker football is in the process of selling ads for its 2007
All-Sports Program. These sales are a fundraiser for the program. For
questions concerning the legitimacy of a fundraiser dealing with the
Laker football program, contact McKeel at 762-7397.
In other CCHS football news, the program will hold its annual parents
meeting on Thursday at 7 p.m at the fieldhouse All parents/guardians
of players are encouraged to attend the meeting Schedules, eligibility,
team rules and several other topics will be addressed at the meeting.
•Tryouts for the Murray High School golf team (boys or girls) will be
held July 16 & 17 from 9 am. to noon each day at Murray gCountry
Club For additional information, contact MHS golf coach Justin Scott at
752-2868
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II Students in grades 9-12 interested in trying out for the Murray High
School boys' soccer team should attend the squad's first practice at 9
cm. on Monday. July 16 at the high school. All players should have a
physical exam and wear their shinguards to practice
• Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the Center for Health &
Wellness, in conjunction with volunteer physicians and nurses, will be
hosting free sports physicals during the month of July.
The free physicals will be held in the Outpatient Services area at
MCCH on July 14, 21 & 28, from 8 a.m. to noon each day. The physicals are offered to all middle school or high school athletes in both the
Murray and Calloway County school systems. Anyone who plays a sport
at either school system must receive a physical either at the free clinic
or from aeohysician prior to participating in any sport for the 2007-08
school year
No pre-registration is required for the physicals. Athletes should
bring a form provided by their school's athletic director. Students must
have their guardian's signature to receive a physical. Contact Keena
Miller, director of health and wellness at MCCH, at 762-1830 for more
information

Beckham comes to
America, where he should
sell better than soccer
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Columnist
The English have been gaga
over him for years, for reasons
not yet fully understood on this
side of the pond. The short version is that David Beckham.
along with being the master of
many hairstyles, has a special
talent for kicking a stationary
soccer ball just where he wants
That's big stuff in England,
a country that has about as
many sports heroes as there are
sunny days at Wimbledon. Ordinanly. though. it might not cause
much of a buzz among the
beautiful people of Tinsehown,
most of whom think showing a
yellow card is something their
maid must do it she wants to
work for them.
But the beautiful people are
nothing if not adaptable. eweclay when it comes to then
own Who would have thought
lust a few months ago that they..
would have cared so much about
what happened to poor Pans
Hilton'
Beckham. you will soon find
out, is nothing if not a beautiful person He's got a beano
ful head of hair, a beautiful
wife, and a beautiful $22 mil
bon home in Beverly Hills.
Among his neighbors are his
beautiful hest friends. Torn and
Katie
He's also got a beau' of a
contract and endorsements that
will pay. him untold millions to
play for the Los Angeles Galaxy.
a Minor kagUe SOCL'er team of
sorts that plays in a league that

is major in name only.
Beckham begins earning that
contract on Friday when he
makes an appearance at thc
Galaxy's home field, and the
perfect media storm begins to
brew. A few days later, his
wife's tnp to America will get
more pnme-time television cos
crage than the Beatles did when
they first came over.
If you thought A-Rod's wife
craved attention, just wait until
NBC airs the hourlong special
"Victoria Beckham: Corning to
America." the chronicle of a
rich and famous wife who gives
up her rich and famous life in
London to live a nch and famous
life in Beverly Hills.
The former --- and future Posh Spice will he shown doing
things most soccer moms do.
like developing her signature
line of clothing, sunglasses and
perfume. .
But that's merely the begir
ning
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TV, radio
TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p-m.
FOX — aa-srat GOT, at San
Frencisoa
614611A SAIMUETEALL
p.m
ESPN2 — Chicago at Detroit
I
ESPN2 — Indiana at Houston
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whithell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday
-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1
060
Nip Wanted

060
Help Molsd

150

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Articles
For Sete
NEW Pathways Fo
Practical Dental
Children, a faith-based
Assisting
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
C
non-profit residential
We are now accepting
'
child-care
agency
registration for the
founded
by
the
class which begins
Churches of Chnst, Sept. 8, 2007.
\\I‘KI
!O\INI \\t I
based lust outside of
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
You will be trained on
(
\I'll 1<'s -`, ! •
Paducah, KY, is seekCentral Heat and Au
Saturdays
for
11
ill I
Accepting Applications
ing honest, dedicated, weeks, allowing you to
I \ I WI
and
dependable
keep your present iob
NEARLY new lift chair,
MI
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
employees
to
fill
while you gain skills for
$500. 435-4308
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
numerous positions
a rewarding career.
NEW Listing. Diamond
Benefits for all full-time
Most dental assistants
positions include health
have evenings, week- solitaire nng. 2.52 carat
weight. Local, vet,
and vision insurance, ends, and holidays off.
reputable.
generous
racer:
vacation, For more information
sick and holiday leave, and registration forms. appraisal in Paducah
060
retirement planning, visit
our
website $13,000 value, will sacHelp Wanted
rifice
for
and a relaxed rural
$9,000.
www.bohledental.com
Serious inquiries only.
atmosphere.
or call our office
BLUEGRASS Gardens
270-804-0653, please
Youth Care Worker: Dr. Charles Bohle
Daylily Farm, 684 A child needs you!
leave message.
Must have High School 270-442-0256
Crossland Rd., Murray Become a foster pardiploma and be at least
Financing Available
(7835). Wed.-Sat. 10- ent, up to $36/day.
PLAYSTATI
ON 1 1 2
WKUMFS
22
years
old.
Enrollment IS Limited!
4:30, pots $2.50 & up
Interested applicants inti•.1 iapply liv
GAMES Now sold/tradBachelor's degree prewww.bluegrassgar- 270-443-9004
resume onl: inter% Wus w ill lw
ed at Wood Electronics
ferred as well as 1-3
dens.net
BRITTHAVEN
of
on the Court Square
granted to qualified applicants
Mom
years
experience.
Benton is currently
COME to where the
Huge Selection, Great
11..1.1.14 resumes are ret iest rd.
Hourly position starting
accepting applications
hhes bloom
Pnces1 753-0530
CLEANING for Homes
no
on-the-sp
$8.55
at
ot
with
more
Outside Inn Daylily for the following posidepending upon edu- or Businesses. I have
SATELLITES
inter%
s still he conducted.
tions: Full-time LPN.
Nursery
cation and experience. 20 years expenence. DISH Network Satellite
We offer competitive
Apartments For Rent
565 Magness Rd.,
vo pii()NE citis
Systems - Everyone
Current openings at 270-759-9553
Hardin, KY.
wages and an excellent
qualifies! Plasma &
both campuses. Must
HOME daycare provid1BR near MSU, other
benefit package. Must
Mon.-Sat..
A&F Warehousing
be female to work in
ing childcare for ages LCD TVs, home enter- locations available,
be licensed in the State
8AM-6:30PM.
‘d‘ertising Sales Position
Near MSU $20-50.
girls' homes.
0-3 years. Provider is tainment centers. TV
appliances. Coleman
of Kentucky. Apply in
437-4015, 703-7059
753-7668
carts, surround sound, RE 753-9898
Girls' Home Counselor: mother of one with
\I tirra Ledger & Times
person at Britthaven of
500 new vanetres
coax, HDMI & compoMaster's degree in
background in child
Benton 2607 Main
FREELANCE
P.O. Bo\ 1040-Z
BO( ;ESS
1BR. various locations,
nent cables. Beasley
Social
Work, development. Located
Street Hwy 641 S
Photography.
Antenna & Satellite 5200-5300. Coleman SELF-SION 1.(4.
Psychology, in town. Weekly rates
Nlurra.
42071
Benton,
KY
Families, weddings,
42025
RE 753-9898
'A Beier Place to Store
Counseling or related
are $80 per child, dis- 506-J N. 12th St.
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
reunions.
I Liti.il ( 11 11 1, 1 until
Hwy 121N. across from
field
required. count available for two 759-0901
CALLS PLEASE
270-210-4173
2 br garage apt, near
Natiumil Guard Armory
Expenence and beenor more children.
downtown Murray,
LISA'S Turbo Tanning
2711-759-5555
CUSTOMER Support
sure or certification
759-4649
in Mayfield has 2
Appliances
appliances,
no
pets.
N.F.V1 II'NITS
preferred. Salary starts
Representatives
booths for rent $50.00
WILL
$400/mo.
753-8705
babysll
in my
at $30,000 depending
Needed: Full- and
FRIGIDAIRE
week each. (270)247home.
refngera
Murray area,
upon education *id
part-time
offering
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
RENTALS
or 25.6 cu.ft, side-by 28R 2BA duplex with
Monday-Friday. 13AM8008 or 705-1521
experience. Must be
phone support to cusgarage. 270-753-7457
side. Ice and water in
5PM,
Physical
ages
Therapists.
1-3yrs.
Therapists
will
have
the
MINI-STORA
GE
female due to working
tomers. Min one-year
or 270-227-3054
door, $400. Frigidaire
$75 weekly.
Now renting
opportunity to work in the inpatient/outpatient
with
female
population.
college
and
computer
5440
washer, $50.
21313 duplex, nice,
Located at 720 S. 4th St
Successful applicants 753-7694
skills a must.
setting, Skilled Nursing. and/or Home Health.
978-5344, 293-8890
C/H/A, appliances furmust
120
willing
be
to
270-436-5496
be
weddings/seniors Email resumes to
Part-time and full-time positions are available.
nished. Various locacandies)0powercirum corn
flexible and eruoy workGOOD used washer
Gespilers
270-293-6906
Since 1989
Flexible
schedules
also are available.
tions. Coleman RE
ing with the teenage
or mail to Hawkins
and dryer for sale Call
753-9898
population.
Research,
Applicants
227-2039
270-753-1001
406 N 4th
MOM COMPUTERS
MURRAY Store and
Interested candidates must be a Registered
must pass a drug test, A+ Certified Technician
St, Murray, KY 42071.
KENMORE matching 2BR duplex. 1304-A Lock presently has
NOW taking orders for
Physical Therapist and licensed in the State of
criminal background
Service/ repairs.
Valleywood.
$425 per units available. 753washer
&
dryer.
sweet corn, Bodacious,
check, child abuse, and
Tennessee. New grads are welcome.
759.3556
Excellent
2905 or 753-7536.
condition, month. 759-9920,
DISCLAIMER
Peaches & Cream,
sex offender check.
130
$285. Kenmore dish- 293-1446
When accessing the
Candy Corn & Silver
New
Pathways
is
an
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
Went b Buy
washer. Good condi'help wanted- section
PREMIER
Queen Larry Tucker
2BR near MSU. C/H/A,
Equal
Opportunity
package including sign-on bonus, health,
tion. $35. 753-4575
on our classifieds
MINtSTORAGE
Farms (270)489-2477
appliances. Coleman
Employer
ANTIQUES
Larry
Call
webpage at
•Inside climate control
vision, dental and retirement. Interested candiRE 753-9898
Interested applicants
753-3633
[hippy
LARGE
murrayledger corn,
storage
dates should send a resume or apply in person
should
submit
a
3B11 2BA duplex, fireyou will be redirected
SELECTION
•Secunty alarmed
resume and a handBirthday
I
BUY
running
or
place, dining room,
to jobnetwork corn
*Safe & clean
USED APPUANCES
writing sample to:
fixable cars trucks,
Henry County Medical Center
Coleman RE 753-9898
By default,
•We sell boxes!
vans tractors. farm &
WARD-ELKINS
Linda
Turner,
Murray and local job
P.O. Box 1030
•We rent U-Hauls
construction
Administrative
48R 2BA, all appliOn the Square Murray
listings will appear on
753-9600
equipment ATVs
Paris,TN
Assistant,
38242
New
ances,
central
H/A.
this website
(270)753-1713
campers motorhomes,
Pathways For Children,
Coleman
RE
753-9898
731-644-8472
However, as a national
trailers almost any370
P.O. Box 10, Melber,
website, not all listings
thing 270-970.1010
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Prop.
LIVE Oak Apts.
KY
42069
apply
or
in
on the tobnetwort corn
For We
Newly Remodeled
Equal OpportunayEmployer
person
between
are placed through
BUYING
1BR $290.00
9:00AM and 4:30PM at
the Murray Ledger
KITCHEN table with
Junk cars, trucks and
5,000+ sq.tt. building,
2811 5340.00
3233
Shaw
Rd.. tractors 436-5235
& Times Please call
eat and 6 chairs. Dol
.785 acres. High traffic
38R
$425.00
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All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control
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YARD SALE fitimmb"

PRICES & DEADLINES
DEADLINES:
Publish Date
Monday
Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

PRICES:
30 mats 0 of 31-70
or less' days words'

Deadline
Friday- 10AM
F nday - 10AM
Monday - 12PM
Monday - 4PM
Wednesday - 12PM
Thursday- 10AM
Thursday - 12PM

$11

1

$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting

DM HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots,
decks
293-5438

FREE

Slit rt.: I .rt-11,

CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
NEED
METAL ROOF?
CALI.
(2701752-0414

endue:Ws all words in ad

Ask forDarren

MAKE IT BOLD.
s "tit ,til lit

1.1a, l

I.,111,.2101111111

4 I,ter ...II t•e•
to"
haat.. now. be nark afar, *tradime Ail a.k,

tog

4.*.gr*.
br perp.suit

‘..1",468,0014
011041 unit tow Warr **

rigl

iorme For Sin

38R. 2BA. full bemt 68R 38A. 1-1/2 acre lot
1r2 block from host:alai. neat lake, built in 1994
5124,900 owner/agent $85,000 OBO.
1-517-290-1628
Acreage,

7-11

acre

tracts, 63.200 acre
Diversified Real Estate

emcee 270-753-2431
AA Real Estate adver,ised in the newspaper
s subject to the
ederal Fait Housing
Act of 1468 as amend--id, which makes it
to advertise any
;ireference, limitation,
discrimination based
yri race color, relit*"
-.ex, or national origin,
ir an intention to make
my such preference,
,imitation. or discrimi-Aim This newspaper
hitt
not
knowingly
1ccept any advertising
'or real estate which is
r violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
nformed
twellings advertised in
'tie newspaper are
braslable on an equal
ipportunrty basis •

W. 1111 Hot si •
Any Location.

Any condition
«.'cermeth renalert solsers.com
270-761-1

BRAND new 1,500
in
sq ft.
38R/2BA
restricted subdivision
Horses possible huge
kitchen, stainless appliances, large covered
porch, patio, concrete
dove on large lot (more
land Could be put
chased)
$100,000
Owner/Realtor.
Call
293-8738
FSBO Gatesborough
In-level Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath, den/bedroom w/buift-in cherry
computer center Main
floorliving-room
wfwood burning gas
togs fireplace built-ins,
plantation shutters. formal DR. kitchen- stainless appliances, pantry,
Florida room
Main
floor ceilings 10-fl
Upstairs 38P. 2-large
walk-in closets. 2BA
Flooring. Hardwood,
merican tile & bnck,
38Rs 5, stairway carpeted. Inground pool
with lanai 293-2418 for
viewing 5250.000.

sill
1)11;1 1'1 1 II I

4401, %.111

[11111111L
11111.1)

WWW.CrtatiVert

FIRST TIME
OFFERED,
Lakefront widock
S 74,900
AC Lake Access
S34.1100
wifFREE Boat Slips!
Nooded lake properly
spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake, Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20 Boat,
Er:silent financing
Call 1 8C0-704 3154
ext 1327 KY Land
o.irtrsers Li C
Lots for Sai•
LOTS

for

sale

155.175

city
in
123,000 & 190x150 in
_amity, $10,000 2930139 before 9PM

ertyseiversAri
(270)761-HOMI
PLAL.Li UL ,,6ng wet
minutes from Murray,
true country charmer is
a MUSt see, With 3200
sq ft this bock home is
nestled on approa 1 5
acres iwth a pond and
a fenced pasture for
horses
located
quiet road in des
par'
Southwest
Calloway
Count,
3-48R 38A w 2 car
attached garage (with
appliances)
large
detached garage and
garden stied vett
Inc Must see to +,
clan, $1 89.900
ARK 293-144,4
7336

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicure*
& landscaping
%Anita(bon guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-191e

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 soma son=
ac‘. Corn. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.
A to B Moving Local
distance
and long
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

4-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437,3044

AAA HANDYMAN
AM types of carpentry
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates

35 yrs exponents
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE ai PARTS
12701 293 8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ASPHALT

Mitchell Bros.
Pawing
Iltrir a trill",r4Prn•

759-0501
753-1537

RAVIS
ASPHAIA
Posing. Seek-Hating
A Hauling
1111'4i1" 1114%

270-753-2279
F S130
Beautitu
secluded farm
24
acres. partially wooded, pond
gardens
2 000 sq ft 3 bedroom
I bath well-maintained
hom• 30x30 heated
shop woffice, 1 large
barn. 1 small barn
*water electnc New
area
Providence
&129,500 492-844r

26 S acres
$2,000recre Mitchell
Story Rd 293-1437

1,100 pit home *300
sil ft tit:Maws. 13680

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET
753-3500

Septic system, gravel,
white rock
.•
436-2113
Dozer work A Track

hoe

Pms
USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mouflied

I \ I 1 ‘4.114411112

• ••,t,
•

•
i2711,7)1

I 4-11: .270i227-39.42

Call 753-5606

2002 Toyota Caney
XLE. V4. lesriher.
cruise, suereetlialic
changer. ceserale.
63.000 mesa. allop
viteekt great Panel.
aon Cal 979-0137

CATHY'S
ittalasepering. Painting
US
Hwy
641N.
Cleaning 270- 227
Puniest. TN Must be
8006 731-496-89or
nerved $10.000-060
(270)293-1437 Dan
95 Guaira Om.' CHASE IL Mike
Stoekweirs Metal
3 W2 bilei 2.000 so. 115,000 maim 12.000
Roofing & Vinyi
II twice house. are- 2934619
Siding 759-1065,
1600 1996Ved Comer
piece to t
2274238
beim deck recent papa Coupe. 59k. bedeck
updates Camelot
COLIK
$14.500. exasIlent
Subdwswon 293-1619
CONSTIMCIZIN
753-4404 227-8710
,w 753-5384
mina( trek dill
3804 20Acio-isitay twee
eon 1 acres Call for
apoomenent
2*i:3233-4562
1841 20A, Weet ol
fifurTay. 1108.000 Cal
2932355
F
—
4-11011. I Baer,. re
lop wow room
04111611081841. 111116111- Mii
, 11811 OMR Law

mow

imisolost

awe
21 Shasta bumper
pull New arse. /2.500
7674643
11167 31' Cardinal filk
wheel min Oda Good
condition Lola of beau
Mil tablets. Locsma
in Aurora Oaks lie 34
612.000
61841224401

leall WI WINO Mang

Lap ailivand bet*
mai. Ma* We*

'WPM Cal 167•0137 A I ace s Mower
IMMOWI Saraloga repeat tack up calmerr 438-2067

Itroress,

Nightensisle

\iI

N.:

rent& VMS W11111‘441‘
4C-frall fr411111$
Wort guaranteed

.B66-832-3230

Enigift's
over apart sip
Sionene.

Sala

733-7728

FUTFIELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

HAI 1$6 WASH
1%,1
ND
I

help
NEED
Handyman Services
AM remodeling inside &
out Tile. electrical No
lob too small Free estimates
(731)247,3001,
(731)363-3511,
I Hancockdwk net

PAN I(
• It
I. X1t

• weekly &
• locally ovined/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

I% 1%

II

I' a

2711-436-5507

I l'

II I'.111111

Lifetime glass breakage warranty on
vinyl replacement

windows by:

RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899

Office: 270-761-6790

Cell: 270-978-1007

reti-cd-d

PRESERVE the pas
on DVD, convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
home movies today by
transternng them to
DVD. Call 753-9297 Of
227-5818

WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work,
backhoe 6 septic systems
For sale top soil, gravel
Will build you a home
to sue your needs.
Lots for sale. Landon
Hills Subdivision.
270-210-3781, 270559-2032

Samos Ottersd
THE Murray Ledger

& Times considers
Its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
OCCUr.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.

Murray State University is
preparing for the next school
year by hosting the fourth of five
Summer Orientation sessions on
July 14 and 15. From incoming
freshmen to transfer students
who are new to Murray State to
parents, "Summer 0" proves to
be an exciting experience for all.
Summer Orientation was
developed to help students gain
the valuable knowledge they
need to help them make their
time at Murray State run more
smoothly and to make new
friends in the process. The program has been designed to assist
students in developing an understanding about the transition
they make to the collegiate envi-

ronment and to enhance their
success in college.

Twenty-nine current Murray
State students serve as counselors for the program. Each student is assigned to a particular
group, with whom they will stay
through the duration of orientation. Having a current college
student to give advice, assistance and to provide a friendly
familiar face to look for on campus the following semester is
one of the many perks of
Summer 0.
Not only is attending orientation a good way to get acquainted with Murray's campus, it is
allo the earliest chance students

Activities include half-price
camping, a watermelon feast,
exhibits, children's activities,

loway
second
Natio
held
&sues
Frizzei

270-519-4353

to
a boy
and a
July 5;
to Me
girl to
hart, I
Richar
ice an

Am

FREE
PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come
-First Serve

WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
1,2701293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
free E strnates

have to register for fall classes.
Students will be able to meet
with their advisors as well as
their Summer 0 counselors for
assistance in registering for
classes, and by the time each
student completes the program.
they will have their schedule for
the upcoming semester.
Parents who choose to attend
orientation with their student
will enjoy informational sessions and exciting activities,
helping to acquaint them with
not only the campus, but also the
entire community of Murray.
Any students who graduated
high school prior to 2007 may
attend OASIS—Orientation for

Adult Students in School.
OASIS is held the second day of
each two-day Summer 0 session. Information and registration materials for OASIS will be
mailed in May from the MSU
Community College. The coordinator of Adult Student
Services
apd
Community
College Advising can also provide information. Call 1-800669-7654 or 809-2186 for more
information.
For more information on the
Summer Orientation session
held July 14-15. visit Murray
website,
State's
http://www.murraystate.edu,
and click on be Summer
Orientation link. -

prize. Half-price camping will
be offered Friday and Saturday.
Also, 1-N Rodeo Company
Campground with events beginfling at 8 p.m. Enjoy exciting
real life rodeo events such as
saddle-bronc and bareback riding, steer wrestling, calf roping,
barrel racing, break-away roping, and bull riding. "Primitive"
refers to the informal atmosphere—Wranglers Campground
does not have a permanent

arena, so visitors are asked to
bring their own lawn chairs.
Rodeo admission is $8 ages 13
$5 ages 12 and under.
"It will be a big weekend for
us,"
commented
Randall
Mitchell,
Campground
Manager. "If you are a regular
user of Wranglers Campground,
or just looking for something
different to do with the family,
come on out and enjoy the activities and events taking place."

Teacher Appreciation Day is August 4
Two state histonc sites in
Western Kentucky will host
Teacher Appreciation Day on
Aug. 4 to let teachers know
about the educational resources
and opportunities that each park
has to offer.
Wickliffe Mounds State
Historic Site and ColumbusBelmont State Park will offer
free guided tours, discussion
sessions with park administrators on the activities and programs offered to schools and
teachers' packets with materials
relating to each park's museum
and relationship to Kentucky's
Core Content for Assessment.
The program is also open to eduattics triim other states.

School groups are very
important to Columbus-Belmont
and Wickliffe Mounds. A visit
to each park provides a better
understanding of two important
lime penods in Kentucky history. Wickliffe Mounds in Ballard
County is an archaeological site
of a Native American village of
the 'Mississippian culture and
Columbus-Belmont in Hickman
County is the site of a Civil War
battle, fort, trenches and
encampment.
"We want to promote the significance of these two western
Kentucky historic parks by raising awareness cif the educational
resources for teachers to use in
their classroom and field tnps,"

said Carla Hildebrand, park
manager at Wickliffe Mounds.
"We want to hear from teachers
what they would like to see and
do on a school visit to each park.
We are offering a special program just for teachers to let them
know we appreciate their visitation to our parks and hope to
assist them with their lesson
plans."
Cindy Lynch. park manager
of Columbus-Belmont. said "we
want to let teachers know what
we have to offer and how it will
benefit the teacher, the student
and the class." Two different
time periods can be toured in
one day by teachers and their
students because Columbus-

Belmont and Wickliffe Mounds
are only 20 miles apart and easily accessible.
The Aug.4 program will start
at Wickliffe Mounds State
Historic Site from 9:30-1 I:30
a.m. CT and will continue
12:30-3 p.m. at ColumbusBelmont State Park. The program is free of charge to teachers and school administrators,
but registration is required. To
register or for more information,
call Wickliffe Mounds at 270335-3681 or Columbus-Belmont
at 270-677-2327 and a schedule
will be provided to the participant. Participants must provide
their own transportation.

process Contusion surrounds
your goals and a key friendship
Tonight Visit with friends

a thing as too many options
Tonight Respond to an upset
pal, friend or loved one

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Events and conversations
keep pointing to the same issue

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Knowing when to move

more facts before finalizing any
agreement
You might not
always be right' Tonight. Rev up
your listening skills
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Though you are a sign that
is known for its accomplishment,
you still have to do a lot of work
to reach the top of the mountain
The problem might lie in that you
see so many paths Ask for
advice if need be Tonight In the
whirlwind of life
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your creativity bubbles
forth An interaction with a friend
adds more fuel to the tire Know
that it there is an answer, you will
find it Brainstorm but add fun
into the mix Even it the conversation is serious, it doesn't need
to be heavy Tonight In the whirlwind of Ste
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might feel pressured
and pulled in many different
directions Instead of being a
whirling dervish, stop You will
get much more done if you priortie You only have tsvo hands
and one brain Honor the facts
Tonight Crash at home

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday. July II, 2007:
You need a strong sense of
ittrectidn this year, as frequently
4)ti daydream away. Evaluating
and considering might be part of
the process in life, but vending
sour enure day at this point is
not effective. A little self-discipline goes a long way. Many
opportunities that greet you this
year need Immediate action, otherwise they will dissolve. Be
Ices moody and take a risk Of
two Relationships in general
work better in 2008. Are you
single' Someone special could
be heading your way If you
think too much, he or she could
loose on lust date and lind out
what is there. Attached Cancers,
let a more decisive partner call
the shots' GEMINI can be
unnerving.
The Stars Show the hind of
Day l'ots'N Have: 5-11), nainic
4-Positive. 1- Average 2-So-so.
I -Difficult

by Jacqueline Biller

How you deal with your finances

could change because of a newfound insight Creativity comes
forth when brainstorming with a
boss or someone special
Tonight Balance your checkbook first

GEMINI(May 21-Junto 20)
***** You are all smiles
Listen to suggestions that head
in from left field. The more open

you are to way-out ideas, the
boner A partner plays you out
and could be a touch wild or out
of whack Laugh and relax
Tonight Whatever knocks your
socks off

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take your time making
decisions Answers lie within
You'll come up with many more
suggestions and solutions The
unexpected occurs when dealing
with those in your day-to-day life
See new horizons Tonight Get
some extra rest
LED (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** The unexpected plays
out with life and people Your
naturally gregarious style and
happy way emerge when dealing
wilt so many choices In fact.
you might wonder if there is such

away from a point of view could
add to effective leadership
Juggling the demands in your He
Could take skill Understand the
weight of the responsibilities you
are handling, and congratulate
yourself Tonight Try to make it
early

UEIRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Taking an overview is
faith/ normal for you, as you
have been known to waffle or
weigh decisions Instead of
being 'inside the problem.' pull
out and look at the issue from
different perspectives Take a
walk by yourself to recycle
Tonight Let your mind wander to

some great music
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You have no choice if you
are to proceed -- you must deal
with a certain person or walk
away You might be surensed at
how well everything 'Sows You
have a unique abiNty to understand
others
Togetherness is the

of M
suc
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Serving Western KY since Int
We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.
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In AOMIC/11 to Special

activities.
campers and day-use nders will
have the chance to win numerous prizes, including tack, dinner at area restaurants, and items
donated by local merchants.
Door prizes will also be given
away. Winners must be registered campers and present at
time of drawing to receive a

Kate
ray, ha
of thc
Muscu

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY

Jubilee and rodeo to be at campground
GOLDEN POND. Ky. - loin
Wranglers Campground at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation. Area July
20-21, as we bring together two
exciting events, the 11 th Annual
Grand Jubilee and the I 1th
Annual Primitive Rodeo,
The Jubilee is a celebration
of all horse lovers and trail riders % ho have made Wranglers
Campground such a success
dunng the past year.
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Orientation session to be July 14, 15

Cleaning
Service AM tatiinial ARIES (March 21-April 15)
*ening Wet tented. •***a Air for more of what
ate (270)527-71711
The unexpected
YOU want
marks your decisions on a perT'AEliCHIND
sonal or domestic issue
737-752-3961
come
with
this
E shames
731 336-6266
DAVID'S
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Tonight

theme
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You might think you
have the answer, but someone
could get in your face arid challenge you Remember to gather

BORN TODAY
Actor

Yul

Brynner

(1920).

designer Giorgio Amens(1934),
child star Mark Lester (1958)
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10 years ago
Kate Apperson Reeves of Murray, has been appointed manager
of the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, located on the campus
of Murray State University. She
succeeds Sally Alexander who
iccently retired.
Published IS a picture of Cindy
of Murray-Calloway
Ragsdale
County Hospital Social Work Services, holding layette sets donated to the hospital nursery by the
Murray Independent School System's Family Resource Center.

20 years ago
Anisha Frizzell, senior at Calloway County High School, won
second place in English at the
National Beta Club Convention
held at Louisville. She is the
daughter of David and Rebecca
Fni.reII.
Births reported include a girl
to Chad and Lynn Ray, June 27;
a boy to Starlyn and David Wyatt
and a girl to Tracy and Earl Kirks,
July 5; twins, a boy and a girl.
to Melissa and Paul Reed, and a
girl to Candy and Ronald Lockhart, July 6; a girl to Wanda and
Richard Culp and a boy to Janice and Charles Neal, July 7.
30 years ago
Paulette Hooks was crowned
as the 1977 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Queen at the
contest, sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Laune Crass was named as
first runner-up and Shara Toon as
second runner-up. Terri Morris was
named as Miss Congeniality.
Beverly Parker had a score of
76 to win the Women's City Golf
Tournament at the Oaks Country

years ago
Seaman Recruit Dennis N
Clark. USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lame Clark, has graduated from
nine weeks of Navy basic training at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Past members of the Future
Farmers of Amenca Chapter at
Murray College High School and
Murray Training School have
planned a special reunion banquet
to be at the Holiday Inn Aug 26.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of Larry
Smith and Eldnd Jones of the
Kirksey High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
with other members of the Electnc Class held at the FFA Training Center at Hardinsburg.
Rev. J.L. Smitluneier of Obion,
Tenn., is the evangelist at the
revival services being held at
Goshen Methodist Church at Stella. according to Rev. H.W. Owen,
pastor, at Goshen.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Cowherd, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Garrett, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Aram
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne

Club,
Murray Swim Team won over
Ohio County in a Swim Meet
held at Murray-Calloway County
Park Pool.

Duncan.
60 years ago
A new bus service will be
started in Murray on July 12 by
the Murray Transit Corp. Buses will
operate on a 30-minute schedule
with hours from 6:45 a.m. to 10

p.m. each day.
The Eastside Homemakers
Club's exhibit placed second in
the homemakers'exhibit at the West
Kentucky Fair at Paducah.
Quava Clark, assistant recreational teacher at Elmwood Park
School, Chicago, Ill., is the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clark
and family.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Bridesmaid's wedding garb
doesn't have to be a dress
DEAR ABBY: I

have a question regarding 'Never the Bndesmaid' (5/14). Why "must' a
female in a wedding party wear
a dress? I stood proudly next
to my best friend last year
wearing a beautiful suit that I
had made (with her blessing)
in a color she
picked. She
made it clear
the
from
she
time

sale. —

asked me to
with
stand
her that she
had no inten-

Dear Abby
BY Abigail
Van Buren

tion of asking me to
wear a dress
because she
it
knew
would

have

made me extremely uncomfortable. While this was easy in
the small wedding party, I have
also seen women wear pantsuits
in other weddings. Not all
women wear dresses, Abby. -D.P. IN VERMONT
DEAR D.P.: You're right.
Readers offered other 'suit'able
suggestions -- as well as encouraging advice -- to "Never." Read
on:

DEAR

ABBY:

My

best

friend had the same issues as
I
Bridesmaid."
"Never the
bought her a beautiful black satin
tuxedo jumpsuit with white satin
lapels. It was classic and lovely. Ten years later, she still
wears it for formal occasions.
You can't do that with most
dresses.
bridesmaids
WENDY'S BEST FRIEND

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press

Today is Tuesday. July 10, the
191st day of 2007. There are 174
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 10, 1940, during World
War II, the Battle of Britain began
as Nazi forces started attacking
southern England by air.
On this date:
In 1850, Vice President Millard Fillmore assumed the presidency, taking the oath of office
following the death of President

Zachary Taylor.
In 1890, Wyoming became the
44th state.
In 1919, President Woodrow
Wilson personally delivered the
Treaty of Versailles to the Senate, and urged its ratification.
In 1925, the official news
agency of the Soviet Union, TASS,
was established.
In 1943, during World War 11,
U.S. and British forces invaded
Sicily.
In 1951, armistice talks aimed

at ending the Korean conflict began
at Kaesong.
In 1962, the Telstar communications satellite was launched from
Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In 1973, the Bahamas became
fully independent after three centuries of British colonial rule.
In 1985, bowing to pressure
from irate customers, the CocaCola Co. said it would resume
selling old-formula Coke, while
continuing to sell New Coke.
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DEAR ABBY: I.

too, am
uncomfortable in dresses. I didn't even wear one for my own
wedding. However, I have never
regretted setting my feelings
aside, hiding my misery and
putting on a dress, hose and
shoes to be ID two of my best
fnends' weddings, as well as
my brothers. I would like to
encourage "Never' to remind
herself that it's just a few hours
in a lifetime on an occasion
that will mean a lot to so many.
-- DRESS REGISTER WITH
NO REGRETS
DEAR ABBY: There are two
occasions when I get into a
dress no matter what: weddings
and funerals. It's her brothers
wedding, and they should not
be catering to a bridesmaid. It
is an honor to be a part of
someone's wedding, especially
a sibling's.
She should get over it for

dress out
of respect for her brother and
the occasion. I did it for my
best friend. Having to wear a
dress you would prefer not to
is just part of being a bridesmaid. She should step out of
her comfort zone for an hour
or two, smile, and help them
have the wedding they want.
Everyone will be watching the
bride anyway. -- JESSICA IN

one day and wear the

TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: My son was
marned last month and I could

not have been prouder. His older
sister is slightly disabled from
a birth defect. Her left leg has
no muscle and is about a third
the size of the normal one. The
tendon is short and she walks
with a noticeable limp. Her left
foot is also a size smaller than
the right, and she cannot wear
high heels. Because of this she
has not worn a dress since she
was a little girl. She is also
extremely shy.
However, when her brother's fiancee invited her to be a
bridesmaid she didn't hesitate
to accept the honor. Seeing how
she put aside her feelings to
walk down that long aisle brimming with love for her brother is what made Me proud.
Please tell "Never" to get over
herself. The wedding isn't about
her, and she shouldn't insult the
couple by asking if she can do
something else. She should
choose NOT to be a miserable
bridesmaid and bless their day.
-- PROUD MOM IN S.F.
DEAR ABBY: My wedding
was 20 years ago, and my husband's sister (who also didn't
like dresses) was part of my wedding. She was not thrilled at
the thought of wearing a bridesmaid's dress but wore one anyway because she loved her brother (and me). She passed away
last September, and we treasure the memory we have of
our sister -- not only in our
hearts, but also in our wedding
MISSING MY
album. -BRIDESMAID
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Spontaneous bruising
happens with age
DEAR DR. GOTT: I

am

a woman of 80 years, small
and rather thin (110 pounds).

I have noticed in the past few
months that I awaken with
bruises on my arms and legs.
Their size varies from small
to 1 inch
around. This
OCCUIS several times in
a week. I
sleep alone.
Do you have
any thoughts
on why this
occurs?
DEAR
Dr.Gott
READER:
As we age,

By

skin
our
changes. It
becomes thinner, less smooth
and more susceptible to trauma. Also, tiny veins in the skin's
surface become more fragile,
leading to bruising that occurs
without trauma. Called "spontaneous ecchymosis," the condition is harmless but cosmetically troublesome. I believe
you can safely disregard your
spontaneous bruising.
Having said this, I would
hate to be caught missing a
coagulation defect. I urge you
to ask your primary care physician to authorize a blood count
and clotting tests to make certain your blood cells and clotting factors are normal.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Blood: Donations and Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: When
I was in World War IL in
Europe, my feet froze. For the
last few months, my feet have
had a numb feeling, and the
doctor told me he could give
Dr. Peter

Gott

medicine for this, but I
would have to take it for the
rest of my life. I am 90 years

mc

old. He doesn't discuss any
side effects. He just says the
numbness was from my frozen
feet. I now take blood pressure pills and am in pretty
good shape.
DEAR DR, GOTT: Frostbite is a form of vascular trauma. Tiny arteries in the feet
and hands freeze and are damaged permanently. This leads
tomnsumbness and other sympAlthough frost injury may
be your problem, I'm surprised

that you have been free of
symptoms for decades. A more
likely culprit is the normal
aging process in an elderly
gentleman, accentuated by the
frostbite.
You need testing of the
arteries in your legs and pelvis
to make sure your basic problem is not arteriosclerotic blockages in the arteries. I am not
familiar with any medicine that
will treat frostbite, but arterial blockage can be helped in
a variety of ways.
If I were you, I'd continue being feisty, inquisitive and
physically active. Forget any
medicine for frostbite.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
son, a young adult, uses
Nasonex for his allergies. Is
there something better or different he could be doing to
help himself? Please advise.
DEAR READER: Your son
may fare better if he were to
use the prescription Zyrtec or
nonprescription Claritin. Neither of these drugs will cause
drowsiness or other side effects
and do not affect the nose or4
sinus openings.
441"
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CootractBridge
NORTI1

•K3
V8 7 4 3
•6 2
1 Q 86 5 3
4•
EAST

WEST

*9
•AQ95
•Q 109843

*J 10
iltK 9 7 4 2
SOUTH
•AQJ 10 8 7 5 2

•-•A K 7 5
4A

The bidding:
South
2+•

41.!

would certainly base
succeeded on the great majority of
occasions, but in this case West
ruffed the king and returned a trump,
and declarer later lost another diamond to go down one.
At the second table, South likewise got to six spades, and again the
opening lead was the jack of diamonds. But here declarer made the
slam, and there was nothing the
defenders could do to stop him.
After taking the jack with the ace,
South returned the five of diamonds!
This play guaranteed the contract
regardless of how the opposing cards
were divided, so it is difficult to
quarrel with it. South realized there
was no way the defenders could prevent him from ruffing the seven of
diamonds with the king of trumps as
soon as he regained the lead, and the
slam was therefore unbeatable.
The hand demonstrates for the
umpteenth time that in situations
where declarer feels certain of the
contract, he should always ask himself: "Is there anything that can
defeat me'r
South's plan

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable_

+64
VKJ 1062
•.1

•••

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

2•••
3•

Pass
Pass

-

2*
6*
• Strong, artificial
•• Negative
Opening lead — jack of diamonds.
There are plays in bridge that
seem to make no sense, but which
upon re-examination prove to be far
more sensible than is immediately
Had the declarer at the first table
apparent.
— before playing at trick two —
C'onsider' this deal played in a
team-of-four match. At the first table, asked himself this question, he
West led the diamond jack against would have realized that the only
a
six spades. South won with the ace thing that could stop the slam was
and continued with the king, plan- 6- I diamond division. He might then
ning to ruff a diamond high in have found the same low diamond
dummy next and thus assure the play as his counterpart at the other
table.
slam.
assumption.
realistic
A
Tomorrow:

•••

Crosswords
ACROSS

VICO Ft aEFUF

c,r

vvc•Ftsect

1 Wet ground
4 Ginger
or nutmeg
9 Tasty legume
12 Coffee
dispenser
13 Actor — Welles
14 Elec test
15 Common pro-

noun
16

)
,
GARIFIEL.Clo('
LIKE TO
14I,
REQUEST A SONG

I ii's CALLED "POLKA 04 PAY
I vEit40 SAUERKRAUT IN NW
LEPERHOGEN"

1 THOUGHT MORNING PEEJAYS
WERE BOPF05E9 ¶0ElE ZANY
I'M SURE HE
MEANT WOO
SICK FREAK'IN
THE ZANIEST

9086104.E WAY

)
PELLXIVILIT-0,
•

umo.•••••••••••iew•

di TUE TIME 1 &ET TI•IERE 4U11,IE ROT WATER WILL BE GONE..
•••

2

University
official
17 Treasure-bunt
need
18 Adhere
20 Not theirs
4ner.
E
21 Dixie
23 Mr
24 Accepts as a
check
28 Shoal"
30 Urban
32 Parched
34 Carried out
35 Stephen King
novel
36 Expfored a reef

Azr-Cr--

39 Gathered dust
40 Medal
recipients
41 Cry of delight
43 Gym locate
44 Currently
popular
45 Smoked
as ham
47 Double over
5G,Ur Amaz
51. Freudian
subiects
54 Compilation
55 Tureen utensil
56 Hire a lawyer
57 Evergreen tree
58 Yields to
59 New Zealand
parrot
DOWN
1 Spend money
2 Pizarro s quest
3 Veldt grazers
4 Element in salt
5 Makes impossibee

Find out what's
1 happening
MO= IMMO
this summer
UMUOINO 00111000
MOM WIRE10
with the
I
IMO OM
MIRIO
IRMO
BMW
UOMO 00111
M000 UOMMIA LEDGERS/TIMES:
IMAM UM MO
a
Home Delivery a
OMMOM MUM
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MOGI MOO OMMM
6
MOO
a
OMM MOO
I yr.---$99.00 a
OM 00M00 IRMO
OCIOOM 00111M0
Local Mall
OWNOM HOMO
(Callown,

Answer

to Previous Puzzle
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6
7
8
9
10
11

Ms Dinesen
Kind ol artist
Space width
Good buddy
Outback bird
Zoo animal

MAW &WM dinil
MEM WM= MEM
MEM WM= •MEM
NMI= AM
Mil ME MINIMAN
6111111111111=
MEM MEM MOM
MMERIMMINd
WIMMIIMM MEd du
du MINIM
MUM di= MEM
MIN MEM AM
AMIIMM UU

17 Pessimist
often
19 Cobb
of baseball
20 Comfy shoe
21 Secret store
22 Judy of
'Laugh-In'
24 In a horrible

$3300
3 aso
6 mo.------$60.00
I yr. —.$144.110
Rest of KYPIThi
Mard• Pwwwa!WOW
3

6 mo.
1 yr.

1

--$90.110
$120.00

way
25 Concerto e g
26 Hindu prince
27 Job openings
29 Designer label
31 Goose egg
33 So 11 gofer
37 Mammoth
Cave toe
38 Fishing boats
42 The gentleman
45 Grant territory
46 Frisbee
47 Actress
— Wray
48 Four quarters

49 Regulation
50 Apply makeup
52 Rightful
53 Continent
divider
55 Cry of surprise
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Subscriptions
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Kentuckians can now go faster
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Crews began
today putting up 70 mph speed limit signs on most
rural interstate highways and parkways
Miranda Thacker, spokeswoman for the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, said the plan is
to change all the signs in one day

The General Assembly approved the higher
speed limit in March, but delayed its implementation until highway engineers completed studies to
identify stretches where increased speeds would
be safe. The speed limit won't increase on urban
stretches of interstate highways.

Juror's excuses bring wrath of court
BARNSTABLE. Mass. tAP)
— A Cape Cod man who
claimed he was homophobic,
racist and 4 habitual liar to avoid
jury duty earned an angry
rebuke from a judge on Monday,
who referred the case to prosecutors for possible charges.
"In 32 years of service in
courtrooms, As a prosecutor, as a
defense attorney and now as a
judge. I have quite frankly never
confronted such a brazen situation of an individual attempting
to avoid juror service,Barnstable Supenor Court
Judge Gary Nickerson told
Daniel Ellis. according to a preliminary court transcnpt of the
exchange.

Ellis, of Falmouth, had been
called to cowl with about 60
other potential jurors for possible service on a 23-member
grand jury.
On a questionnaire that all
potential jurors fill out. Ellis
wrote that he didn't like homosexuals and blacks. He then
echoed those sentiments in an
interview with Nickerson.
-You say on your form that
you're not a fan of homosexuals," Nickerson said.
-That l'rfi a racist," Ellis
interrupted.
"I'm frequently found to be a
liar, too. I can't really help it,"
Ellis added.
"I'm sorry?" Nickerson said.

"I said I'm frequently found
to be a liar," Ellis replied.
"So, are you lying to me
now?" Nickerson asked.
"Well, I don't know. I might
be," was the response.
Ellis then admitted he really
didn't want to serve on a jury.
"I have the distinct impression that you're intentionally
trying to avoid jury service,"
Nickerson said.
-That's true." Ellis answered.
Nickerson ordered Ellis
taken into custody. He was
released later Monday morning.
Ellis could face perjury and
other charges.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Time;

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS: Workers from Charton Contracting, LLC, of Madisonville were
busy Monday morning milling Coldwater Road from Ky. 121 to the Five Points intersection.
According to Jim Adams,a foreman with Chit:ton, paving would follow by Murray Paving, Inc..

High temps hitting nation hard
NEW YORK (AP) — The
city opened nearly 300 cooling
centers Monday as temperatures
Though parts of tie Southwest could exceed 'CO degrees this witftlE.
across much of the Northeast
forecasters expected it to feel more humid across the Southeast
surpassed 90 degrees — the
and southern Texas.
hottest in the metropolitan area
Apparent heat Index
I I
I
EMI
since a heat wave last year that
at 2 p.m., July 10
hami 71-80 81-90 91-100 101
Itbyre•es F afrorlbert
was blamed for 40 deaths.
lhan 717
and more
Extra utility crews were on
hand in case of power outages,
and Mayor Michael Bloomberg
urged residents to help prevent
blackouts by conserving power.
He urged New Yorkers not to
exert themselves in the sweltering conditions.
"It is very hot," Bloomberg
said. "I don't care how good a
Las Vegas
runner you are. I don't care how
SOURCE Nebonai Oceanic
AP
strong you are, you should take
and AricAphoic Adrriroinoon
some precautions to prevent
On Monday, the city opened tor of health and nutrition sery
;
strokes.its network of 290 cooling shel- ices for Dorot, an agency thd
The temperature in Central ters for the first time in 2007, delivers meals and other
servicPark hit 90 degrees at I p.m. offering people without air con- es to homebound seniors.
•
High temperatures were fore- ditioning a break from the heat
The commissioner of the
cast in the 90s through at senior centers and community city's Department for
the Aging,
Wednesday.
buildings.
Edwin Mendez-Santiago, urged
"This is the first heat wave
But one social worker with seniors to make sure someone
this year," said Joe Pollina, a an senior-service agency cau- checks on them. "Make suie
meteorologist with the National tioned that the cooling centers you're planning in
advance, thit
Weather Service.
may not be enough.
you have water, that you use
Last year, a heat wave in late
"We've seen that the city has your air conditioner. And if you
July and early August caused 40 done a good job of publicizing don't have an air conditioner,
deaths from heat stroke and the cooling centers, but it's seek respite at a cooling site or
contributed to the deaths of often hard for seniors to get any other location where you
.mother 60 people.
there," said Karen Fuller, direc- can cool off," he said.

Humid conditions across most of U.S.

Photo by LAMA Rikoor

FEEUN' FROGGY?: Country music star Travis Tntt rocked the Regional Special Events
Center Saturday night for Froggy Fest Tritt has been a familiar face in Murray, dating back to
his 'Here's A Quarter days
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Don't make your family sit
at home all summer.
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We provide small loans that
will send you on your
perfect summer vacition.
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